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S TAT E MEN T
The work presented in this thesis is original with the exc0ptions
stated below, and has not been submitted for another degree of this or
any other University. The exceptions are:
(i) Throughout the emphasis has been that of systematicbl1y
applying known mathematical theories to solve the problems at hand.
r-This is clearly indicated by the work described in chapter 1 where
vc..ri ous known mathemati ca1 results are brought together in procedures
for investigating the stability of a system of linear differential
equations with periodic coefficients.
(ii) The work in chapter 2 is a review of and commentary on the
current state of the theory of stabil ity of 1inear stochasti c systems.
(iii) The actual systems considered in chapters 3-6 have been
discussed previously in the literature cited and it is only their
mathematical analysis that is new. Throughout the analysis results
deduced by other workers are clearly indi cated in the references.
(iv) The idea of representing the input, in section 4.5., as
a sequence of impulses was first suggested by Dr. P.C. Parks.
r;1~100~"
D. J. G. J.lIJ'iES
May 1971
ABSTRl\CT
In thi s thesis the theory of both linear differential equations
with periodic coefficients and linear differential equations wi th
random coefficients is applied t.o investigate the stability and
accuracy of parameter adaptation of sinusoidal perturbation and model
reference adaptive control systems. Throughout dimensional analys l s is
applied so that all the results are presented in a non-dimensional form.
The first part of the thesis t s devoted to investi9ating the
s..~ability of such differential equations. In chapter 1 a system of
1i near homogeneous different; al eq uations wi th peri odi c coeffi cients is
considered and a numerical procedure, based on Floquet theory and wel l
suited for use on a digital computer, is presented for obtaining necessary
and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the null solution.
Also considered in this chapter is the so called infinite determinant
method of obtaining the stability boundaries for a restricted class of
linear differential equations with periodic coefficients. Chapter 2 is
devoted to revievJing the current state of the stabili ty theory of linear
differential equations wi th random coefficients.
In chapter 3 a theoretical analysis of the stability and accuracy
of parameter adaptation of a single input, sinusoidal perturbation,
extremum control system wi th output lag is considered. Using the
principle of harmonic balance it is shown that various stable harmonic
and sub-harmonic steady state solutions are possible in certain regions
of the parameter space. By examining the domains of attraction,
corresponding to the stable solutions, regions in three dimensional
space are obtained within ...hich initial conditions will lead to a given
steady et.ate s tab le oscillation. It is also shown that the subharmonic
stE:.'~dy state solutions do not correspond to the optimum so Iut ion , so
that, for certain initial conditions and par ameter values, it is possible
for the system to reach a steady state solution whicb is not the optimum
so l ut ion, All the theoretical results are verified by direct analogue
computer simulation of the system.
The remainder of the thesis is devoted to investigating the stability
and accuracy of parane te r adapt.at ion of model reference adaptive control
systems. In order to develop a mathematical analysis, and to illustrate
the difficulties involved, a stability analysis of a first order ~l.LT.
type system with controllable gain, when the input varies wi th time in
both a periodic and random manne.: , is first carried out. Also cons ide red
are the effects of
(a) random disturbances at the system output
and (b) periodic and random variations, with time, of the controlled
process E'IIV·i ronmental parameters,
on the stability of the system and the accuracy of its parameter adaptation.
When the input varies sinusoidally wi th time stability boundaries
are obtained using both Cl numerical implementation of Fl oque t theory and
the infinite determinant method; the re l at ive merits of the two methods
is discussed. The theoreti ca 1 res ults are compared wi th s tabi 1i ty
boundaries obtained by analogue computer simulation of the system. It is
shown that the stability boundaries are complex in nature and that some
knowledge of such boundaries is desirable before embarking on an analogue
computer investigation of the system.
When the input varies randomly with time the stability problem reduces
to one of investigating the stability of a system of linear differential
equati ons wi th random coeffi ci en ts. Both the theory of r'larkov processes,
involving use of the Fokker-Planck equation, and the second method of
Liapunov are used to investigate the p rob l em; limitations and difficulty
of applications of the theory is discussed. The theoretical results
obtained are compared with those obtained by digital simulation of the
sys tern.
If the controlled process envi ronmen tal parameter is allowed to
become time varyi riq then it is shown that this effects both the stability
of the system and the accur-acy of its parame te r edep tat ion. Theo re t ice l
results are ob ta ine c fer the cases of the parareter vary'ing both
sinusoidally and randomly with time; some of the re sul ts are cornared
with those obtained by digital simulation of the system. It is also
shown that noise disturbance at the system output has no effect on the
system s Lebi l i ty but does effect the accuracy of the parameter adapt at ion,
The doubts concerning the stability and the dHficulty of analysis
of the M.1.T. , type sys tem have 1<.:dresearchers to thi 11k about redesi gni n9
the model reference system from the point of vi ew of stability. In
particular we have the Liapunov synthesis method where the resulting
system is guaranteed stable for all possible inputs. HOi'l2V21', in
designing such systems the contt'Olled process environmental parameters
are assumed constant and, by cons ider+nq the Li apunov redesign scheme
of the first order N.LT. system previously discussed, it will be shown
that the effect of making such parameters tirne varying is to introduce
a stability problem.
In chapter 6 the metllods developed for analysing the first order
svs tem are extended to examine the stability of a higher order t1.I.T.
type system. The system considered has a third order process and a
second order model and a stability analysis is presented for both
sinusoidal and random input. Steady state values of the adapting
paramate rs are first obtained and the linearized variational equat ions ,
for small disturbances about such steady states, examined to answer
the stability problem. Theoretical results are compared with those
obtained by direct analogue computer simulation of the system. The
effect, on the mathematical ar.a lys is , of replacing the system multipliers
by diode switching units is also consid2red in this chapter. The
chapter concludes by presenting a method of obtaining a Liapunov
redesign scheme for the system uncier discussion.
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I N T ROD U C T ION
In the last twenty years or so a great deal of work has been
published on so called adap td.oe or selj'-adapti-oe control systems.
Although many different systems have been described as adaptive there
is still no general agreenEnt on a definition of an adaptive control
system whtch would errbrace them all. However , it is generally accepted
that such systems must be capable of monitoring their own performance
Juring operation and also possess the 3bi1ity to adjust their own
pareme te rs , in response to a C:)Clilging environment (time variations in
environment may be in the form of input signals, disturbances, changing
performance objectives or a process w i th changing parameters), in order
to achieve a s atl sfactory performance. The parameter adjus tments are
performed f n a closed loop fashion in accordance wi th some predetermined
index of performance P; this being a mathematical measure of the quality
of a part; cul ar sys tem response and is a means by which an engineer may
impose his definition of optimum operation upon the system. The index
of performance is measured and compared with its optimum or desired
value; the resuiting error actuates the parameter adjustment loops which
in turn change the value of P as measured - the adapting loops being so
designed that the measured value of P is forced to agree wi th its optimum
vcl ue in the steady state, thus achieving the required satisfactory
performance.
A number of types of adaptive control systems have been proposed
and the reader is referred to some of the wor-ks written on the subject88-92.
In practical applications to devices such as autopilots where rapid
adaption is required, two methods whic': have been given considerable
attention in the literature are:
(i) extremum control or hill cliHlbing systems
and (ii) model-reference systems.
c...
Extremum control or hill climbing systems are a wel l defined
cl ass of adaptive control systems for vihi eh a formul a ti on has been
given e lsewhe re 93. This method or adcp tion was first discussed in
a paper by Draper and Li 63 who applied the idea to the control cf a
throttle in a gasoline engine. Basically the idea is to give the
particular parameter of the system which is under control a small
dl sp l acemen t or perturbation and to meas ure the effect of this
perturhation on the index of performance. The information is then
used to adjust automatically the ~~ran~ter to the value which optimizes
tile index of performance. Since it requires the in.icct ion of a signal
from outside in order to per turbe the parameter, this type of system
is often referred to as a parameter pe r turb at ion adaptive control system.
In general the index of performance is a function of the system
paremet.e rs and input so that if the tnput signal characteristics change
or if the system exercises disturbances or variations in its parameters
then the index of performance changes, thus causing the optimum val ues
of the adapting parameters to change. It is therefore desirable that
the index of performance is continuously optimized and this may be
ac.rt eved by applying a periodically varying perturbation; for this
reason extremum control systems employing per-i odi c perturbati ons have
received much attention in the l itet-ature . Although it is possible to
use any periodic waveform as a perturbation signal, for example, Douce
uses a square wave 94, it is systems employing s tnusoi dal perturbations
th t h . d 1 . 61-62a ave receive most popu anty .
In a model reference adaptive control system all the desired
dynamic characteristics of the controlled system are incorporated into
a model so that the model output is proportional to the desired system
response. The problem then reduces to one of making the system behave
like the model by nrin imi zl np s onn function ef the error between the
response of the controll ed sys tcm and that of the model when fed \vi th
the same input signal. Since this error signal is to be zero when the
system is in its optimum state it is used as a demand signal for the
adaptive loops which adjusts the variable parameters in the con tr-ol led
sys tern to thei r des i red values.
Various methods of synthesizing the adaptive loops have been
proposed 95-96 but the one that has proved most popular is that
deve loped by \·:hitaker et a 1 75 at the r·lass achusetts I Ins titute of
Technology and referred to as the r'l.1.T. rule. Here the performance
criterion is taken as the integral of error squared and a heuristical
argument is given for reducing this over an unspecified period of
time. This leads to the rule t~at a particular parameter should be
adjusted according to the rule:
Al though many si nusoi da 1 perturbati on and model reference adapti ve
control systems have been proposed their design has generally been carried
out by much analogue computer simulation and a detailed mathematical
analysis of the stability and the accuracy of parameter adaptation is
s ti l l lacking. The reason for this is undoubtedly due to the fact that
the system equations are both nonlinear and nonautonomous and so their
analysis has proven to be very difficult. However, since any successful
system design requires a basic understanding of the influence design
pc..rameters have on the over-all system performance, the development of
such an analysis would be an important asset.
In this thesis a detailed mathematical analysis of both sinusoidal
perturbation and model reference type adaptive control systems will be
carried out and throughout dimensional analysis will be employed in
order that all the results may be presented in a non-dimensional form.
It is appropriate that such systems be considered in a particular project
for, although the structure of at: n.LT. type model reference system
differs widely from that of a sinusoidal perturbation system, some of
the model reference systems proposed in the literature have adaptive
controllers which have been structured using sinusoidal perturbation
96-97signals
It will be seen that in all the problems considered the
stability problem reduces to one of investigating the stability of
either a system of linear differential equations with periodic
coefficients or a system of linear differential equations wi th
random coefficients. The earlier part of the thesis is therefore
devoted to investi!)ating these two problems.
In chapter 3 the stability and accuracy of parameter adaptation
of a single input, sinusoidal perturbation adaptive control system with
output lag 60-61 is considered. By considering an equt val en t circuit
Evelei gh 62 has carri ed out an approximate s tabil ity inves ti ga ti on fOl~
such a system but to date no s at.t s factory stability analysis exists.
Here a detailed analysis will be presented; various harmonic and sub-
harmonic steady-state solutions of the system equations are first
obtained, using the principle of harmonic balance, and then the
stability of each solution is investigated using the theory developed
in chapter 1. The effect of initial conditions on the system behaviour
wi 11 be obtai ned by plotting the domains of attraction correspondi ng
to the stable steady-state solutions. A knowledge of such domains is
essential if the system is to be subjected to input disturbance and
measurement noise. All the theoretical results wi l l be verified by
direct analogue computer simulation of the system.
The remainder of the thesis is devoted to model reference
d t· t 1 t B· 98 b ta i d di .a ap lve con ro sys ems. onglorno 0 alne necessary con ltlons
for the stability of a particular type of model reference system when
the input varied sinusoidally with time; the results, however, are
only applicable to systems which are stable when the t ine varying
terms are equated to zero and are therefore not applicable to the
type of problem considered in this work. \·lhite 2 investigated the
5.
s tab i l t ty of an !~.I.T. type system, when the input varied s inus oida'l Iy
with time, by time averaging the coefficients, of the system equations,
over a period - a method well known to be unreliable. For the case of
random input Bell 82 carried out an approximate stability investigation,
for an N. I. T. type sys tern, by rep 1aei ng the set of nonautonomous
di f fe ren ti a1 equati ons , representi ng the sys tern, by a set of autonomous
equations and then applying Liapunov's Direct nethod.
In order to develop a mathematical analysis, and to illustrate
e'e difficulties involved, we shall first carry out a theoretical
stab; li ty analysis fer a fi rst order M.I. T. type system with controllable
gain when the input varies with time f n both a sinusoidal and random
manner. Also considered wi l l be the effects of
(a) random disturbances at the system output
and (b) periodic and random variations, with time, of the controlled
process envi ronmental parameter,
on the system stability and the accuracy of the parameter adaptation. All
the theo re ti cal resul ts wi 11 be compared vd th results obtai ned by either
analogue or digital computer simulation of the system.
The doubts concerning the stability and the difficulty of analysis
of the 1'1.1.T. type system have led researchers to think about redesigning
the model-reference system from the point of view of stability. In
particular we have the Liapunov synthesis method 46,76,77; in this
approach a Li apunov function is proposed and control signals are chosen
such that its time derivative is negative definite. Should this be
possible then the resul t inq system can be guaranteed stable for all
possible inputs. However , in designing such systems the controlled
process environmental parameters are ass umed constant; by considering
the Liapunov redesign scheme of the first order N.LT. system discussed
earlier it wi l l be shown that the effect of making the environmental
process parameters time varying is to introduce a stability problem.
6.
The thesis is concluded by extending the analysis deve Ioped for
analysing the first order system to investigate the stability of a
higher order 1·1.I.T. type system. The system considered is that developed
by White 12 and has a third order controlled process and a second order
model. As pointed out by Horrocks 86 such a system, where the controlled
process and model are not of the same order, is most likely to be of the
type used in practice. This is due to the fact that the order of the
model is almost exclusively determined by bandv idth requirements whilst
the order of the system is usue l Iy determined by the unavoidability of
includ-ing components and subsidiary loops to perform specific subsidiary
functions and by these components etc. introducing lags intrinsic to
thei r s tr ucture .
A stability analysis for both sinusoidal and random inputs will
be presented. Steady-state values of the adapting parameters are first
obtained and then the linearized variational equations, for small
disturbances about such e teadu-e tatee , examined in order to answer
the stability problem. Also considered wi l l be the effect, on the
mathematical analysis, of rep l ecinq the system multipliers by diode
switching units .
Since the model and controlled process are not of the same
order it JS no longer possible to have perfect correspondence between
the two. It fo l l ows that fat' <uch systems it is not possible to obtain
a Liapunov function that will guarantea asymptotic stability. By
introducing adjustable par~meters around the controlled process u
method will be presented of obtaining a Liapunov redesign scheme
for the 1·1.1.T. system under discussion.
I •
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1.1. Introduction
Linear differential cqua tions w i th pcr iodi c coefficients form a
mcs t important sub-class of linear differential equations vii th variable
coefficients. The equations, which occur frequently in practice, may
ari se di rectly from the equati ons of motion of a dynami c sys tern , fat'
example, the flapping of a helicopter rotor blade 1, but mot2 frequently
arise from an examination of the stability of oscillations in non-
linear systems.
Surprisingly the problem of investigating the stability of such
a system of equations is one of extreme difficulty and even t he
relatively simple scalar equation
+ (0 + E cost)x = 0,
the undamped Mathieu equation, poses major difficulties and has
essentially a theory of its 0\'1'11. A prccedure frequently used by
authors 2, 3 is to time average the coefficients over a period and
replace the system of differential equations with periodic coefficients
by a system of differential £~uations having constant coefficients.
This is a dangerous procedure and gives rise to serious doubts
regarding the validity of the consequent stability analysis. It is
seen to fail for comparatively simple equations such as the equation
d2x
cl?
which is unstable 4.
+ dx0.2 <at + (4.5 - 4 cos 2t)x = 0
Various authors have employed Liapunov's second (or direct)
method to obtain sufficient conditions for the stability of linear
8.
differential equations I'lith time varying coefficients wh il s t 80n9in'Oro 5
upl,)lied im extension of the Nv()uist-I~i1rkhausE'n stability cr iter ion to
-' I
obtain similar conditions when the coefficients are periodic. These
methods, however, can only be applied to examine systems of the form
where dot denotes differentiation vlith respect to time t, ~(t) is an
n-column vector, ~ is a constant nxn matrix such that the system
.l ::Q.l is asymptotically stable and ~(t) is an nxn matrix whose
non- i dent i ca 11y zero elements are t ime-varyi ng. Furthermore, the
results obtained by these methods are usually rather conservative.
In this chapter a rigorous numerical implementation of Floquet
theory, \'/e11 suited for digital computation, w l l l be pre sen te d for
obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee the
stability of a system of linear differential equations w i th periodic
coeHi ci ents.
The chapter will be concluded by considering the so called
infinite determinant method of obto.ining the stability boundaries in
parameter space for a restricted class of linear differential equations
with periodic coefficients.
1.2. Stdb i1i ty theorem
Writing the system of equations as a set of first order
differential equations vIe have the vector matrix differential
equation
S_(t) :: !:(t) ~ (t), (1.2.1.)
where ~(t) is an n-vector and ~(t) an nxn matrix satisfying the
condition.
~ (t + T) = A (t), t £ [0, 00)
Q
.J •
For a linear system such as that defined in equatian (1.2.1.) it
is possible, using Floquet analysis, to prove the fo llowinq theorem.
Theorem 1.2.1.
For the system of differential equations (1.2.1.) there exists
a constant nxn matr i x f, known as the nonodr omy matri x 6. of the sys tcm ,
such that
x (t + T) = C x (t ), t £ [0,00);
_ 0 -- 0 0
and a neces sary and sufficient condition for the null solution of
(1.2.1.) to be uniformly asymptotically stable is that all the eigen-
values of the matrix C lie within the unit c~rcle Izlel. If the
eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix f_ lie in the circle Izkl, and
the eigenvalues on Izi = 1 correspond to unidimensional Jordan cells,
then the null solution of (1.2.1.) is uniformly stable.
Proof
The solution of system (1.2.1.) may be wr itten 7 as
(1.2.2.)
where 25,(to)is arbitary, !(to) = I the identity matrix, and
(1.2.3.)
where ~(t) is a non-singular periodic matrix with period T and R is an
nxn constant matrix.
From equations (1.2.2.) and (1.2.3.) we have that
25,(to + T) = !(to + T) 25,(to)
= ~ (to + T) exp { ~(to + T - to) } x (to)
= exp { ~(T) } ! (to)
since ~(to + T) = ~(to) = I.
la.
Hence,
~ I!..):~ L X \C
-- -- u (1.2.4.)
where C is the constant nxn matrix cL:fincd by
C = exp { R T } (1.2.5.)
Ever~ linear system of differential equations with periodic
coefficients, such as (1.2.1.), is reducible, in the sense of
l.i apunov 8, by means of the ~iapunov tr-ans fo neat ion
x = f (t) 'l,
where £.(t) is defined as in equation (1.2.3.). This t rans fo rmat ion
carries equations (1.2.1.) into the form
(1.2.6.)
where R is the constant nxn natr+x defined in equation (1.2.3.).
Ail important property of a Liapunov transformation, which
makes it attractive in stability investigations, is that it does
not alter ~he character of the zero or null solution as regards
stability; so that, the null solution of system (1.2.1.) is uniformly
asymptotically stable (or uniformly stable) if and only if the null
solution of system (1.2.5.) is uniformly asymptotically stable (or
uniformly stable).
Since C = exp {B. T } it fo l l ows that the eigenvalues
Ai' l1i (i == 1,2,
the formul ae
n) of Rand C respectively are related by- -
1
== T log )Ji' i = 1,2 ----, n
From the stability theory of linear' differential equations vJith
constant coefficients 6, 9 the re sul ts of the: theorem f'o l l ow.
11.
o f c' '1II,:> + i ;'> '1 f1 ') ,1 ,,.J I '''Cl" • ~'. \ •• (,.. '. J >
the system of equations (1.2.1.) an; integrated nune rical ly over a
per-iod T. To do this it is convcni ent to en.p l oy a numerical procedure
that may be re formul a ted in such a \-lo.y as to qi ve f directly. S"ince
it is completely self contained and requires no pre determination of
a set of starting values the Runge-Kutta method 10 is given preference
aver the var-ious predt ctor-Lor rect cr methods of integt'ation. An
alternative, as pointed out by Davison 11, is the:Crank-Nicolson
procedure 12. A formulatinn of f, based on these two procedures,
will now be presented.
1.3.1. Runge-Kutta ~rocedure
In order to compute the monodromy matrt x £ the fourth order
Runge-Kutta procedure of solving a system of first order linear
di fferenti a 1 equati ons is re f'ormul a ted as fa I lows :
If
~(t) = ~(t) ~ (t ) , t E [0, (0) (1.3.1.)
where ~(t) i~,an n-column vector and ~(tJ an nxn periodic matrix of
period T, then the period is split into a large number of intervals
N, each of duration st (= TIN), and the following finite difference
relationship employed
1= x (mL\t) + "6 (~1 + 2~ + 2~ + ~) (1.3.,2.)~(m + 1 z.t)
Where
~l = L\t ~ (ms t) ~ (lTJ!.It) = ~l x (ms t)-_.__ ..
~ = i\t A (m + ~ i\ t) [ ~ (rnA t) + ~ ~l 1-
= lit A (m + 1 IIt) [ L + ~ ~l ] ~ (mz t}, where I is the nxn- 2
identity matrf x
= .!S.2 ~ (rns t )
12.
~3 :: L\t!:_ (m + ~ /\t) [~(mtlt) -I- ~ ~1_._--,--
= ~.,to ~ (m + ~ At) II + ~ K~l xr~At)- - L «, -z J - \ 0'" 'I
~ = lit !2 (m + 1 zt ) [~(i1l!\t) + ~-31
::~4 ~(mi'lt)
Substituting in equation (1.3.2.) for.:::..1,~2' ~3 and ~ gives
~ (m + 1 i\ t ) :: [ 1+ .} ~ 1 + ~ ~2 + j. ~3 01- i~]~(n1L\ t) ,
that ts ,
!(m + 1 ~t) = ~ (mAt) ! (mAt) (1.3.3.)
where
() 'K'K'K'K~ mo t = L +"6 -1 + 3' --2 + "3 -3 + "6 .:.24 (1.3.4.)
8y repeated application of (1.3.3.) the solution at the end of
a period in terms of that at the beginning of the period becomes
~(T) = !(N zt) = ~ (N - 1 !It) ~ (N - 2 st) ---- Q(o) ~(o)
N - 1
= IT ~(r At) ~(o)
r = 0
= Cx(o),
whe re
N - 1
C =n 13 (r llt)
r = 0
(1.3.5.)
is the requi red morioclromy matri x.
1.3.2. Crank-Nicolson procedure
The Crank Nicolson method of numerical integration for system
(1.3.1.) leads to the following finite di fference rel ationship
13.
~(m + z t )
(1.3.6.)
II/here lis the nxn i denti ty matr ix and {~t as def ined in Section
(l.3.1.)
that is,
x(m + 1 ~t) = B* (m~t)~(m6t) (1.3.7.)
whe re
B* (mL'l t) == [1-~_! !l (mi'l t) r1 [1. +' ~t !l (m i'l t ) 1 ( 1.3 . 8. )
By repeated application of relationship (1.3.7.) the solution at
the end of a period in terms of that at the beginning of the period
becomes
_~(T) == ~(Nt_\ t)
== §..* (N - 1 lit) ~* (N - 2 L\t) ------ B* (0) ~ (0)
N - 1
= n B* (r ~t) ~ (0)
r = 0
where
= £ ~ (0)
N - 1
C = n 8* (r l\ t)
r = 0
(1.3.9.)
is the required monodromy matrix.
As indicated by Davison 11 this method of determining £ is
inherently stable for any choice of N since the eigenvalues of the
mat r;ces
[ 1. - ~t_ !l (mL\ t ) J - 1, [1. + ~~ !:_ (mL\ t) J; m = 0, 1, - - -, N - 1
are all less than unity in absolute value. Davison found that at
least four significant figure accuracy in the calculation of C
Was obtained if N was chosen as
11..
N = 30 1 m~x I \]On1 ~ (t) I '
where Ad A(t) is the largest dominant eigenvalue of A(t) which isom -
non zero.
Both the Runge-Kutta and Cronk-Nicolson pl'ocedures have been
employed in the work described in this text and it was found that
although a smaller step lenath ~t had to be used when employing
the Crank-Nicolson procedure the computer running time was usually
less.
1.3.3. Numerical check on th~ value of the moncdromy matrix
A check on the value of the monodromy matri x £ may be made
Using the following result.
Consider the determinant O(t) of the monodromy matrix at time
t , then
o (t + ~t) = I I + A (t) 8tIO(t)
= (1 + trace ~(t) 6t) O(t)
to first order in 8t; so -that
•o (t) = trace ~(t) O(t)
Thus, since D(o) - 1, we have tnat
( JotO(t) = exp t trace ~(t) dt } (1. 3.10.)
Hence, over a period T equation (1.3.10) gives
det C = O(T) = { J
T
exp trace ~(t) dt }
o (1.3.11)
1.4. Eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix
Having computed the monodromy matrix ~ the next step is to
examine its eigenvalues. Although the matrix f is itself real
some of its eigenvalues may occur as complex conjugates and this
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sometirn2S causes dif ficul t ies regurdin9 time of conve rcenco .\·ihen
employing standar-d nune rica l methods of evaluating the e iqenva lues .
A good discussion of these numerical methods, together wi th the
difficulties involved when the eigenvalues occur as complex
n 11conjugates, may be found in the work of Wilkinson . Davison
in his paper evaluated the eigenvalues of f using the Q-R procedure 13
Gearing in mind that in the problem at hand it is not necessary
to know the exact values of the eigenvalues of £, but rather it is
only required to show that their modulii are less than unity, a very
elegant procedure, based on the works of Faddeev 14 and .Jury 15, 16,
has been inLrod'Jced Lo deal wi th this problem. This procedure, which
only involves matr-ix multiplication and the evaluation of determinants
of order two , has many advantages over any of the numeri ca 1 methods
available for evaluating eigenvalues. It is a comparatively simple
procedure and requi res far fev/er ari thmeti c operati ons; it is readily
programmed ~nd the running time is comparatively small. It has the
distinct advantage in that it is not an iterative procedure, so that
the question of converge~ce does not arise.
In this work therefore the method employed to examine the
eigenvalues of f (except faY' ir:atrices of order two where the eigen-
values were obtained by dir~ct solution of the quadratic) is to
first obtain the characteristic polynomial using the Faddeev algorithm
and then determi~e whether or not the roots of this polynomial lie
inside the unit circle using the determinant method of Jury.
1.4.1. The Faddeev algorithm
If the charac te r-t s tic polynomial of an nxn matrix A is
represented in the form
- p n
16.
then the Faddeev algorithm states that the coefficient Pi(i :: 1,2, n)
may be ccn~uted in the fol1rn~ing manner :-
where
1 trace A • r :: 1 ,2, nPr :: --r -r
A :: A when r -- 1-r
:: A B-.-r - when r ::2,3, ---, n
and 13 :.: A - P I, whe re I is the identity matrix of order n.-r -r r-
A check may be employed since
P In-
Dust be the null matrix.
~ By the trace of a matri xis meant the sum of "the terms in the
leading diagonal; that is,
n
trace I~ :: I
i ::
(a .. )
11
An algol program for this procedure is given in apperidi x (1.1).
1.4.2. The de ternri nant method of J~ry
This procedure gives necessary and sufficie'1t cond i t+ons for the
po lynomi a 1
F(x) xn + a xn - 1 + a n - 2 +n - 1 n - 2x
(1.4.1.)
to have all its roots inside the unit circle. It only requires the
evaluation of second order determinants and can be easily programmed
on a digital co~)uter.
The conditions are ob ta ine d by forming table (1.4.1.) (note that
the elements of row 2K + 2 consists of the elements of row 2K + 1 written
in reverse ordor , K :: 0,1,2, ---, n);
17;
TABLE 1.4. 1.
A Stability Procedure Table
Row xn n-1 n-2 n-K x2 xl Xox x ------- x - - - .. --
1 1 a an-2 an-K a2 a, aon-l
2 ao a, a2 aK a an-l 1n-2
3 bo b, b2 bK bn-2 bn-l
4 b b b b b1 bn-' n-2 n-3 n-2-K 0
5 Co c, c2 cK Cn-2
6 c cn-3 cn-4 c Con-2 n-2-K
7 d d, d2 dK0
I 8 d d d dn-3 n-4 n-5 n-3-K
I
j
I I
I
I
I
I
.
I
2n-5 So s1 S2 53
2n-4 53 S2 s, So ~
2n-3 Iro r1 i r2
2n-2 r2 r1 ro
2n-l t
0
'-- I-----1----.--------------- __. __-,..___. ___. _____,____.~
1 bo bn-2-K
------- ..-- --- ,to = r0 r2
"z ro
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to have all its roots inside the unit circle (that is, st abil ity
conditions) are
(i ) F(l) > ° (_l)n F(-l) > °
(ii) bo > 0, C > 0, do > 0, ------ S > 0, r > 0, t > °o 000
(n-1) constraints
An algol proqram for this procedure is given in appendix (1.2).
1.5. Infinite determinant method
Since it raqui res that the form of the solution on the transition
boundary between s tab lc and uns tab le sol uti ens (henceforth referred to
as the transition boundaries) be known this method is only suitable for
obtaining the stability boundaries in parameter space for a restricted
class of linear, periodic coefficient ordinary homogeneous differential
equati ons. The method has been used extens ive ly by Boloti n 17, in
studying problems of elastic stability of structures under parametric
eXcitation, and in this section we shall restrict ourselves to a brief
discussion.
System (1.2.1.) does not necessarily have periodic non zero
solutions of period T. However, a basic consequence of the work of
Floquet 18, 9 is the conclusion that the system has at least one
solution of the form
(1.5.1)
v/here Q..(t + T) = Q..(t) and Al' is an eigenvalue of the monodromy matrix1 1
of the SVstPil1.
• oJ" Fur therrnore , if the e;0el1villues L(i = 1,2,----, m),
1
1 ~ m , n, of the corresponding monodron~ matrix are all distinct
then there are m independen t solutions dcs cribed by (1.5.1), and if
19.
m := n the se fo rm a fund0.f;>cnLtl system of solutions.
Equation (1.5.1)10y be; \·:r-i t ten in the fO),!lJ
(1.5.2)
Since, from theorem 1.2.1, there must a lweys be an e iqenva Iue vri th
modulus exceeding unity fer tns tab i lity , and there can be no such
eigenvalue for stability, it fo l Iows from the as s umad continuous
dependence of stability on param2ter values that there must exist an
ei genva 1ue of modul us unity fOI~ parameter values on any boundary
between stable and unstable regions. Thus, on these transition
boundaries there must exist an almost periodic solution of the form
(1.5.3)
(Note that in general such solutions may also exist inside stable
and unstable regions but not vii thin rcqi ons of uniform asymptotic
s tab i l i ty) .
If the nonodrony matrix of the sys tcm j s symp lcct ic' then
its characteristic pquation is reciprocal 6 (canonical systemstt are
examples of 'such systems). It follows from theorem 1.2.1. that
asymptotic stability is inli~fJssible fat' such systems since if Ai'
a roo t of the cha re c ter is t ic equation of the monodromy matrix, is
in Izl<1 then l/A; (also a root of the characteristic equation) is
in Izl>l. In the case when the eigenvalues are on the unit circle
t A matrix ~ is said to be symplectic if it satisfies the property
r 0 I
A* E A = E where E =i -:, I being the identity matrix.
- - - - -, -I 0 -
'-
tt A differential equation system is termed canonical if it can be
• ~ ~l
written in the form of Hamiltons canonical equations p. ::: ~:-'--,, "q.
1
q,. ::- ~rp'. I f His a q U L\ drat ic form inth e v Cl ria b1e s p., q. the n
o • - 1 1
1
the sys tern vii 11 be 1inear.
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and the normal Jordan form is diagonal all solutions are bounded, (This
is the case in the stable region for the undamped Hathi eu equation). The
remainder of this section will be devoted to systems 'having a symplectic
monodromy matrix.
It fo l lows that if the transition boundary is characterised by
the presence of a real root Ai then Ai and its reciprocal must each
have the value +1, or the value -1, giving a root of multiplicity two
(,~i the boundary. Figure 1.5.1 (a) illustrates the locus of points
in the complex plane occupied by the real numbers Ai and l/Ai as
transition is made in the parameter space from the indicated unstable
region to a stability boundary. Howevcr , in general, the transition
boundary may be characterised by complex roots. If Ai' 1Ail>l, is a
complex root then, due to the characteristic equation having real
coefficients, there must exist, in addition to the reciprocal A. of
J
Ai' the complex conjugates of both Ai and Aj (denoted by Ai*' Aj*
respect lve ly) . Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.1(b), the transition
to a stability boundary from a region made unstable by a complex root
of modulus exceeding unit is marked by the presence of two roots of
multiplicity two.
»>:
A. <,1 (.1/),-~
-......__
A Imp,)J Im( A)
UNIT CIRCLE
/ ~I
V
1/A. A.
1 17-;;')
.i->
(a) (b)
FIG. 1.5.1. Locus of characteristic roots in t rans it icn from unstable
n~qion to s t ab i l i ty boundary.
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If Ai = +1 is substituted into cquat ion (1.5.3) t~le resul t is a
periodic solution of period T
x.(t) :: l~l·(t)
-1
(1.5.4)
On the other hand substituting Ai = -1 into equation (1.5.3) gives
~i(t) = exp { j"t/T } ~i (t) (1.5.5)
which is a function of period 2T. Thus, if one can be assured a priori
that for a given system all transition boundaries are marked by no more
than one multiple root then such boundaries are characterised by the
existence of a periodic solution of period T or 2T (Note that equation
(1.5.5.) is a restricted class of functions of per;od 2T, e.g. a constant
does not qualify).
Thus, if it is known a priori that one pair of multiple roots
marks a trans; tion boundary then the path is clear to search for such
boundaries in the form of a search for solutions of known period.
This information is known for second order systems since then there
are only two ei~enva1ues and instability due to complex roots is
impossible. This argument also applies to uncoupled canonical systems
of dimension n = 2N, with N an integer representing the nu~b2r of
degrees of freedom of the dynamical system. In other wor-ds if equation
(1.2.1) may be written in the form
l( t)"9_ + ~(t)g_ = 0,
with the NxN matrices .Ut), lS.(t)diagonal, then the system is no more
than a collection of independent second order scalar equations and the
previous argument applies to each of the scalar equations individually.
The several unstable regions can then be superimposed wi thcut ambiguity,
even though it may happen that a stability boundary from one sca lar
equation crosses into a region which is unstJble by virtue of another
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scalar equation. It is c l ear howe ve r that more work is ne,:'GcQ to pf:1'i:li t
the identification of those di fferent ial equat ions (1.2.1) whi ch iJi(';2L
the requirement of having solutions of period Tor 2T on all transition
boundaries and nowhere else in parameter space.
Fa}' systems whose transition boundar ies JI'C characterised by
periodic solutions of period T or 2T the numerical procedure employed
to find the transition boundaries is as follows. If there exists a
solution of period T, it must be representable by a Fourier series of
the form
x = b
-()
+ I [~K si" 15.~t_ + E.K cos Kt I
K=2,4,6 J
where b , aK and bK are real, constant n column vectors, of values as-0 - -,
yet und~cr;'ilined. This series solution is then substituted into the
system equations (1.2.1) and the principle of harmonic balance employed
to obtain an infinite system of simultaneous, linear, homogeneous
algebraic equations for the coefficients. For those values of the
parameters which admit the assumed periodic solution the homogeneous
algebraic equat~ons must have a non-trivial solution and this is the
case only if the infinite det~rminant (Hill determinant) of the
coefficients is zero. In practice the Fourier series is truncated
and the corresponding Hill d~cerminant, if finite order, solved to
give lines in parameter space (which correspond to zeros 0f the
determinant). If the truncation point of the Fourier series is
extended and the zeros of the corresponding Hill de terminan ts of
increasing order converge to some limit set of lines then the infinite
determinant procedure is said to be convergent; the convergent set of
lines in parameter space being the requi red transition boundary between
stable and unstable regions. To determine the region of instability
23.
bounded by the periodic solution, with period 2T, we re~resent the solution
by a Fourier series of the form
"x::: L
K=1,3,5
t K" t -'1' cos _,-,,---K I
.-'
and then proceed in an aua l oqous manner to that empIoye d for the solution
of period T.
In a re cent paper Lindh and Likins 19 extended the ne thod
discussed above to completely damped fficchanica1 systems of the form
.!.(t)9_ + §_(t)9_ + Q(t)g_ + ~(t)9_ :: 0,
where .!.(t) and Q(t) are symmetric, .§.(t) is skew synme tr+c anr' all the
matrices are periodic with period T. Their method involved a search
for an almost periodic solution, of the form defined by equation (1.5.3),
which by the nature of the system must exist on all stability boundaries,
and cannot exist wi th in regions of stability. The method vias i l lus trated
by application to an a tt i tude stability problem.
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C HAP T E R 2
LINEAR DIFFERENTIP.L EQUATIONS HITH RMmOf:i COEFFICIENTS
2.1. Introduction
In recent years the problem of investigating the stability of the
solutions of differential equations with randomly varying coefficients
has been studied by many authors and a recent survey of this work may
h f d' b K . 20ne oun tn a paper y oz m . The most successful of these investiga-
tions made wh ite noise assumptions for the coefficients as then the
methods of the theory of "1arkov processes may be uti 1ized. Inves ti gati on
of the s tab i l i ty under non white excitation has proven to bp much more
difficult and for this reason most authors have limited their investiga-
tions to systems of some particular type.
Definitions for various types of stability have been proposed for
systems with stochastic coefficients 20, 21. Which of these stability
concepts is most useful, or most significant is still undecided and
Kushner 22 has stated that the proper concept of stochastic stability
remains to be se.ttled as the subject develops. Kozin 20, 23, fnaintains
the view that when studying real systems that are subjected to random
var; at; ons in the; r parameters, 0 r are operati ng with; n randomly
perturbed envi ronmentn I conditions then one desires stability properties
as close to deterministic stability as possible so that conditions that
\FJill guarantee almost sure symptotic stability is the goal to aim for.
In this work we shall be concerned mainly wi th three types of
stab i1ity name ly : s tabil i ty ; n mean, s tabil ity ; n mean squa re and
almost sure asymptotic stability and we shall investigate such
stability under two random coefficients variations viz:
(i) Gaussian wlri te noise processes
and (1·1·'; G' I itaUSS1an non-W11 e processes
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2.2. White a.nd rhY_~1cal vfhite noises
When dealing wi th white noise one must be careful to distinguish
beh/een two distinctly different types of systems that appear in the
literature.
In practice when one is dealing with noise corrupted systems
the state equations representing the system are written
d~(t)
dt
= 2.(~, t) + .§_(:i. t) ~ ( t) , t £ [ 0, 00 ), (2.2.1)
where ~(t) is the n-state vector, a an n-vector, B an nxn matrix and
X(t) an n-vector whose e lements Xi(; = 1,2, ----, n) are regarded as
Gaussian w~;ite noise processes satisfying the conditions
E{xi(t)}=O
EIx i(t) Xj (t + '1')} =
i ,j = 1,2, n (2.2.2)
2D .. o(t)
lJ
Where E denotes the mathematical expectation~ 6 denotes the Dirac delta
function, 4Dij is the cross spe ct ral dens i ty of xi(t) and Xj(t) and
when i = j, 4D •. is the spectral density (self) of Xl' (t).11 .
Formally the integral of Gaussian white noise is the Wiener or
Brownian process 24 so that equation (2.2.1) is apparently identical
with the stochastic differential equation or It~ equation 25
d~(t) = ~(x, t)dt + ~(~, t)d ~(t) , t £ [ 0, 00 ), (2.2.3)
v/here z{t) is an n-vcctor process whose components are assumed to be
Wiener or Brown ian processes. HO\'JE-~ver,this is not the case since
\lJhite noise is not integrable (since it has an infinite mean square
Or power) and a Hiener process is not differentiable so that the
relationship between equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) is strictly a
formal one.
,,~'"0.
To analyse the solutions of equation (2.2.1) all that is
required are the ideas of the ordinary calculus but in the case
of equat ion (2.2.3) the s ituati on is quite di fferent. Equation
(2.2.3) is strictly symbolic and one cannot divide throughout by
dt to give an equation that makes sense in the ordinary meaning
of a differential equation. This equation, however, has been
A 25"
given a precise definition by Ito who represents it by the
stochastic relation
(2.2.4)
Where the last integral in equation (2.2.4) is the so called stochastic
A
integral. introduced by Ito for studying such systems. It is in the
introduction of this stochastic integral that the difference between
equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) begin; considered as a normal integral
it does not exist and as demonstratec by Doob 24 it differs quite
often from formal integrals. For a more detailed discussion of the
relationship between equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) the reader is
. 26referred to a paper by vJong and Zakai .
In practice the elements x.j(t), i = 1,2 ----, n , of ~(t) are
us ua l ly an approximati on for Gauss ian white noi se and sone tt nes
referred to as physical. white noise; that is, they are Gaussian
processes wi th a very smal l correlation time T Cr = 1 where w is thew
cut-off frequency of the process) \,/hieh is not identi cally zero as
for a a-correlated process (theoretical white noise). Thus, in
Pract t ce a wideb and no; se precess whose cut off frequency is hi gh
but finite is regarded as physical white noise if (J) » +, where T is
the integrating constant of the ohysical system (such as a low pass
filter). It f'ol Iows therefore that in practice the elements dzi(t)
of equation (2.2.3) do not truly represent ~'Jiener processes but
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rather dzi(t)/dt are mathematical apprcximations to Gaussian white
noise processes with small correlation times. In this case the
elemGnts zi(t), i = 1,2, ----, n, of !(t) are not such that they
requi re the use of a di fferent concept of integrati on and for thi s
reason engineers usually use a formal integral in equation (2.2.4).
However, it should be clearly understood that the representation of
whitE: noise processes by physical wh ite noise processes is only a
convenient mathematical abs tr-ac ct on and should be treated as such;
in the strict mathematical sense the last integral of equation
(2.2.4) should be taken as the stochastic integral and equation
A
(2.2.3) defined as by Ito. This last paragraph serves to illustrate
why the solutions of equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) are seen in a
different 1ight by mathematicians and enqi nee rs .
2.3. Use of the Fokker-P1anck equation
The work of this section fo1101'1s closely that of Ariaratnam
and Graeffe 27, 28, 29, 30, Caughey, Oienes and Gray 31, 32 and
K0zi n 33
We shall consider the linear system
dx(t)~t+ ~ ~(t) + ~(t) ~(t) = ~(t) , t c [0, co), (2.3.1)
where ~(t) is an n-column vector representing the state of the system,
Aan nxn cons Lant matrix, B:: (B .. (t», i, j = 1,2, ----, n , an nxn
- lJ
matrix and B :: (Sio(t), i = 1,2, ----, n, an n-column vector of
Gaussian wh ite noise processes with the f0110\'dn9 statistical properties
EO· .(t)} = 0lJ
E{f3;j(t)Brs(t + T)} = 2Di5rs O(T)
i, r = 1,2, ----, n
,
j, S ::: 0,1,2, n
(2.3.2)
the syntols being defined as in section 2.2.
28.
It may be shown (lkiaratnam 34, Hang and UbIenbe ck 35) that
the state vector~ = [xl' x2' ----~ xn ]' of system (2.3.1) is an
exaw~12 of a continuous n-dimensional Markov process (that is, a
process whose future state depends only on its present state and is
independent of hm', the process attained its present state). Such
a process is completely described by its transition probability law
which may be obtained as the fundamental solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation
(JPat _. I
i = 1
(Ai p) + 1
2 (2.3.3)
n
appropriate to the system, where p = p(~, t/~, to) denotes the
probability that the state point lies in the differential element
(~+ d~) of state space at time t given that it was at the point
~ at time to nnd the coefficients Ai and B;j are given by
A.
1 = 1imi tst-o
i,j = 1,2, n (2.3.4)
B .. =
'IJ
1imi t
ot-tO
[{OX.oX.}
1 J
ot
[~.1 Hhen the theoretical wlii te no ise processes of equation (2.2.5)
are replaced by the practt cal physical wbite processes then the state
vector ~(t) does not truly represen t an n-di mens i ana 1 ~1arkov process,
but if one is only interested in behaviour that takes place in "macro-
scopic" '~;me intervals (those larger than the correlation t ine ) then
only the first conditional probabil"ity density is needed to describe
!(t) and the process is effectively Markovian 32
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Note 2
A
The Ito or stochastic differential equation
d~(t) + ~~ dt + d~(t)x = d~(t),
where d~(t) :: (dBij(t)) and dS(t) :: (dB;o(t)) are nxn and nxl matrices
respectively whose elements are increments of ~Jiener or Brownian
processes, will give rise to a different Fokker-Planck equation to
that representing system of equations (2.3.1) 30,32 J
Various methods have haen presented for evaluat+nq these
coefficients 28-34 and for the system of equations (2.3.1) subject
to conditions (2.3.2) the coefficients have been evaluated by
Ariaratnam and Graeffe 39 as
A.
1
n
= - L [ai r xr + Di rro
r = 1
n
L
s = 1
D. x J
1rrs s (2.3.5)
n n
B;j = 2{Diojo + I [-oirjo Xr + L (-Diojs \ + Dirjs xrxs) J}
r = 1 s = 1
(2.3.6)
The working details of obtaining these results are easily understood by
studyir,g the problems considered in chapter 4.
The general solution of the Fokker-Pl arock equation presents
great difficulties 36 and explicit solutions have been obtained only
for certain linear systems 31 However, in stability investigations
a knowledqe of the moments of the system response is usually sufficient;
di fferential equations governing these momen ts are conveniently obtained
from the Fokker-Planck equation and these then may be solved recursively
for the various moments.
Denote the mixed moments of order N by
Kxn n l , N = 1,2, e tc .
(2.3.7)
Where Kl, K2, ---, Kn are positive integers satisfying
Multiplying equation (2.3.3) throughout by x,K, x2K2 --- XnKn
and integrating by parts over the enti re state-space - 00 < x < co leads
29to the following moment equations
n n
d (K K I< ) = - \ :Tt mN l' 2' --- , "n L"
;:.:1 r:.:l
n n n n
{
K.K. (i f j) }
K:(~.-l} (i = j)
1 1
D . . mN(K1 ,- - -, K. - 1 ,- - - ,K .- 1 ,- - - ,
1 rJs \ 1 J
K +1 --- K +1 --- K)r' '$' , n
+ I I I I
; =1 j ::1 r= 1 s =1
n n n r.K. (i f j)1 J
(i ; jJ-2 L L L O.. m (K --- K.-l ---K.-l ---K.{K.-1) r rj o N-l l' '1' J'; =1 j=l $=1 1 1 K +1 --- K)r' 'n
n n {K.K. (i f j) ;J1 J D. D. mN 2 (K --- K.-l --- K.-l --- K )+ L I 10 JO - 1 ' , l' 'J' 'n
;=1 j=l K.(K.-l) (i1 1
n n
v I D;rro Ki mN-1 (Kl,---, K;-l, Kn)"
; =1 :r= 1
n n n
+ L L L Di rrs K. mN (K1 ,---, K.-l --- K +11 1 ' 's '
i =1 r=l s=l
(2.3.8)
[ ~ote Care must be exercised when evaluating the last term in each of
the summati ons as it may happen that more than one K vJi th the same subscri pt
9.. arises in the argument of m. In these cases, the appropriate power of
the corresponding xi in the exp res s ion for the moment should be taken
equal to Kl plus the algebraic sum of the nun~ers added to all the Kt
31.
appearing in the moment term. For' exann 1e, the fourth summation in
(2.3.8) for the case i = j = n which appears as
Kn(Kn-1 ) D mp 2 (K, , K -1 K -1 Kn)nono~- n ' n '
is to be regarded as
Kn(Kn-1) Dnono mN-2 (Kl, ---, K -2) ]n .
From equation (2.3.8) it is seen that the moments of order Hare
only related to the moments of order less than N, and for a particular
N there are as many equations as there are mixed moments of that order.
Thus, all the higher moments can be found recursively once the first
moments are found.
~Jhen using the Fokker Planck equation approach in stability
theory \,/2 are in teres ted in bJO types of stability, namely stability
in mean and stability in mean square. The system, represented by
equation (2.2.3), will be said to be stabZe in the mean if
limit E{xi(t)} < Kl ' Kl = constant, (i = 1,2, ---, n)
t-+o>
and e tab le in the mean square if
limit E{xi(t)xj(t)} < K2, K2 = constant, (i,j = 1,2, n)
t-HQ
It follows from equation (2.3.8) that a necessary condition for mean
square stability is the existence of mean stability.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability in the mean
and stability in the mean square are readily obtained by applying the
Routh-Hun·Jitz criterion to the sets of differential equations governing
fi rs t and second monen ts respect i ve ly.
If the coefficient variations of the system are Gaussian but
non-wh ite, then the res ponse of the sys tern no lange r fo rms a ~1urkov
32.
process35. It is possible however to construct time invariant linear
filters wh ich , w ith Gaussian wh i te noise as input, will have the required
O"'~
non-white Gaussi an vari ations as sput. Introducing the fi Hers produces
a system whose response is a ~1arkov process and therefore its corresponding
Fokker-Planck equation may be obtained by the procedure described above.
However, as illustrated through an example by Kozin 33 (see also an
example in section (4.6.1) of this text), the additional state variables
i"lcroduced by the filters enter the system equations in such a way as to
make them non-J inear. The different; al equati ons governi ng the moments
of the response can no longer be solved recursively, since it is found
that they are interrelated; that is, when solving for the Nth moments
one requires knowledge of moments higher than N. To talk of mean square
stabi"lity in this case would therefore mean neglecting higher order
moments than the second and, in general, no justification can be given
for doing this. It therefore follows that the stability problem, in the
case of Gaussian non-white coefficient variations, using the moments
approach reduces to a problem of examining the eigenvalues of an infinite
matrix.
In conclusion it is noted that another important property of the
Fokker-Planck equation is that it gives a convenient method of obtaining
the correlation functions and the power spectra of the system response30,31 .
2.4. \·Jork of Samuel $
Samue l s and Eringen 37 developed specific criteria of determining
the mean squared stability of random systems when a single par-ame ter
varies as a white noise process while the others remain constant. A
general theory of mean squared stability of random linear systems was
developed by Samuels 38 under certain assumptions, but specific results
wl!rc only given for systems with a single random parameter.
In a later paper Samuels 39 considered the nth order linear system
33.
n
(a.
1
+ Si(t) ) --
dt i
= f( t) (2.4.1)
\'Jhere f(t) is a prescri bed stati onary ergodi c random functi on independent
of the 6i(t), (i = 1,2, ---, n), and bounded in the mean square, the
n), ass umed to be whi te noi se processes hav in9 the
following statistical properties
[{Si (t)} = 0
E{S·(t) S.(t + T)} = 20 .. 0(.)
1 J , J
the symbols being defined as in section 2.2. Samuels did not make use
i,j=1,2, n (2.4.2)
of the fact that the state vector is a ~1arkov process and he avoided
the pathological properties of the white noise processes by considering
the integral equation associated with e4uation (2.4.1). A solution of
the associated integral equation was obtained by the method of successive
approximations and, by multiplying the solutions at two points tl and t2
and averaging, a set of sufficient conditions were obtained that
guaranteed asymptotic boundedness of the second monEnt E{x2(t)} and
referred to by Samuels as mean square stability (in fact the condition
guarantees that the second moment decays to zero exponentially) Samuals
applies his theory to obtain sufficient conditions for the mean square
,
stability of an LCRcircuit in which the resistance and capacitance
have purely random fluctuations; however , as pointed out by Caughey 40
this part of the paper contains a number of errors which invalidate
many of the results. The results of this paper are rather complicated
and are not readily extended to a system of linear differential equations.
Samuels in a fourth paper 41 extended his concept of mean squared
stability to consider the stability of the linear system (2.4.1) where
the param2ter processes Si (t), (i = 1,2, ---, n), ate no Ioncer whi te
noise processes but Gaussian processes having statistical properties
:i4.
E{S.(t)} ::: 0,
i,j = 1,2, n (2.4.3)
E{S.(t)B.(t + T)} = p •. {T), J , J
where Pij(T) is the cross corre latlon function of Bi(t) and Sj(t) and,
when i :::j, p .• is the autocorrelation function of S,.(t). It is further
11
assumed that the Gaussian processes are obtained by linear filtering of
white noise, that is,
Si (t) = (ooHi (t - E:)x(~)ds
J
-00
i :::1,2, n, (2.4.4)
Where vI. (t), i = 1,2, ---, n , are known weighing functions and x(t) is1
a white noise process whicb is represented as a sequence of independent
delta functions as follows:
N
x ( t) ::: I AK 0 (t - TK ) , E { AK} = 0
K = 1
(2.4.5)
By considering the integral equation associated with equation
(2.4.1) Samuels obtained a system of linear integral equations for
determining the various secane! order moments of the system. This
system of integral equations were then solved by using a double Fourier
trans form to obtai n suff ici ent cond iti ons to guarantee mean square
stabilitYt Again the procedure is very complicated and not readily
extended to a system of linear differential equations wi th random
coeffi ci en ts.
Since it gives rise to s teb il i ty conditions without actually
Solving the differential equations representing the sys ten the second
method of Liilpunov 42, 43 seems to be 3. natural tool for the study
of dynamic systems wi th stochastic coefficients and a large portion
of the 1i tt-r-a ture has been devoted to thi s approach.
35.
Stability is essentially a question of convergence so that when
dealing with systems hav-jng stochastic: coefficients, where the ques t ion
of convergence deals with limits involving random variables, it is
necessary to speak of convergence in a stochastic sense. In probability
theory there are three commonmodes of convergence, nare ly ..
(i) convergence in probabi 1i ty
(i i) convergence in the mean
and (; i i ) almost sure convergence.
The stochastic versions of Liapunov stability relative to these three
modes of convergence are accomplished by changing the modes of
convergence as they appear in the concepts of Li apunov stability for
deterministic systems. These defin-itions of stability appear in a
paper by Bertram and Sarachik 44 (a brief discussion of these is
given in appendix 2.1) who appear to be the first in the U.S.A. to
a.pply the second method of Liapunov to the study of stability of
stochastic systems.
In reference (44) the authors consider the stability of the
equilibrium solution ~(t) :: ° of the general system
•~(t) = f(~(t), t, l(t)) , t c r 0, m) (2.5.1)
where !(t) is an n-vector describing the state of the system, f is a
. continuous n-vector function of the stochastic process r(t), .! satisfies
a Lipschitz condition and is such that 1(0, t, r(t)) = 0 for all terO, m).
Although the resul ts of the paper qive sufficient conditions for stability
in the mean for the general system (2.5.1) no n~thod is given fo~
obta'ining the necessary expectations and the criteria obtained are
effective only in the cases when the solution of the system is a Markov
prOCE:SS. A parti cul ar example considered in the paper' is
o
~(t) = A (t) x(t), x(t ) = x ,t £ [t , m),- - -0 -0 0 (2.5.2)
where ~(t) is an nxn matrix wi th time varying random elements. In the
particular case where P\(t) is the di agona 1 rna tr-i x
fa .. (t) °i) 0 •• = 1, i = j } i , j = 1,2, n, lJ• 1J
0 •• = 0, i f jlJ
and the parane te r variations are stationary Gaussian processes wi th
a sufficient condition for global stability in the mean is
d It(If {exp [ - bi + t
o
~ii(t - u)dTdu } < 0, i = 1,2,---, n,
where ~ii(T - u) is the correlation function E{ci(t)ci(u)). However>
it is only in the case where
(theoretical white noise)
that the condition for global stability in the mean may be written
explicitly as
b.
1
a.2
1> -, i = 1,2,
2
n.
Almost simultaneously Kats and Krasvoskii (who appear to be the
first workers in lhe U.S.S.R. to apply Liapunov techniques to stochastic
systems) pub l i shed a paper 45 similar to that of Bertram and Sarachik.
Although the authors in this paper present a more comprehensive study
of the subject they restrict themselves to considering the particular
case when l(t) is a homogeneous Markov chain with a finite number of
states {ll' l2' ---, ~}. The probubility Pij(~t) of the change from
state y. to state v . during the t imo lit satisfying the condi tion-1 >LJ
Pij(~t) '" Sil'lt + O(lIt) , i = j, i j = 1,2, --- K
S·· = constant,lJ
where O(lIt) denotes an infinitesimal of higher order than Lit. In this
particular case they were able to obtain a specific formula for the
37.
quan ti ty
where V(x,t,y) is a Liapunov function for the stochastic system (2.5.1),
in the form
n
d [{VI t l = ~ + v aVCIT' ~,lj ~ at L ax.
. 1 11=
K
fi(~,t,,zj) + I (3j,e [V(~,t,,zk)J-
£fj
V(x, t , y.),- -J
(2.5.3)
whe re E{V/~, lj' t l denotes the conditional mean of V with ~(t) = ~'I(t) =
lj (t) .
It is worth noting that for computing the derivative, just as 'in
the case of ordinary de te rmini s ti c sys terns, it ts not necessary to
integrate equation (2.5.1) but it is sufficient to know only the right
hand sides of the equation and the probability characteristics of the
random process y(t).
Restricting themselves to the linear system
(2.~.4)
Kats and Krasvoskii established that if the equilibrium solution x = 0
posses asymptotic stability of the mean, then, for any pas; t ive definite
form l'J(~, I) there exists a unique Liapunov function V for wh ich
Thus by evaluating (2.5.3) for the form
n
2= r b. (y .) x.
1 --J 1
i=1
t~·ey ob ta in
n
)'~ [aslCtJ·)xl + ----- + a (y.)x-1sn -J n-
5= 1
38.
+ I PjK [vC~, X.k) - V(~, lj)! = -H(_~, lj)
Kfj
(2.5.5)
They are then able to obtain conciitions on the coefficients of V hy
equating them with the coefficients of the positive definite form H
via equation (2.5.5).
As will be mentioned in section (5.3) Shackcloth and Butchart 46
applied these results, wi th little success, to investigating the
st&bility of a model reference adaptive control system with time
varying envi ronmcnta l parameters.
2.6. Piecewise constant systems
Due to the difficulties involved in obtaining explicit results
for conti nuous 1inear sys terns many of the early researcher's turned
their attention to investigating the stability of linear piecewt ss
cons tan t sys terns 0 f the form
x(t) = ~(t) ~(t), (2.6.1)
where 8(t) ~ ~K' tK ~ t ~ tK+l ' K = 0, 1, etc.
Av constant matrices.-I'
(2.6.2)
Using a direct method of solution Bertram and Sarachik 46 obte ined the
solution
K
!(t) = ~K(t - tK)n ~i-l(ti - ti-l) !(to)' tK .~ t ~ tK+P
i=1
Where x(t ) is the initial state and._ 0
In the case where the ~K are statistically independent on successive
intervals a sufficient condition for global stability in the mean of
the system is that
be negative definite in each interval for a positive definite g.
39.
Usino the Kronecker product of matrices 47 Barachua 48 examined....
the stability of the dis cre te linear system (2.6.1). Although his
results allowed him to treat a wi de class of systems it required
explicit integration and is also quite cunbersone due to the introduction
of the Kronecker products.
2.7. Linear systems of the form ~ = (12 + £(t)).?S.
In order to ob tain res ul ts for higher order continuous systems
without being restricted to the class of systems that can be explicitly
solved in closed form Koz in 49 cons ider-ed linear systems of the form
~(t) = [ A + I(t) J.~(t) , t E: [to' (0) (2.7.1)
Where (i) 2S_(t) is en n-vector rep res en t inq the state of the system
(ii) A is a constant nxn matrix such that the system y = ~y is- - -
asymptotically stable in the large; that is, yet) + 0 as t + 00 for all
l(to)' This is guaranteed if all the eigenvalues of A have negative
real parts; that is, 12 is what is termed a stability matrix.
(iii) ret) is an nxn matrix whose non-identically zero elements
are s tochas ti c processes
. {f. . ( t) , t E: [to' oo)}lJ
satisfying (a) the processes are continuous on [to' 00) with probability
one
(b) the processes are strictly stationary
(c) the processes sati s fy an ergodi c property gual~antE:cing
the equality of time averages and process expectations with probability
one.
Tl-e trivial or stationary solution ~(t) :: 0 of system (2.7.1) is
said to be almost surely asymptotically stable in the large relat-ive
to a region R if for all solutions x(t; -ox, t), x ER, of (2.7.1) we
- 0-0
have the property that
."'tV.
1i mit II ~(t; ~ , to) II = 0
t-)-<X>
(2.7.2)
ho lds with probab il ity one. (Note that this definition is equivalent
to almost sure Liapunov asymptotic stability, since (2.7.2) coupled
with the continui ty of the sol uti ens guarantees the boundedness of the
solutions of (2.7.1), which in turn implies Li apunov stability for
linear homogeneous systems, this equivalence however does not hold
23for systems in general ).
B 1· oI-t., (' wal Bel lmann lemna 50 01- th . t 1Y app ylng tne uronwa t t-ue : I, 11::11111' 1,.0 I e In eqr-a
equation equivalence of equati0n (2.7.1) Kozin showed that a sufficient
condition for system (2.7.1), subject to conditions (i), (ii), (iii),
to be almost surely asynp tct ic stable in the large is that
t
E{II£(t)II} < alb (2.7.3)
where -a is an upper bound on the real parts of the eigenvalues of the
matrix A and b is the upper bound of Ih(t) I, where h(t) is the impulse
response of the deternrlnistic system i = ~ l ; that is, since A is a
stability matrix a and b are positive constants such that
(2.7.4)
KOlin considered 'as an example the second order system
·x(t) + 2~ x(t) + [1 + f(t)] x(t) = 0 (2.7.5)
wh lch is of great importance in the study of physical systems. His
resul ts however are too conservat ive ann p re di cts that the s tandard
deviation of the parameter f(t) should be zero when the' system is
crit'ically damped (~ = 1). This peculiar dip in the stability boundary
at ~ = 1 is due entirely to Kozin's choice of b. Ari!tnam and GraeFe 27,..
improved on Kozin's stability boundary and eliminated the sharp decrease
----------------;::--------------------n n
t IIx II = L Ixi I , II~"
i=1
:: L Ia .. rlJ
ij=l
41.
at ~ = 1 by introducing three different bounds on the impulse function
for three separate ranges of the damping coefficient ~.
. Using a Liapunov-type approach Caughey and Gray 51 obtained
sharper sufficient conditions, guaranteeing almost surely asymptotic
stability, than those obtained by Kozin through application of the
GromJall-Bellman approximation but not sharper than those obtained in
reference (27). Since, by condition (i), A is a stability matrix
it follows 43,52 that there exists a symmetric, positive definite
matrix ~, such that
A' P + .E~ = -f, (2.7.6)
\l/here C is a positive definite matrix. Taking.f to be 'i den ti ty matrix
and V = ~'l: ~ (where l: is the corresponding. solution of equation (2.7.6»
as a Li apunov function for system (2.7.1) Caughey and Gray, by making
use of the Schwarz inequality, obtained the following inequality relating
V and V (the derivative of V along the trajectory of (2.7.1»
v ~ -V + VIIQ(t)11 ,
"maxP (2.7.7)
where
tt
(2.7.8)
and" is the 'largest eigenvalue of f.. Integrating. (2.7.7; and usingmaxP
conditions (ii) and (iii) they obtain the sufficient condition
E{ II Q{t) " } < " 1 Pma;{ (2.7.9)
for system (2.7.1) to be a lnos t surely asymptotically stable in the large.
H P~ and f.-~ are un ique matri ces and gi ven
p~ = r·1 -1P 2 = f1
W,'ere ~1 is the orthogonal transformation such that
M Ml = I Ml P M =
42.
For the particular case where the matrix £:,(t) may be written in
the form
£(t)
R
= \' f.(t)G.L 1 -1
i=1
2, R < N (2.7.10)
where f.(t) are scalar functions of time and G. constant matrices then1 --1
a sufficient condition for system (2.7.1) to be almost surely asymptotic-
ally stable in the large is that
R
I
i=1
I~.! E{1f.(t)l}
1 max 1 (2.7.11)
exists and is less than 1 ,v/here 111.1 is the numerically).. '1 maxmaxP
largest eigenvalue of the matrix.
= p-~ G~ p~ + p~ G. p-~
-- --1 - ----1
8.
-1 (2.7.12)
Caughey and Gray applied their results to system (2.7.5) and obtained
sharper results than Kozin and Ariljnam. However, as indicated by
Nehr and Hang 53, their results do not indicate that E{lf(t)l} goes to
infinity as ~-+o:> as seems should happen from the physical st sndpo in t ,
The choice of f. as the identity matrix obviously restricts the
above results. If V = ~'£!, where £ is the solution of (2.7.6), is
taken as a Liapunov function for system (2.7.1) then Caughey and Gray's
method woul d lead to the following sufficient conditions for almost
surely asymptotically stability in the large for system (2.7.1)
(2.7.13)
R
I Iu i I rna x E { I f i (t) I }
, i=1
[These results correspond to (2.7.9) and (2.7.11) respectively and x . C
nn n
< (2.7.14)
is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix fl
An obvious outstanding problem is the choice of f. to give optimum
Ii')
"f"'; •
results. unfcrtunate ly , even for the second order system (2.7.5),
taking.f to be the general quadratic form
c = (2.7.15)
leads to such con~licated inequalities that optimum values of Ql and
Q2 (that is, values to maximize E{lf(t)I}) are not easily obtained. It
can be shown that for thi 5 parti CUI ar example the i denti ty n:c'tri xis
the optimum diagonal matrix.
Results similar to those of Caughey and Gray may be found in a
paper by Khaiminskii 54.
Ano the r extension on the results for system (2.7.1), subject to
conditions (i)-(iii), is that due to Infante 55. Taking ~I.Q.~, where
~ is some positive definite matrix, as the Liapunov function for
system (2.7.1) and applying the results of the external properties of
the eigenvalues of pencils of quadratic form 8 he was able to ob tzi n
the follo\·Jing sufficient condition for almost surely asymptotic stability
in the large of system (2.7.1)
(2.7.16)
For conoutati onal reasons this result was simplified to the form
R
L } E{lf;(t)I}[Amax (G~ + .Q.Q; l3_-1) - Amin (G~ + Q.Qi l3_-1)] ~
i= i
- A (AI + B A B-') - cmax - - --
(2.7.17)
where G1· and f. are defined as in equation (2.7.10).- 1
Taking ~ i1S the gencral quadrat ic form of cqua t ion (2.7.15)
Infante applied inequality (2.7.17) to system (2.7.5). He tnen chose
optimum values of (Xl and Q2 tn order to maximize E{f
2(t)}, to obtain
44.
the following sufficient condition for a.s.a.s. of the system
(2.7.18)
This is a dramatic extension of the region of stability over previous
Work and moreover it answers the conjecture raised by r'lehr and thmg
mentioned earlier (i.e. the variance of the coefficient process can
appr'oach infinity as the damping coefficient t; approaches infinity).
The rcsul ts of Infante together wt th those of the other authors
discussed are shown in Fig. 2.7. la.
Infante obtained the optimum §_ by maximizing a funct-ion of two
independent variables ul and u2. This procedure is very time consuming
and is limited in app l icat ion to second order systems. Ideally one
would like to be able to prove a theorem to give op t imum B. However ,
Infante showed via an example that if the matrix £. contains more than
one time varying coefficient then an optimum §_ does not exist but it
is felt that it should be possible to obtain an optimum norm for the
case of l having only one time varying element. The problem of
making Infante's results practically applicable to higher order systems
remains an outstanding problem.
The most re cent oeve lopment on the results for system (2.7.1),
Subject to conditions (i)-(iii), is that due to Man 56. By simultaneously
!
reducing "two quadrati c forms to di agonal form Man extends the development
of Infante to obtain a sharper stability criteria; namely. that a
sufficient condition for the system to be almost surely asymptotically
stable in the large is that
< 1, (2.7.19)
where.!:. and Q are positive definite constant symmetric matrices satisfying
the Liapunov matrix equation
A'P + P A = - Q (2.7.20)
Takingg_ to be the identity matrix Nan applied criterion (2.7.19)
E{f'(t)) f
2
,---,.-----------~---- ---'--'--- 45.
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Ref.49
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FIG.2.7.1. Stability condi t ions for equat ion (2.7.5)
46.
to equations (2.7.5) to obtain the folloHing sufficient condition for
a.s.a.s. in the larqe
+ 1J (2.7.21)
The tmorovenent over condition (2.7.18), obtained by Infante, is
illustrated in fig (2.7 .lb).
Nan obtained condition (2.7.21) by taking _g_ to be the identity
matrix. One would expect to obtain an even sharper criterio~ if _g_
Were taken to be the most gerl2ra1 symmetric positive definite form f_,
defined by equation (2.7.15), and optimum values of 0, and 02 then
obtatncd in order to maximize E{f2(t)}' Tc-king _g_ to be such a matrix
and applying the stability criterion (2.7.19) \'/0 have that a sufficient
condition for system (2.7.5) to be a.s.n.s. in the large is that
E{f2(t)} < 16r;2/[8r;2X2 + (1 + X)2 - 4r;X4r;2X2 + (1 + X)i],
(2.7.22)
2where X = (11 + (12' (Since the right hand side of (2.7.22) is a
function of ((112 + (12) we can take 01 = 0 and optimize for X = (12 > 0).
By differentiating with respect to X we have that the right
hand side of criterion (2.7.22) has a stationary value provided
(4r;2 + 1)X4 + (6r;2 + 4)X3 + 6X2 + (4 - 8r;2)x + (6 - 4r;2) = 0
(2.7.23)
Since equation (2.7.23) has no positive root when r; < 1/12 it f'o l l ows
that there is no op t imum X for 0.11 1'; but equation (2.7.23) clearly
indicates that the identity matr+x is not an optimum choice for Q.
A possible method of attack is to solve equation (2.7.23) numerically
for different values of t and then use criterion (2.7.19) to construct
the stability boundary. Clearly the choice of the optimum Q remains
an outstanding problem.
If the matrix f_, of equation (2.7.1), contains no re than one
47.
ti me va ryi ng e lemont then due to computati ona 1 reasons cr iter-i on
(2.7.19) w il l have to be simplified to the form
R
L E{lf;(t)l}
; = 1
[ -1 ]A (G.P+PG.)Q <1,max -1 - - -1 - (2.7.24)
where G. and f. are defined as in equation (2.7.10).
-'I 1 \
2.8. Use of differential generator
In this section we shall be concerned w i th systems of the form
'I'
(2.8.1)•~(t) = m (~, t) + ~ (~, t) W(t)
v/here ~(t) and ~C~, t) are n-vcctors , ~(~, t) an nxn matri x and ~(t) an
n-vector "lith Gaussia.n wh i te noise components.
As mentioned earlier the solution process x(t) is a Harkov process
and furthermore associated wi th it is the operator
n
d2I b .. (x , t) Cl dlJ - x. x .
1 J
n
j=l i=1
I ~i (~, t) ~x.
1
(2.8.2)+
\'/here b .• = B = co 1, referred to as the differential generator of
lJ -
process (2.8.1), whi ch is of fundamental importance in the application
of Liapunov's second method to studying process (2.8.1). The salient
I
feature that allows the ideas of Liapunov's second method to be applied
..
to Ito equations is the fact that for twice continuously differentiable
functions V(!:_, t) the expected value of the de rt vati ve of this function
along the trajectory of the process defined by (2.8.1) with initial
condition (~, t) is given via the differential generator (2.8.2) as
LV (~, t) 57
t This equation is usually wr-i t ten as equation in differentials
d~ :: ~ (~, t)dt + a (x, t)dQ.
\'lhere n is a Brovm ian motion process.
ItO"Tu.
The fi rs t application of these results from filarkov process theory
to the stability problem appears to be due to Khas'rninskii 57 who
examined the stability in probability of the equilibrium solution of
process (2.8.1) under the condition that there exists a continuous
function m(~), wh'i ch is positive when ~ f 0, such that for real Ai the
inequality
b .. ).. A.
1J 1 J
n
i ,j =1 i=1
is valid (this guarantees that every component equation of ~ltE: system
(2.8.1) possesses noise coefficients).
Further developments may be found in a paper by Nevelson and
Khas'minskii 58; the pattern of this paper follows closely that of
Kats and Krasvoskii 45 except that It; type equations are being
considered. In particular they prove that for asymptotic stability in
the mean square of a stationary linear stochastic system with Gaussian
white noise coefficients it is necessary and sufficient that for any
Positive definite quadratic fr)'m H(~) another positive definite
quadratic form V(2£) may be found for wh ich LV(~) r-: -t·!(~). They show
further that if such a system is asymptotically stable in the mean
square thp.n the deterministic system obtained by setting the noise
terms equal to zero posses an ':1symptotically stable equilibrium
solution.
In a later paper Nevelson and Khasminskii 59 use the results
of reference 58 to obtain necessary and suff ic ient conditions for
a.symptotic stability in the mean square for the linear system defined
by
(2.8.3)
\'/here ap i = l,?, n , are constants and ni(t), i = 1,2, ---, n ,
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Gaussian white noise processes with the following statistical properties
E{lli(t)} ::: °
E{lli(t)nj(t - r)} ::: ?Dij6(t)
;,j=1,2, n (2.8.4)
The conditions are that
~l > 0, ~2 > 0, ----,~n > 0, ~n > ~ (2.8.5)
where ~i (-i = 1,2, ---, n) are the Routh Hurwitz determinants of the
constant coefficients a.(i ::: 1)2, ---, n) of the determinstic part of
1
(2.8.3) and ~ di ffars from ~n only in the first row;.that is
t. =
q(O) (1 ) q,;;) q(n-l) I
qnn ---------------nn nn
1 a2 u4 - ------~'"---- --- °
° al a3 --------------- °
(2.8.6)
--------------------------------------
--------------------------------------
° --------------- an° °
\>!here the quantities q(r) (r::: 0, 1, n - 1) are expressed through
nn
the correlation coefficients Dij, defined in (2.8.4), according to
rl-K-lqnn = ),
i+j=2(n-K)
(_l)i+l D;j' K::: 0,1, n - 1
(2.8.7)
Note that when all D.. ::: 0 then criteria (2.8.5) trens fe rs into the
lJ
Routh-Hurwi tz cr+ te r+a for the dctermi nis t ic system
Y(n) + a 1,(n-1) + ------- + a y = °1J W
For the case where the whi te noise processes ",' (t.) (,. _- 1 2 --- n))' ,.
are independent, th-1t is
a . . = 0 fo r ; f j i, j :::1,2, n ,
lJ
t. assumes the simple form
b. =
n+ 1
D33 --------------(-1) Dnn
a2 --------------
a1 --------------
o
o
-----------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------
o o ---------------
50.
(2.8.8)
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C HAP T E R 3
STABILITY OF A HILL CLIMBING SYSTEM
3.1. In trocuct ion
Al thcuqh extremum control or 7d-tt-climbing sys terns are a we l I
defined class of adaptive control systems the important problem of
analysing their stability has c f ten been ignored. In this chapter a
theoretical stability analysis for a single input, sinusoidal pertur-
bation, extremal control system wi th output lag is presented, the
results of wh ich have been verified by analogue coupute r simulation.
The system equations, which are forced, non-linear and non-
autonomous are first nond inans iona l ized usi nq di uens iona l ana lys is ,
and periodic solutions of the resulting equations obtained by the
principle of harmonic balance. The stability of these equilibrium
states is then investigated by settir.g up variational equations,
\,/hich, for small disturbances about the equilibrium state, form a
set of linear differential equations with periodic coefficients. It
vdll be shown that various s tsb l e hanmn ic and subharmonic steady-
state solutions are possible in certain regions of the parameter
Space.
The steady state finally reached depends on the prescribed
initial conditions. By plotting the domains of attraction of
fixed pain ts _, which are invariant under a certain mapping, regions
in state sPJce are obtained within which initial conditions will lead
to a given stable steady e ic.te oscillation.
3.2. The sinusoidal par turb at ion adap tive con tr-o l system---_ .._- _---_ .._------------_ ..--_-_._--_._---- ------_
The block diagram of a typ ica l single dimensional, sinusoidal
perturbation, adaptive control system is shown in fig. 3.2.1. 60,61
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The ; ndcx of performance I.P. 62 ; s F [e (t)] = A[e (t)] 2 and the output
lag is represented by a low pass filter wi th time constant *.
The adaptive controller employed is similar to that previously
discussed in the literature 63, 64. Briefly, a sinusoidal perturbation
6 sin(wt + a) is added to the input and by demodulating the corresponding
perturbation in the output a signal r(t) that varies with the slope
(iFae of the index of performance is obtained. The signal r(t) is then
passed through a smoothing integrator, with gain G, to develo~ a
"F
correction signal which tends to reduce ;e to zero.
3.3. Dimensional Analysis
In the absence of the disturbances end noise the differential
equations rep res en tinq the system of fig. 3.2.1. are:
dxdf + ax = Aa [ y - 0 sin (wt + a) J2 (3.3.1)
dy . ( )at = Gx Sln wt + a
The performance of the system depends on the values of the five
parameters. A, a, 0, wand G wh ich are expressed in three sorts of
units (input units, output units and time) as fo11o\'JS
(output units) (input units)-2
(ti me) - 1
A
a
w
(input units)
(ti me)-l
(input units) (output units)-l (time)-lG
By Buckingham's n theorem 65 non-dimensional par-amo te rs can be
defined so as to reduce the number of pa reme ters that need be considered
by the number of units. Thus, in this case the numbe r of non-dimensional
param2ters that need be cons i de red are two and these are taken as
54.
IT, = GAO/a
= wIIT2 a
(3.3.2)
If, in addition to (3.3.2), we introduce the dimensionless variables
. 2
E:l = xl (A.o )
t;2 = y/o (3.3.3)
T = wt + Cl'.
then the system oqua ti ons (2.3.1) may be written in the no.i-dtmens ional
form
•E,;, 1 ( _ sin T)2+ IT ~2
2
(3.3.4a)
IT,= r- sin TTtsl
2
(3.3.4b)
Where dots denote di ffe rent'i ati on wi th respect to T.
3.4. Periodic solutions using tf]_? principle of harmonic balance
A distinctive feature of a system of nonlinear differential
equations, such as (3.3.4), is that various types of steady-state
periodic oscillations may exist depending on the initial values of
the variables. In this work the method of solution employed, for
obtaining the eteadit-etate solutions, is to assume for sp s2
Fouriel~ series developments wi th undetermined coefficients and then
determine these coefficients by the pr+ncip l c of hermoni c balance 66,
a method wi de ly used for the ana lys is of nonlinear control systems.
Periodic solutions whose fundamental frequencies are equal to the t
of the app l i ed por-turb at ion frequency wi11 be termed harmonia
80lu.tion8~ whilst solutions whose fundamental frequencies are a
fraction ~. (n = 2,3, etc.) of the; applied perturbation frequer.cy
"Jill be termed 8ul..:7W.PI!?01n:C::. soZi.d'ions of- o..ider 1.(.-._,..n"
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3.4.1. Harmonic solutions
~'!hen the system has reached a steady-state the re \'1; 11 be
no constant or "d.c." component O'Jt of the multiplier (that is, S,(T)
contains no term in sin T), so that as a first approximation we assures
solutions of the form
(3.4.1)
Substituting equations (3.4.1) in (3.3.4b) gives
a
2 . 2' ]+ "2- s i n T
Since the first approxf mat.ton contains only the terms of the fundaraental
frequency vIe ignore second haronon l c components and equate coefficients
of the s inr and COST terms to give
(3.4.2)
Substituting equations (3.4.1) in (3.3.4a) gives
2 (b1-l)2(-a + b + +
, 0 0 2
b 2
2
2
]
!
[ 2bob2 - a2 ]cos'C'+ 2bo(b1+ - l)sinT
b 2 (b 1 1)2
+ [_2 ] COS2T + (b1 - 1)b2sin2t
2 2
Balancing the coefficients gives, en using results (3.4.2),
IT2o'2 = 2bo
II 2
bo
2 1 2 + 1a = + --- ao "20 r,2rr '-
2
JI2a2 = -2111boao
(3.4.3a)
(3.4.3b)
(3.4.3c)
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Since, from equation (3.4.3b), ao is to be non-negative it
foll ows from equati ons (3.4.3a) and (3.4.3c) that
bo = a2 = 0
Equation (3.4.3b) then becomes
II 2 2 11 + 0 (3.4.4)
2IT 2
ao ao "2
=
2
Equation (3.4.4) has real sollA.:ions for TI2 > TIl' when the solutions are
(3.4.5)
\"here r = 1I2/H,.
Thus, to a first approximation harmonic solutions exist in the
region
(3.4.6)
and in this regi on the harmonic solutions
E.:l
2 ± r/;G= r
E.:2 = (-r :[.~)COSl
(3.4.7)
are pass °i b1e.
These results agree wi th analogue computer simulation where it
is found that harmonic solutions for E.:2(-r) contains no d.c. component,
thus implying that E.:l(l) has no component in cOSl.
A closer approximation to the harmonic so luttons may be obtained
if more terms of the Fourier series developments for E.:l(l) and ~2(l) are
taken into account; however, numerical computation will becon~ too
unvJieldy. The methcd , employed in this work , of improving the
approximation is an extension of the method due to Hayashi 66 this
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method is part; cul arly useful when the amp1i tude of each harmon! c
component decreases with increasing orce r of the harmonics. An
alternative method, well suited for digital computation, is that
developed by Urabe and Reiter 67 and based on the Galerkin
procedure 68.
On substituting Fourier series developments for s~Cl') andI
~2(1) in equations (3.3.4) and balancing the coefficients of like
terms it;s readily seen that the series representing E;l(T) will
consist only of odd harmonic terms whilst the series representing
C;2(T) consists only of even harmonic terms. Thus, a second
approximation is now assumed in the form
(3.4.8)
v/here the terms containing E represent the correction terms. Substituting
developments (3.4.8) in equation (3.3.4b) and balancing the coefficients
of 1i ke terms gi ves
III (a3+Ea) - b,Eb =
1 2fI2 3
II,
E:a )
1 E~ ) ] - bEb = - - [(a + - - (a + (3.4.9)n . 0 2 4 2
2 2 0 "4
III
E ' - b3Eb = - 6fI2 (a3 + a I3 3
III
Eb :: - 6TI2 (a4 + Ea4) - b44
Substituting developments (3.4.8) in equation (3.3.4a) and
balancing the coefficients of like te rms lead, on Llsing results (3.4.9)
and neglecting terms of order higher than the first in E, to the
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following set of linear si@ultaneous algebraic equations in the correction
= ITl(3b1a3 - 6aob2 + 3b2a4 - a3b3 - a4b4 - 3a3) + 3IT2(1 - 2~o - bl
2 - b2
2
-b/ - b4
2).
2GTI1(b1 + b3 - 1)£ + (6TI2 - 2TI1b2 + 3IT1b4)sa + (4IT1 - 12IT2 - 4TI1b, -ao 3
(3.4.10)
The system of equations (3.4.10) arc now solved~ using digital computation,
with initial values a3 = a4 "" b1 = b3 :- b4 .,.,0 and 02' ao given by
equations (3.4.2) and (3.4.5) respectively; corresponding values for the
Corrc'ction terms E. (i = 1,2,3,4) are then obtained from equationsb.,
(3.4.9). a. + € (i = 0,3,4) and b,. + Eb (i = 1,2,3,4) are then taken
1 Cli L i
as the n€V1 values of the coefficients ai (i = 0,3,4) and 0i (i = 1,2,3,4)
respectively and equations (3.4.10) and (3.4.9) solved to find the nev
values of the correction terms. This proce s s is r-epeated until values
of the coefficients, whi ch give, on solution of (3.4.10) and (3.4.9),
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sufficiently small correction terms, are obtained. Coefficients of
higher order harmonics are then obtained in a similar 'v/ay.
3.4.2. Subhanmnic solutions
To a f'i rs t approximation we assume solutions
(3.4.11)
On substituion equations (3.4.11) in equations (3.3.4) and
balancing the coefficients of like tenns it is seen (see appendix 3.1)
that eight subharaon ic solutions, of order 2, are possible in a region
R2 of par'ame te r space defined by the system of inequalities:
N = IT24 (289 - 105 TI22 - 420 ITl) + 196 IT12 + 308 TI22ITl- 588 J122IT,2 > 0
L2 = ~ TI 2 _ TI 2 1 TI 4 , J1 IT 2 0
3 2 1 - 12 2 - 3" 1 2 >
IX I = I 42~[2 (vN - (11 n/ + 14 II,)) I < L (3.4.12)
F(X)
!
+ ( ~ II 6 + 23 IT 4 IT - IT 4 + 2' IT 2 IT 2 - 2 IT22 ITl + 7 Il,3) > 0824212212
The reg; ons R, and R2 of parem-ter space) in whi ch di fferent types of
steady-state oscillations are sustained are shown in Fig. 3.4.1.;
the reg'ion R2 having been plotted using di qi tal comput.at+on (see appendix
3.1. for f'lowchar t}. Outside region R1 ther-e are, to a first approximation,
no pe r iodi c solutions so that, for parameter values in this region, the
An improvement in the accuracy of the subharmonic solutions
(3.4.11) mJY be obtained using the same procedure as des cr ibed in section
3.4.1. for harmonic solutions. fIn important feature of the subhannon l c
system will be totally unstable.
'It A
I
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FIG.3.4.1. Regions where different types of oscillations
are sustained.
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solutions is that the solution for t.:2(T) contains a constant or IId.c.
1I
component so that for certain initial conditions the system, with
pararreter values in region R2, will adapt to an oscillation about an
offset position; this phenomenon has been verified using analogue
compu:er simulation.
3.5. ~tabi1ity of s-teady-tdate solut_ions
A periodic solution obtained by the method of harrnonl c balance
I1I~re'y represents a state of equilibrium; this equi l tbr ium state is
actually realisable only if it is stable so that its actual existence
must be confirmed by a stability investigation.
" " ,.. 1 .
LetS_(T) = [t.:l(T), t.:Z(T)] ,where pr-ime denotes the
transpose, having period T, represent a par-t icul ar state of equi l ibr-i um
then m order to investigate its stability we consider small variations
.!l(-r) = [nl(T),n2(T) Jl from th-is equilibtium state; if in the ensuing
motion !l(T) tends to zero then the original undisturbed equilibrium
state is said to be asymptotically stable.
From equations (3.3.4) we set up the variational equations
n, (T) 1 2 A= n,(T) + (~i(T)- sinT) n2(T)n II,1
~2{T)
TIl • .
n1{T) (3.5.1)= -- SlnT
Il2
in nl(T) and n2(T). These variational equations form a set of linear
ordinary homogeneous differential equations with periodic coefficients,
of period T, in 1; that is, they are of the form
~Jith !:Cr) = !:(T + T).
The asymptotic s tab il i ty of the null solution of such equations has
b~en discussed in chapter 1. If the e iqenval ues of the monodromy
matrix are both greater than unity in absolute value the solution
~/;11 be te rue d camp1etc Iy uns tab 1e, whil s tit wi 11 be te rmed uns tab 1e
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if the moncdromy matrix has one eigenvalue greater than, and one less
than, unity in absolute value. If both the eigenvalues of the monodromy
matrix are less than unity in absolute value the solution \"i11 be
term2d camp 1ete ly stab 1e.
A stability investig3tion of the periodic solutions of section
3.4. shows that in region R, we have one stable and one unstable
harmonic solution whilst in region R2 VJe have, in addition to the
stable and unstable harmonic solutions, four stable and four unstable
subharmcnic so lutl ons of order 2.
3.6. Effect of initial conditions
In the absence of the output lag the system will be represented
by the single non-dimensional equati on
• ( In r )2 .~ = IT s - SlnT S1nT (3.6.1)
where IT = GA8/w, t = y/8 and T = wt + a.
Equation (3.6.1) may be solved in the t - T plane, for a
particular value of the parameter IT, by the method of isoclines 69.
A graphical solution obtained by this method, for IT = 0.2, ~s shown
in Fig. 3.6.1 and it shows clearly the effect on stability of the
initial condiiions in this·case. Solutions are shown for the initial
values T = 0 and L = n/2.
~Ihen the output lag is included, however, we can no longer
salve the syst2m equations by the method of isoclines. In order to
examine the relationship b etween the initial conditions and the
different types of periodic solutions we examine the domaine oj'
attY'ac-tion of the stable per icd ic solutions; a concept employed by
Blair and Loud 70 when examining the solutions of a second order
nonlinear differential equation with a per"iodic forcing term. A
bl'jef di s cuss ton of the theory of fixed points and domains of
attraction will now be given.
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FIG.3.6.1. Graphical solution of equation (3.6.1)
for II = 0.2.
3.7. Fixed points and domains of attractio~
Let us consider the solution of the general system of equations
(3.7.1)
where f and g have period T in T. Provided f, 9 and their partial
derivative with respect to sl and s2 are continuous in sl' ~2 and,
it follows 71 that there exists a mapping
(3.7.2)
where.f = [~l ,E;2J1, which is a one to one, continuous and orientation
preserving mapping of the E;1-t;;Zplane into itself (that is, t·, defines
a homeomorphism in the s,-s2 plane). If l('} = [~l('}' ~2('}]' is
a harmonic solution of equations (3.7.') then there exists, for each
" "
T1, 0 < '1 < T, a corresponding point Po(sl ('1)' s2('1))' in the sl-s2
plane, wh ich is invariant under the r,~3pping 1>1; that is, a fixed point
of the mapping M corresponds to a harmonic solution of equations (3.7.1).
Defining iterates of the mapping r~ by
= M(M(P)) etc.,
" " 1
= [s1 ( , ), s2 ( r ) J is a subharmonic solution,it follows that if lCr)
of order n, of equations (3.7.1), then there exists, for each '1'
" "o < '1 < nT~ u corresponding point Po(sl('l)' s2('1)) in the (1-~2
Plane, wh ich is invariant under the nth iterate f'ln of the mo.pping tit;
that is, a fixed point of the nth iterate of the mapping ~1 corresponds
to a subharroonic solution, of order n, of the system of equations
(3.7.1).
There are certain standard types of fixed points, most of
them corresponding closely to standard types of singular points for
differential equations of order one. \'!e shall now di scuss the three
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most significant types; for a fuller discussion see the works of
Cartvnight 71 and Levinson 72, 73 In the fol1ovJin9 PO(~1(-(1),~2(Tl))
is taken as a fixed point, in the ~1-~2 plane at T = Tl' of the
,mappin9 I~.
(a) stable fixed point
This is a fixed point Po such that if P be any point in the
neighbourhood of Po then Mn(p) ~ Po as n ~ 00; that is, successive
i;ndgeS I'~(P), r'12(p), etc., of the point P approach the fixed point Po'
This point is analagous to a node or focus in the theory of singular
paints, since the definition is true whether the loci of successive
images move towards P radially (fig. 3.7.1a) as in the case of nodes,
or in a spiral fashion (fig. 3.7.1b) as in the case of foci in the
theory of singular points (remember that in this case P moves in
jumps M(P), IIt2(P), etc., and not along a continuous curve). By
definition, this fixed point corresponds to a stable solution of the
system Jf equations (3.7.1.)
Note that a stable subharmonic solution, of order n, of
equations (3.7.1) corresponds to a stable fixed point under the
mapp ing ~'1n.
(b) unstable fixed point
This is a fixed point Po which is stable under the inverse
mapping of M and corresponds to a complately unstable solution of
the system of equations (3.7.1). Such points arc illustrated in
figs. (3.7.2d) and (3.7.2b).
(c) saddle point
This ts a fixed point Po through wh ich there passes two curves
Or directions Yl' Y2' 5CC fig. (3.7.3a), which are invariant under the
ntc..:)Pingt~. Points on Yl approach Po under iterations of the mapping
~1) v/hile points on Y2 approach Po under iterations of the inverse
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3.7.1. Stable fixed points.
(0 I (b)
FIG. 3.7.2. Unstable fixed points.
----~
~a.
10) (b)
FIG. 3.7.3.
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mapping. In this case the loci of successive images is analogous to
that of the integral curves in the neighbo~rhood of a saddle point in
the theory of singular points. A saddle point corresponds to an
unstable solution of the system of equations (3.7.1).
Defining ~l(T' ~l(Tl)' ~2(Tl))' ~2(T,~l(T1)' ~2(Tl)) as d
solution of the system of equations (3.7.1), for which the initial
conditions, at, = '1' are t;,(Tl)'~2(Tl)' we define the domain of
" "
Qttracti~a of a stable fixed point PO(t;l(Tl)' S2(Tl)) in the ~1-t;2
Plane, at T = '1 as the set Or points (t;l(Tl)' t;2('l)) for which
the solution l (T,tl(Tl),C2(T,)) converges to the asymptotic stable
Periodic solution corresponding to the fixed point Po.
As pointed out by Blair and Loud 70, the general question of
finding the shape of a domain of attraction is quite difficult and
studies by Hayashi 7 show that for comparatively simple equations the
.domains of attraction can be highly complicated. In this section we
shall confine ourselves to discussing the domains of attraction of
hiD fixed points, one being stable and the other a saddle point; this
being the case that arises fay the harmonic solutions of section 3.4.1.
Suppose the two fixed points are represented by Pl and P2'
See fig. (3.7.3b); Pl being the stable fixed point and P2 the saddle
Paint. A,!:!indicated previously, through P2 there pass two curves
Yl' Y2 which are invariant under the mClpping ~1,with points on Yl
approaching P2 under iterations of the n2pping whilst points on Y2
approach P2 under iterations of the inverse mapping. Hence the
successive images of an initial point (t1(Tl), t2(Tl)) will tend
either to Pl or to infinity, depending on wb ich side of Y1 the
initial point is. Thus the invariant curve Y1 is of great importance
in any stability investigations for it is the boundary between two
regions in each of which initial conditions will lead to a patticular
tYPG of oscillation; that is, it is the boundary between domain» of
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attraction. (For a more mathematical treatment see the work of Blair
and Loud 70). In the particular case illustrated in fig. (3.7.3b)
the invariant curve Yl is the boundary between the domain of attraction
of the fixed point P1 and the domain of attraction of the point at
infinity (that is, initial conditions in this domain will lead to a
Solution that 9rO\'IS 'indefi nite ly wi th time).
If the saddle point P2 corresponds to the unstable periodic
SOlutioll_iCr) of the system of f::{uationc; (3.7.1) then the corresponding
monodromy matrix.f. in the stability investigation, wi l l have one eigen-
value greater than, and one less than, unity in absolute values. At
the point P2 the curve Yl will be in the direction of the eigenvector of
£ Vlhich corresponds to the ei genva 1uc that is 1ess than unity in absolute
value; thus the slope a of 1'1 at P2 may be found. Theoretically there-
fore the tnver iant curve Yl may be obtained by starting just on either
side of the fixed point P2 (in the direction a) and integrating equations
(3.7.1) numerically for decreasing T; the curve Y1 then being the loci
of the successive images of the starting point under iterations· of the
I:"!apping r~ (or rP for a subharmonic solution of order n). In practice
hOilever it was found that if the unstable fixed points are not known
accurately enough the image points of the numerical integration deviate
from the desi red boundary after a few cycles, so that the loci obtained
by the numeY'ica 1 procedure may on 1y be used as a gui de and a more
accurate boundary n1US t be obtai ned by analogue compute r s tudi es.
3.8, ~ull1et'ical example
3.8.1. Parameter values in region Rl
In the region Rl of parameter space the parane ter values
TI, ::: 0.1, H2 :;.:1 were taken. For the first solution the f'o l Iowinq
Sequence of results shows the convergence of the numerical procedure,
for obtaining the steady state solutions, as more and more terms are
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taken in the Fourier series approximations of the system variables ~l
and ~2'
SOLUTION I
(i) ~l = 273.29 + 88.71 sin 2, + 84.08 cos 2T
~2 : 4.44 sinT - 23.13 COST
(i i) ~l = 258.39 + 95.92 sin 2T + 70.26 cos 2T
~2 = 4.80 sinT - 22.33 COST - 1.60 sin 3T - 1. 17 cos 3T
~l = 260.73 + 97.15 sin 2T + 73.00 cos 2T + 9.76 s in 4T - 4.48 cos 4T
~2 = 4.86 sinT - 22.42 COST - 1.46 sin 3T - 1.29 cos 3T
(i ii)
(iv) ~1 = 260.62 + 97.22 sin 2T + 72.90 cos 2T + 9.57 sin 4T - 5.03 cos 4T
~2 = 4.86 sinT - 22.42 COST - 1.46 sin 3T - 1.30 cos 3T
- 0.10 sin 5T - 0.05 cos 5T
(v) ~l = 260.63 + 97.24 sin 2T + 72.93 cos 2T + 9.62 sin 4T - 5.06 cos 4T
0.66 sin 6. - 0.84 cos 6T
t;2= 4.86 sinT - 22.42 COST - 1.46 sin " 1.30 cos 3T 0.10 sin 5T,;n -
+ 0.04 cos 5T
The nune rical procedure was then terminated and (v) taken as a sufficiently
accurate approximation to the first soltuion of equations (3.3.4), for the
particular parameter values chosen.
Similarly, a sufficiently accurate approximation to the second
solution of equations (3.3.tf), for the particular parameter values chosen,
is
.SOLUTION 2
~1 : 0.512 - 0.192 sin 2T - 0.126 cos 2T + 0.0004 sin 4, + 0.0003 cos 4T
t2 = -0.009 siny - 0.057 COST + 0.004 sin 3. + 0.002 cos 3.
+ 0.0000 sin 5. + 0.0000 cos 5T
Using the procedure des crlbed in section 3.5 solution 1 was found to be
unstable while soltuion 2 was found to be stable. Thus, for each T,
;0.
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FIG. 3.B.1. Domains of attraction and corresponding fixed points
for TIl = 0.1, TI2 = 1.
( C unstable fixed points, f stable fixed points)
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I I •
o < T < 21f, there exists a domain of attraction in the sl-~2 plane so
that for all initial conditions within the donn in the system will be
stable whi l e for initial conditions outside the domain the system will
be unstable. Further in this caSf, the solution for ~2 has no d.e.
component so that in the stable region the system will adapt to an
oscillation about zero error e{t). The stability boundaries, in the
state space, together with their corresponding fixed points, are
shown in fig. (3.8.1) for various values of T in the range (0, n};
corresponding boundaries for T in the range (7f,27f) being the mirror
images about the 41 axis of those given. These stability boundaries
have been ve r if ied using analogue computer simulation and also agree
With experimental work carried out by Jacobs and Shering 74
3.8.2. Parameter values in region R2
In the region R2 of parameter space the pareme ter values
ill = 0.04, TI2 = O.27f = 0.628 were taken.
The two harmonic solutions were obtained as in section 3.8.1
and found to be
.§_OLUT I ON I
Sl = 860.6 + 351 sin 2T + 470.7 cos 2T + 87.4 sin 4T - 1.7 cos 4.
t2 = .11.175 sinT - 39.81 cos~ + 2.8 sin 3T - 4.975 cos 3T 0.555 5in 5T
! - 0.01 cos 5T
~UTION II
~1 = 0.5 - 0.025 sin 2T - 0.2~ cos 21
S2 = -0.005 sinT - 0.04 COST + 0.0025 sin 3T - 0.0025 cos 3T
Solution I is found to be uns tab l e whi l s t solution II is found to be stable.
Solving cubic (A3.1.15) and using X = TIlZ gives the three values
-3.33, -15.715, 5.11 for z . Hcwcver , on substituting "in equat ion (A3.1.12)~
only the values -3.33 and 5.11, for z, give real values of r. Using the
procedure described in appendix 3.1 eight solutions of the form
72.
. T T + a3 COST£;1 - a + a1 sln "2 + a2 cos 2"0
bo b,
. T
°2
T + b4 COSTS2 = + Sln 2 + cos °2
are obtained with the coefficients ai(i ::.:0,1,2,3) and bj(j = 0,1,2,4)
having values as shown in table (3.8.1).
r---'-.-------,.---
Solution
Number--------
1 194.5 197.2 -115.3
2 194.5 -197.2 115.3
3 194.5 -115.3 197.2
4 194.5 115.3 -197.2
5 327.1 90 -196.4
6 327.1 -90 196.4
7 327.1 -190.4 -90
8 327.1 196.4 90
I
a3--~ b2 I b4
~-I
-136 3.4 12.6 7.35 -12.4
-136 3.4 -12.6 -7.35 -12.4
136 -3.4 -7.35 12.6 -1~.4
136 -3.4 7.35 -12.6 -12.4
-101.3 3.9 5.72 12.5 -20.8
-101 .3 3.9 -5.72 -12.5 -20.8
101 .3 -3.9 -12.5 5.72 -20.8
101.3 -3.9 12.5 -5.72 -20.8
Table (3.8.1)
Coefficients of subharmonic solutions for IT, = 0.04, TI2 = 0.628
Solutions containing higher harmonics are readily obtained using
the procedure described in section (3.4.1). Solutions 3,4,7 and 8 we re
found to be stable wh i l s t the other four solutions were found to be
unstable. The trajectories of the stable subharmonic solutions, that is,
the loci of the point (~l(T) 'S2(T)) in the sl-~2 plane, are shown in
figs. (3.8.2) and (3.8.3). The Iocat ion of the stable fixed points are
also shown in the figures. It is noted that the fixed points corresponding
to the s ubha nnon ic solutions 3 o:iU 4 (s iuri l ar ly fOOt solutions 7 and 8)
lie on the s ane t raje ct ory and that, under iterations of the mapping 1,1,
sco
4W ..
250,
I
\
73.
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FIG. 3.8.2. Tr-ajcctor ies and f ixcd points of the stable
subharmon i c so l uti ons 3 and 4.
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FIG. 3.8.3. Trajectories and fixed points of the stable
subharrnorri c sol utions 7 and 8.
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these fixed points are transferred successively to the points that fo l l ow
in the direction of the arrows. By fol1ovJing the procedure described in
Section 3.7 the whole diagram of the domains of attractions Ie adinq to
the harmonic and subharmoni c response may be plotted. However, such a
diagram would be highly complicated and its computation would require
extensive use of both analogue and digital computers. It is therefore
felt that, since parameter values in this regions are unsuitable for
practi cal purposes, complete computa ti on of the domai ns of attract; on
is unnecessary.
~.9. Analogue computer layout
Due to overloading for certain values of the parameters magnitude
Scaling has to be introduced
\~rit;ng
mx + X
ny -)- Y
the sys tem equati ons (3.3.1) become
2
= Aa [ ( n~ )n
ny 2 2 2
- 2( ~- ) 6sin(wt + a) + 5 sin (wt + a) ]
i .e . • A 2X + a X = E4- [Y.- (n6)s in (wt + et) 1
n.
nnd ( ny) = G( rnx ) sin(wt + et)
n rn
i.e. y = (nG) v . ( ... )m II. Sln\{))\ .. T et
T ~ohe s'irnular layout then employed is as shown in fig. (3.9.1)
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C HAP T E R 4
STABILITY OF A FIRST ORDC:R t,lODEL-REFERENCE
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
4.1. Introduction
In recent years model reference adaptive control systems have
proved very popular, particularly fOI~ practical applications to devi ce s
Such as autopil ots where rap; G adap tat ion is rsqui red. The bas ic idea
is shown in fig. (4.1.1). The ir:put 9i(t) to the con tro l l ec system or
process is also fed to a reference model, the output of wh ich is
proportional to the desired response; the outputs of the model and
process are then di fferenced to form an error
e(t) = e (t) - e (t)m s (4.1.1)
Since this error is to be zero when the process is in its optimum state
it is used as a demand signal for the adaptive loops which adjusts the
variable parameters in the precess to their desired values.
Yarl ous methods of synthesizing the adaptive loops have Leen
proposed but the one that has pr~ved most popular ;s that developed by
Whit~ker et al 75 at the Massachusetts' Institute of Technology and
;
referred to as the sensitivity or M.LT. rule. Here the performance
criterion is taken as the integral of error squared and a heuristical
argument is given for reducing this over an unspecified period of time.
This leads to a rule that a particular parameter Ki should be adjusted
So that
•K.
1
de= -Ge -v-ch, .
1
(4.1.2)
Where G is the constant gain and dot denotes differentiation ~ith respect
to time t.
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The popularity of this method is undoubtedly due to the practical
convenience with which the ~~. signals are generated by easily realizable
f
. 1
lltGrs.
Although the M.LT. rule rs sul ts in practically realizable systems
mathematical analysis of the adaptive loops, even for simple inputs, prove
to be very difficult and it is usual in the design process to carry out
much analogue computer simulation. The system equations are nonlinear
and nonautono~ous and since the nonlinearity is of the multiplicative
kind the mass of theory on instantaneous nonlinearities asscci atcd wi th
the names of Lur~ and Popov, in particular, is not applicable.
In this chapter we shall apply the theory developed in chapters
1 and 2 to examine the stability of a first order 1·1.1.T. type model
reference system w i th controllable gain when the input varies both
sinusoidally and randomly wi th time and the process environmental
parameter assumed constant. In chapter 5 the effect of making the
environmental parameter time varying, on the system stability and
accuracy of its parameter adaptation, will be considered.
The doubts concerning the stability and the difficulty of
analYSis of the t~.1.T. type system have led researchers to think about
redeSigning the model reference system f'rom the point of view of
stability. In particular we "have the Liapunov synthesis m9thod46,i'6,77;
,
in this approach a Liapunov function is proposed and control signals
are chosen such that its time derivative is negative definite. Should
this be possible then the resulting system can be guatdtlLeed s tab Ie
for all possible inputs.
4.2. Adaptive control syste.~
In order to develop a mathematical analysis, and to illustrate
the difficulties involved, we shall first consid2r a first order
system with controllable gain.
Consider the model and controlled system to be governed
respectively by the equations
80.
.T em(t) + 0m(t) - K8i(t) (4.2.1)
::: K K e. (t)v C 'I (4.2.2)
\-Jhere a dot denoted differentiation wi th respect to tine t , the time
constant T and the model gain K are constant and known but the process
gain Kv is unknown and possibly time va.rying. The problem here is to
determine a suitable adaptive leep to control K so that K K eventuallyc v c
equals the model gain K. The M.I.T. rule gives
(G, constant> 0)
Where
S being the Laplacian operator, and is found by differentiating partially
the transfer function
e :::
(K - Kl~)t\ (t)
1 + T~
With respect to K. The signal (ae/aK ) is usually generated by additionalc c
circuitry but here the signal -8, (t) is effectively all that is reouired
. iii
leadi~g t~ the scheme shown in fig. (4.2.1), where
(4.2.3)
The equations of the system illustrated in fig.(4.2.1) are:
Te + e = (K - KvKc)8;(t)
•T8m + 8 = K8. (t)m 1 (4.2.4)
BeG
I".1
The l.i apunov redesign of the system in fig. (,1.2.1) ',5 shown in
fig. (4.2.2) 77 and is repres en te d by the equations:
I+Ts
1
81.
-5
Kv
B..
FIG. 4.2.1. Firs t order sys tem-H. I.T. gain adap tion
l
I" Gm(t)
!'\
I+Ts
+ clt) ><:- -
/
( Ky Gs{t)
.~ Kc ---1+ 15
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FIG. 4.2.2. Liapunov redesign of fig. 4.2.1.
8~.
(4.2.5)
4.3. Stability of adaptive contro.' system
It is readily shown that fa)' constant Kv the system 'illustrated
in fig. (4.2.2) is stable for all inputs 8i(t) and for all values of the
sYSi.:emparameters. ~lriting xl = e and x2 = (K - Klc) equations (4.2.5)
become
•x·1 (4.3.1)
Consider a tentative Liapunov function
2 2V = xl + A x2
Differentiating along the trajectory of (4.3.1) gives
If Kv is constant then taking A = l/(BTKv) gives
dV 2 2
CIt = - i xl
Thus, provided 8
i
(t) F 0, the scheme illustrated in fig. (4.2.2)
is guaranteed to be asymptotically stable for all inputs 8; (t) and for
a11 values of the sys tern parameters.
For the H.LT. system of fig. (4.2.1) the stability analysis is
not so readily carried out. Using an extension of the Dini-Hukuara
theorem Parks 77 showed that if a step input of magnitude r is applied
at tim~ t = 0, \"l1cn 8m, 8s are ~:';ro and Klc f K, and if subsequently
Kv remains constant but Kc is adjusted accord inq to equation (4.2.3)
then the system wi l l be asymptotically stable fOI~ all values of the
83.
gain B and, as t -)-00, e .+ 0 and K K + K as required. t'ie shall now. v c
proceed to carry out a stability analysis, of the system illustrated
1n.f19. (4.2.1), when the input 8i(t) varies both sinusoidally and
randomly \.Ji th time.
4.4. Sinusoidal input
If to the system of fig. (4.2.1) a sinusoidal input of magnitude
RSinwt is applied at time t = 0, when 8m, 8s are zero and KvKc t K, and
if Subsequently Kv remains constant but Kc is adjusted according to
equation (4.2.3) then the system equations (4.2.4) become
Te + e = (K - KvKc)Rsinwt
•T8m + 9m :- KRsinwt (4.4.1)..
KC = Beem
Now consider that the adaption is switched on when the model response
Gm(t) has reached its steady state value 8ms(t) given by
KR
8ms(t) = 2 2 (sinwt - Twcoswt),1 + T w
then equations (4.4.1) become
•Te + e = xs inet
'-BKKvR (4.4.2)• (sinwt - Twcoswt)e! x = + T2 w21
\'lherex = K - K Kv c'
By Buckingham's rr theorem the number of non-dimensional
parameters that need be consi dered are two and these are taken as
(4.4.3)
If, in addition to (4.4.3), we introduce the dimensionless variables
84.
t, = e/(KR)
t.:2 = -x/K (4.4.4)
T = wt
then the system equations (4.4.2) may be written in the non-deminsional
fOt'm
d t.:l
__1
TIl
=
dL S') J[2 (s1nT - ITiCOST)2c: IT1(l + ITl )
~2o
J
(4.4.5)
Which is a linear matrix differential equation of the form 5.1 = !2(T)5.,
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to T and A(T) is
periodic in T with period 2n.
\'Je are interested in obtaining the domains of the parameter
space for which the null solution of the system of first order differential
equations (4.4.5) is stable and such a problem was discussed in some detail
inch ap te r 1.
4.4.1. Floquet theory analysis
Applying the numeri~al implementation of Floquet theory to the
system of equations (4.4.5) s tab il ity boundaries in the parometer space
n1-n2 are obtained. These stability boundaries are rather complicated
and are shown in fig. (4.4.1).
As was pointed out in chapter 1 the main disadvantage with this
method is that it requires the assessment of the system stability at
each nodal poi nt of a gri dl,l/ork in the parameter space. However , in
this case, it is found that for a given value of n, ~ whil s t the product
I
Al A2 of the ei gcnva 1ucs of the sys tern noncdromy matri x remai ns cons tant,
the Value of the eigenvalue A1, such that IA,I > IA21, follows a definite
~
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OScillation. A plot of Al against 112 for the case 111 = 1 is shown
in fig. (4.4.2) (corresponding value of A2 are such that A1A2 =
constant). This continuous relationship between Ai and TI2 enables
us to pre di et approx imate val ues of J12 fot which the system changes
in character from being stable to unstuble and vice-versa. Further,
fig. (4.4.2) suggests that it 1112Y be possible to obtain a mathematical
expression for A but to date no such expression has been found.1
4.4.2. Analogue comouter simulation
In orde r to provi de a check on the accuracy of the above
numerical method the results o~tained are con~ared to those obtained
from an analogue computer study. Unfortunately analogue computer
s'1mulation of model reference systems gives rise to difficult scaling
problems and continual overloading of the amplifiers often prevents
the correct solution from being observed. Evans and Underdown 78
carried out an analogue computer study of the system shown in fig.
(4.2.1) and assumed that persistent overloading of the computer ne ant
instability of the system. Their stability boundaries are shown in
fig. (4.4.3). It is seen that their main stability boundaries
Correspond closely to the theoretical res ul ts but they Here unable to
detect the narrow stability regions that exist in the predominantly
unstable region of parameter space. An analogue computer study of
tr:e Liapu desi f f· (4'" 2) I d ~I t b. . nov reue s t qn system 0 19. .L. S lowe uie sys ell! to E:
unconditionally stable for values of IT2 up to 10,000.
4.4.3. Infinite determinant rr:ethod
An alternative approach to the stability analysis, of the
sYstem of equations (4.4.5), is the infinite de te rminant method
discussed in chapter 1.
Although the system of equa ti ons (4.4.5) is not canonical it
can be shown that the only solut~ons corresponding to transition
bOund' .arles from stable to unstable regions. and vice-versa, are those
89.
of period T and 2T (2u and 4u in this particular case). From equation
(1.3.10) the monodromy matrix f of system (4.4.5) is such that
detf = exp { t\race ~(-r)d1 } = exp { -2u/U1 }
o
so that if Al~'2 are the eigenvalues of C then
(4.4.6)
If 1.1°2 are complex conjugates then it follows from equation (4.4.6) that
they lie on a circle of radius p so that complex roots cannot have modulii
unity since this would imply p = 1 which is only possible if IT, is infinite.
Thus on the transition boundary there must exist a real root having the
value +1 or -1 (note that real roots /.1 )/.2 are inverse points wi th
respect to the circle of radius pl. It fo l l ows from equation (1.5.3)
that the transition boundary is characterized by a solution of per-iod T
or 2T (i.e. 2n or 4n in this case).
On subs ti tuting a Fouri er seri es, \'Ji th undetermi ned coeffi ci ents ,
of period 4n in equations (4.4.5) and balancing like terms it can be
shown, see appendi x 4.1, that the corresponding Hi 11 determinants are
sums of squares and therefore' cannot be zero for any value of the
parameters. This has been verified by analogue computer Simulation
at:d by the results of the Floquet theory analysis.
In the case of the harmonic solution, of period 27T, substituting
the Fourier series
co
~l = ao + I (ancoSnT + bnsinnT)
n= 1
into equations (4.4.5) (the corresponding series for ~2 being obtained
by .lntegrating the second equation of pair (4.4.5» and balancing like
terms, see appendix 4.2, leads to tv/a distinct sets of linear homo-
geneous algebraic equations for the cceff f c'i ents (a2 ' b2 ). (an n 2n+1'
90.
b
2n
+
l
), (n > 0.1,2, etc.), respectively. By truncating the Four-ier
series it is found that the corresponding Hill determinants of order
r, in fDCh CJS€, are polynomials of order r in TI2 having coefficients
which are functions of TIl' For a particular r these polynomials are
solved, using the procedure described in appendix 4.3., for a range
of values of TI2 and the zeros plotted to obtain the trans t tion
boundaries in the parameter space. The value of r is then increased
and the correspondi n9 Hill determinants solved until a convergent
set of boundaries is obtained. It is found that for TIl > 1.5, where
the envelop; n9 boundary, is conti nuous , cons i derati on of fifth order
Ht l l oe termtnents is sufficient but for TIl < 1.5, where the enveloping
boundary is d-iscontinuQuS, the method is not found to be very satisfactory.
Hill determinants of order eleven have to be considered before a true
picture begins to emerge and the order has to be increased still further
before an enveloping boundary is obtained to a satisfactory degree of
accuracy. Plots of the stability boundaries when r is 5 and 9 are shoi....n
in figs. (4.4.4) and (4,.4.5) respectively and these illustrate the
difficulty in interpretating the results using this method.
4.5. Random impulsive input
If the input, to system of fig. (4.2.1), is a general random
signal a{t) then the system equations (4.2.4) become
.
T8m{t) + 9 (t)
:::: Ka{t)
m'.
Te(t) + e (t) = xa(t)
.
x( t) - -K Be{t)8 (t.)v IT!
(4.5.1)
(4.5.2)
(4.5.3)
where , as before, x ::::K - Klc'
Despite the recent progress in stochastic stability theory, as
surveyed in chapter 2, methods of investigating the s tab il ity of the
above system of equations, where the system is not asymptot'ically stable
when the noise terms arc equated to zero, are not fo r-thconrl nq. In or-dar
to have a first look at the problem, we shall assume that a(t) is a
91.
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sequence of random impulses spaced sufficiently far apart in time
(compared wi th the system time constant Ti that the transient
effects from a particular impulse have died out before the next
impulse arrives; that is,
N
a(t) = I Ar 5(t - lr)
r=O
(4.5.4)
where T » T, N is the total number of impulses occuring and A!, (r =
0,1,2, ---, N) are random var-iables dr-awn from an amplitude probability
distribution p(y), say.
During the time interval rT < t < (r + 1), equations (4.5.1) and
(4.5.2) may be solved to give
KAr8m(t) = I exp {-(t - rT)/n (4.5.5)
and
A
e(t) = f x(rT) exp {-(t - rT)/n (4.5.6)
Substituting equations (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) in equation (4.5.3) gives
-KK BA2 x( rt ]V r•x(t) = exp {-2(t - rT)/T} (4.5.7)
Inteqrat lnq equation (4.5.7) and substituting back for the constant of
integration gives
KK BA2 KK BA2
x(t) = X(f'T) [1 - v r] + v r x{rt) exp {-2(t - rT)/n
2T 2T
(4.5.8)
Since, » T equation (4 . .5.8) furn ishe s the fo l Iowi nq recurrence
relationship for x(rT)
x(r + 1 T) = [1
?
ICK BA'-v r
2T
1 x (rT) (4.5.9)
Successive application of relationship (4.5.9) leads to
94.
r
IT KK BA2[l V_S]
2T
(4.5.10)x(r + 1 .) = x(o)
s==o
Thus, in order to investigate the stability of the system vie
must examine, by letting r -+ 00, the convergence of the infinite product
00
IT [1 - aA2 r 1 '
r=O
(4.5.11)
KK Bvwhere a ;:;:-- ;.. O. Gy considering a Iarqe number of terms and their
2T
distribution and by considerin~ the logarithm of the product of these
terms we are led to consider the integl~al
I = {" 10911 - ay21 p (y) dy
o
(4.5.12)
If this integral is positive, the infinite product diverges and the
system is unstable; if this integral is negative, the infinite produce
'diverges to zero' 79, x(rT) -+ 0 as r -+ 00 and the system is stable.
If y has a Gaussian distribution w i th zero mean and variance
i the integrand of integral (4.5.12) takes the form sketched in fig.
(4.5.1). It has not been found possible, in this particular case, to
evaluate the integral in closed form so that the integration has to be
carried out numar i cal ly. In order to take account of the s inqul ar ity
at y = lira the numerical integration was crosschecked using both the
t rape zioidal rul e and Simpson's rule and a critical value of 0.02
found for whi ch the posi t ive and negative areas in f'jg. (4.5.1)
balance. This yields the s tab il i ty cr i te r l on
ao2 < 2.5 (4.5.13)
For y havi nq a uniform distribution be tween .y = ±b, the
integral of equat ion (4.5.12) CUI be eva l ua te d in the closed form
-'"b
N
~:;--~ll)-..~o
I
(jf
o
y ... '{ra
t.
FIG.4.5.1. Form of integrand for Gaussian distribution.
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\I
I
I = _1_ { bra 10glab2 - 11 - 2bra + log
bra
bra + 1
bra - 1
}
Equating I to zero yields the s tabil i ty criterion
ab2 < 6.25
or aa2 < 2.08
since, in this case
I')
b2/3aL =
(4.5.14)
Results (4.5.13) and (4.5.14) have been confirmed by direct
dlyital simulation of the infinite product (4.5.11) using app ropr ia te
random-number generati on procedures (these are di scussed in append; x
(4.4)).
If one attempts to develop the above approach a step further
and allow the effects of the impulses to overlap (that is, the rth
impulse arrives before the transient effects of the previous impulses
have died out so that we do not make the assumption 1 » T), then, by
solving equations (4.5.1) - (4.5.3) during the time interval rT < t <
(r + 1}1 we arrive at the fo l Iowi nq matrix recurrence relationship.
x(r+ h)
-T/T Ar e -T/Te
I
_ KvBT KAr - ~) [1 KvBAr KAr-- ( -- + El (rT))(l - --- (-
2 T m T T
e(r + h)
::
{4.5.15)
whe re et :: exp {-2(t - Tr)/T} and Gm(rT} is given (by solving equation
(4.5.1) by
El (r ..r\m . ,
K
r
L Ar_j exp {-(j + 1)-r/T)·
j-o
::: 7:t'
I
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If we assume that when the rth impulse arrives the transient
til
effects of all the previous impulses, apart from that of the (r - 1)
impulse, have died out (that is, neglect terms in exp t-s r/T}, S ~ 2 in
the recurrence relationship (4.5.l~)) then the question of stability,
reduces to one of examining the convergence of an infinite product of
matr-ices and to date no progress has been made "lith this problem.
Although it has not been possible to obtain theoretical
stability boundaries for the system of fig. (4.2.1) when the input
is purely random digital simulation of the system for such inputs
suqqas ts that such boundaries exist. It is ciear therefore '~hat a
search for theoretical methods of investigating the stability of a
l inear system of equations of the form i = ~(t)E.' where the time
varying elements of A(t) are stochastic processes and the system is
such that it is not asymptotically stable when the stochast-ic terms
are equated to zero, is a field for further research. A more detailed
discussion on the digital simulation of the system is given in
section 4.7.
4.6. Step plus random inpLt-
In order to avoid the theoretical difficulties involved when
the inp~t is purely random we shall take the input 8i(t) as consisting
of a constant step R together with a random variable a(t); that is
8;(t) = R + a(t) (4.6.1)
Thi s assures, from secti on 4.3., that when the random term 0 (t) is
identically zero the system is asymptotically stable for all values
of the system parerne te rs . It fo l l ows that, in this case, the theoretical
results discussed in chapter 2 are applicable to investigating the
sys tern s tabi 1i ty.
Hhen ei (t) is defined as in equation (4.6.1) the sys+em equations
(4.2.4) bocone
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•Te(t) + e(t) = x(t) (R + aCt))
x(t) = -Kle(t)8m(t) (4.6.2)
•
Te (t) + 8 (t) = K (R + a(t))m m
Assuming, as before, that the adaptation is switched on when the model
response em(t) has reached its steady state value 0ms(t) equations
(4.6.2) be come
Te(t) + e(t) = x(t) (R + aCt))
x(t) ....
(4.6.3)
-K Ge(t)8 (t)v ms
Since the model is linear we have, by the principle of superposition,
that
e (t) = KR + set)
illS
(4.6.4)
where KR and B (t) are the s teacly s tate res ponse of the model to the
step and random term respectively.
Substituting equation (4.6.4) in equation (4.6.3) gives
j e (t) e (t)
+
illl
T
x(t)
o e(t)
(4.6.5)
dt x{t) x( t) o
Equation (4.6.5) is of the form
~(t) = A ~(t) + I(t) ~(t) ,
where A is a constant matrix such that the system ;(t) = ~ ~(t) is
asymptotically stable for all parameter values and £.(t) is a matrix
whose non identically zero elements are stochastic processes. The
stability of such a system was discussed ;n some detail in chapter 2.
4.6.1. .~..L!:1 Ga.~_s_si~....y!hi.!~ noi se..
If the input aCt) is Vl'<cn to be a gaussian white noise process,
wi th statistics
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< u( t) > = ° (4.6.6)
< u(t)u(t +,) > = 206(,)
then the filtered noise 6(t) will be gaussian but no longer white. It
follOl';s 35 that the process {e(t) x(t)}, defined by equations (4.6.5),
is not a Markov process. If we introduce a third variable x3(t), defined
by x3(t) = 6(t), then the system equations may be written
(4.6.7)
where x1(t) = e(t) and x2(t) = x(t) ~ K - KyKc(t). The process
(x1(t) x2(t) x3(t)}, defined by equations (4.6.7), will now be Markov
(Note that the effect of making the process f,1arkov is to make the
system equations nonlinear) so that its conditional probability function
p satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation.
Using the theory developed in section (2.3) ve have that the
Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the system of equations (4.6.7)
is (see,appendix 4.4)
Dx2
2 c/p
+-----+
T ax 2
1
2DK
7 (4.6.8)
The first order momen t equations are:
• 1 Rm = - -_ m + --r "o. -I,01 ,0,0 T , ,0,0
•
1110,1,0 = -BRKKy "i,o, 0 - BKy ml ,0,1 (4.6.9a)
• 1
ma, 0,1 = - -r" 1110,0,1
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and the second order moment equations are
•m2,0,0 = 2i m2,0,0
2R
+ or m" 1 ,0 + 20T2 m0,2,0
m1 , , ,0
1= - T m1,1,0 + R ml 0,2,0 BKv m2 0 1, ,
,.
m0,2,0 - -2BRKKy m1,1,0 -
2 + R + 20Kml ,0,1 = - - m r "c, 1 ,1 12 mT 1,0,1 0,1,0
• _ 1 m
mO,1 ,1 = -BRKK m1 ° 1 SKy m1,0,2y 1" i 0,1,1
• 2 2K20m = - - m + -Z-0,0,2 T 0,0,2 T
(4.6.9b)
and the general order moment equations may be obtained from the
relationship
-T~K, mK , K 1 K - BRKKy K2 mK,+l ,K2-1 ,K31- , 2+ , 3
20K
-11) K1K3 mK,-l, K +1 K 1c. 2 ' 3-
(4.6.9c)
HE' easily find from the equations for mO,O,K that x3(t) is
Gaussian with steady state mean and var l ance equal to zero and ~D
respectively. llowe ve r , all the remaining moment equations in (4.6.8)
are interrelated; the first order moments depend upon the second; the
second order moments depend upon the first and third order nDments;
the third order moments depend upon the first, second and fourth; etc.
Due to the inter-dependence of the moment equations it is
difficult to see hcw , in this case, it is possible to speak of mean
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equare stability since this woul d imply that only second or-de r moments
are considered in the determination of stability. This could only be
achieved if moments higher than the second are neglected but, unfortunately,
no justification can be given fOl~ doing this. It appears that, in this
case one must examine all the monen t equations in order to answer the
stability problem; that is, the stability problem can only be answered
by examining the behaviour, regarding stability, of an infinite system
of first order differential equations (i.e. the morren t equations of all
d \ . tl J t ~~.. t 80or er) Wi 11 cons can coe r n Cl sn s .
It fo110\'1s, from the above, that the stability prob icm is one
of examining the roots of an infinite determinant. Although some such
determinants have been exanrlned successfully 4 by the use of recurrence
re l at ionshi ps no prcqress has been made, to date, wl th e xemininq the
determinant representing the infinite system of equations (4.6.9).
4.6.2. ~t) Gaussian
If a(t) is an ergodic Gaussian process then it follows that
S(t), which is obtained by passing a(t) through a linear filter, is
also an ergodic Gaussian p roccs s , Thus~ in this case, we can apply
the theory discussed in section (2.7) to obtain sufficient conditions
for alm?st sure asymptotic stability of the system defined by equation
(4.6.5) which , for convenience, is rewritten in the form
1 R
ft r
01d Xl (t) "I -r xl (t) 0 -} xl '" 0 x,(t)
= + a(t) + e(t) •
dt x2 (t) GKKl 0 x2 (t) 0 ~) LX2(t)J BKv oj x2 (t)
(4.6.10)
Introducing the non-d+mens tonal par arm te rs
(4.6.11)
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2 2where 0i and 0'0 are the variances of a(t) and S(t) respectively. and
the dimensionless variables
Sl = x,/(KR) , s2 = x2/K t (4.6.12), ,= IT
then equation (4.6.10) may be written in the non-dimensional form
1 -, sl (-r) 0 -rr3lrS1 (T) 0 0 sl (T)d '1 ( T )J -1
= + a, (,) + 6, (r )
d, s2(') I12 0 [,2 ( , ) 0 o J 152(,) I12I14 0 F,.,(,)...,
(4.6.13)
where s(,) = [ 1:1(-r) s2(') J 1 and a1 (T). Sl (-r) are the normalized form
of a(,) and B(,) respectively (that 'is, both 0:1(,) and Pl(-r) have unit
va ri ance) .
Equation (4.6.13) is of the form
~(t) = A x(t) + (?' f.{t) G.) x(t) ,
- - : 1 -1-
1 .
a type of equation that was di s cus scd in detail in section (2.7). It
can be shown that the stability bcundar-i os obtained using the criteria
de ve loped by Infante 55 and ~lan 56 are much sharper than those obtained
using the other criteria cited in section (2.7). Thus, we shall confine
ovrse lves to obtaining stability boun dar-i es , for equation (4.6.13), using
only these how criteria. Howeve r , before doing so we shall first obtain
a relationship between I13 and I14.
S(t) is the steady-state response of the model to the random
input a(t). Thus, if Gi(VJ) and GO(Ul) are the powe r spectral densities
of a(t) and a(t) respectively, then it is well known that
(4.6.14)
where F(s) is the t.rens fe r function of the model. Since, in this case,
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K
F(s) =
1 + Ts
it follows from"equation (4.6.11) that
(4.6.15)
Since, in the digital simulation of the system, the numerical procedure
commits us to a smal l step length h we shall assume that Gi(w) is given
by equation (A4.6.6), namely
2\ (TN h
G.(0J) = -- ,,
1T
where erN and h are defined as in appendix (4.6). Thus , from equation
(4.6.12)
(TN2hK2
==
11(1 + w2T2)
Since, in our notation, Go(w) is measured in power/radians/sec
and def ined for positive frequencies only, it follows from equation
(A4.6.3) that the variance (T02, of the output signal S(t), is given by
2 Joo G (w)dw°0 == o 0
i.e.
°N2hK22
°0 == 2T
(4.6.16)
Also, if 0/ is the variance of the input signal o{t ) then, from
equation (A4.6.3)
(4.6.17)
Introducing the non-dimens ional pararre te rs
and (4.6.18)
we have, from equations (4.6.16) and (4.6.17), that
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II 2 = _~ n 23 3 5
(4.6.19)
and If 2 , 2 3 2= 2" TI6115 = "4 TI6II34
4.6.2.1 Infante type analysis
In Infante's work, see section (2.7), consider for the
symmetric positive definite matrix ~ the most general form
B = (4.6.20)
Simple computation yields
B-1 = i. fl- a2 -a
L 1
Taking the matrices.§., and Q2' as defined in equation (4.6.13),
we have that
1 -1
(i) Q1 + BG1~
,
gi vi ng
~ (4.6.21)
a a 2'2 - 1
and
- a 1
gi vi n9
2112Jl4= --
la2 (4.6.22)
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Taking the matrix~, as defined in equation (4.6.13), and
computing the matrix Al + Q_!~ Q_-1 then further computation yields
A (A1 + B A B-1) = -1 + {(1 - 2J1)2 + __1 [(a,2 + a2) - 112+max - - - - a2 .
~a1(1 - 2a1)]2}
(4.6.23)
Using results (4.6.21) - (4.6.23) it fo11o\'JS from the stability
criterion (2.7.17) that the system, represented by equation (4.6.13), is
a 1mas t s ure ly asymptoti ca lly s ta~ 1e in the 1a rge if
(4.6.24)
where Amax(!l' + ~ "" Q-') is given by equation (4.6.23).
If y(t) is a Gaussian random signal with variance 02 then
Thus, since u1(T) and 81(T) have unit variance, criterion (4.6.24) becomes
113g- [(a,2 + il2) .j 112(*116)~]<1 .. {(' - 2a1)2 + !2 [(a,2 + a2)
2 !
- 112 + a,(' - 2a,)]} (4.6.25)
Optimum values of a1 and a2 are now obtained by finding the
condition for J[3' regarded as a function of the two variables al and
a2, to be a maximum. Such values are found to be
4 112 - 1
a.., = ----
4
(4.6.26)
Using values of a, and d2 given by equations (4.6.26) in (4.6.25) gives
that the system is almost surely asymp tot.i cal ly stable if
II 2
3
lOG.
or using equations (4.6.19),
IT 2
5
(4 IT2 - 1)
----2
IT2
(4.6.27)
4.6.2.2. t,1an tXEe analys'i~
In r~.)n's work , see section (2.7), take for Q the identity
matrix 1; solving the Liapunov matrix equation
(4.6.28)
where A is given by equation (4.6.13), then gi yes the matrix P in the
form
Pn P12 (i + 1I2) 12 "2"p = ._ (2 + ]12)
P12 P22 1"2 2n 2
Taking the matrices -~1 and .9-2' as defined in equations (4.6.13),
simple computation yields:
(i) G lp + P G-1- --1
gi ving
Amax(§,'E + .E. Q1 )
TI3
[-1 + ~ (' + 112)
2 I= "2
[ 2P12 P22
i
('.)(;'11) Iand , , -'-2!_ + PC., .. 112Il4
J
- ---t.
P22 0
(4.6.29)
giving
(4.6.30 )
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Using results (4.6.29) and (4.6.30) it f'o l l cws from the
stability criterion (2.7.24) that the system, represented by equation
(4.6.13), is almost surely asymptotically stable if.
(4.6.31)
Again, since 01(1) and 61 (T) are Gaussian with unit variance,
so that criterion (4.6.31) becomes~ on using equations (4.6.19),
(4.6.32)
Note that in this analysis the matrix Q was taken to be the
identi ty matri x. One woul d expect to obtai n a sharper criteri on if Q
were taken to be the most general symmetric positive definite form~,
defined by equation (4.6.20), and then optimum values of a1 and a2
obtained in order to maximize I!5' However , taking Q to be such a
mat r ix it +s re adi Iy shown that no such optimum values exist for (11
and a2.
4.7. DigjtQl Simulat-ion
The random variables are provided by a subroutine using a
procedure for' g(~n2rating pseudo random numbers (see appendix 4.5).
Sequences of numbers g~ncrated by this num2rica1 procedure arc
as sumad to have the same statistical properties i:1S sequences of
independent random nunbers although they are in fact completely
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determined by the first nuno er in the sequence. This means that the
sequence is regenerable which is an essential requirement for p roqr am
development and comparison of different numerical methods for solving
the problem at hand. The occurrence of identical sequences can be
avoided by taking a d-ifferent first number for each sequence that is
generated.
The basic nune r ical procedure generates a sequence of numbers
uniformly distributed over the finite range (0,1). From a table of
v- Iues for erf(x) th-is sequence of numbers is transferred into a
sequence of normally distributed random nuno ers (0,1) which are then
mapped onto (u , oN)' Thus, the complete subroutine produces a
sequence of random numbers wh ich are normally distributed with mean ).l
and vari ance oN'
By spacing these gaussian distributed numbers at intervals h
and joining them by straight lines, a segmentally 1inear function is
obtained that approximDtes white noise; the degree of approximation
being dependent on the spacing h. It can be shown from the auto-
correlation function (see appendix 4.6) that, for small values of wh,
the power spectral density of the function is given app roxtua te ly by
G(w) =
2[ 1 _ (tDh) ]
6
(4.7.1)
1T
~Jhite noise is defined as a stationary random signal having ~I gaussian
probab-ility amplitude distribution and a spectral density wh ich is
cons tcn t fo r all frequencies. As was pointed out in section (2.2) true
white noise is physically impossible to produce but what is produceable
is 'b6nd-limited' or physical white noise; that is, a function whose
spectral density is e s sen t'i e l ly constant over the range of interest
but fulls to Z(")'O as 0J -~ =, Thus, by making h sufficiently small, it
fc l l ows , from equation (4.7.1), that the function produced by the
numerical procedure out l ine d above approximates whi te noise a(t) having
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constant spectral density and time domai n s tati s ti ca 1 properti es
<0: (t) > = 0
(4.7.2)
<Ct(t)o:{t + T»
A sample function of the process 0: (t) is shewn in fig. (4.7.1).
Using the above numerical subroutine to generate the random
variable «(t ) the system of equations (4.6.2), representing the fl1.I.T.
system of fig. (4.2.1), are simulated on a digital computer. "wo
methods of nune r+ca l in teqrat l on are employed, using in turn
(i) the Runge-Kutta procedure
and (ii) the Crank-Ntco lson procedure
The Runge-Kutta procedure for solving a system of first order differential
equations is given in section (1.3.1); whilst the Crank Nicolson procedure
may be stated as follows 81 :
For the system of first order differential equations
•xi = fi(x1, x2' ---, xn' t) = fi(~' t) , i = 1,2, --- n,
the follovring finite difference relationship is employed
= x.(m z t) + K.1 ,
where
K., = lIt[f. (x, t) + -'-~1 --
n of. (x,t)
,: 1 - ]I. K.-J ax •
J
(4.7.3)
j= 1
In order to obtain the variations ofche enseno Ie monents wi th
time the system of equations (4.6.2) are solved m times simultaneously,
with each set having a different o:{t). The 012an square values, over
the m outputs , of both e(t) and K - Klc(t) are then printed out at
each instant of time and a decision taken as to whethe r the system is
stable or unstable in the mean square.
,,,
I I I •
4.7.1. Step Plus random input
With param2ter values R =: 5, K = 1, T = 0.25, Kv :.. 0.5,
initial K = 0.5, h = 0.01 and m = 3 the system of equations (4.6.2)c
are solved for various values of oN' For each oN the equations are
solved for a range of values of the gain B until a value is obtained
for which the system is unstable. Regions of stability in the IT5-TI2
plane are shown in fig. (4.7.2) for both the Runge-Kutta and Crank-
Ni co 1son procedures. In both cases the graphs i ndi ca te the 1owes t
value of IT2 (for each TI5) for which the system is unstable. Numerical
results indicate that there are other nar+ow regions of s tat i l ity
above these bo~ndaries (possibley similar to those shown in fig.
(4.4.1) for sinusoidal input). Detailed calculation of these narrow
req ions of stability woul d require a great deal (If computer tima and
since also they are of no pract ical interest the exercise has not
been carried out.
Of the two numerical procedures it is felt that the Crank-
Ni co 1son prccedure ; s more suite d, than the Runge-Kutta procedure,
for simulating random processes since it is less effected by the
discontinuous nRture of the signal a(t) at each sampling point.
Also shown in fig. (4.7.2) is the theoretical stability
boundary represented by cri terion (4-.6.27); the boundary represented
1
bj' cri V:rio n (4. 6 • 32) iss 1 i 9h t 1yin feri0 r tot his one and is the re -
fore not included in the figure. It is seen that the theoretical
results are very conservati ve; this however is not totally unexpected
as both criteria (4.6.27) and (4.6.32) are only sufficient, but not
necessary, condi t'i ons f or almost surely asymptotic stability; fur-ther ,
they ate both obtained using the second method of Liupunov which is
known , even for' de te rroi n isti c systems, to g;Vt"l rather conservative
s t.ab i1ity bouudari es.
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4.7.2. Randon input
Although we have been unable to obtain theoretical results
when the input is purely random nevertheless the system was simulated
digitally under such conditions. for parameter values R :: 0, K = 1,
T ::: 0.25, K :: 0.5, initial K :: 0.5, h :: 0.01 and m ::: 3 the s tab il t tyv c
boundaries, obtained using both the Runge-Kutta and Crank-Nicolson
procedures, in the TI7-JI8 plane, where IT7 and 118 are the non-d irnens ional
p a rane te rs
(4.7.4)
are shown in fig. (4.7.3). Also plotted in fig (4.7.3) is the
rectangular hyperbola 117IT8 ::: 175 and approximately this represents
the mean of the bow boundar-ies obtained usii1g the numerical pr-oce dure s .
Thus a form of stability cr-i te r ia one would like to obtain theoretically
is
(4.7.5)
Substituting fa!" IT7 and JI8 and using equation (M.6.6) condition (4.7.5)
suggests, on proceeding to the limit h -1> 0, that the system is unstable,
for all values of the system parame tars , when the input is pure white
noise.
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CHAPTER 5
STABILITY OF A FIRST ORDER MODEL-REFERENCE SYSTEM
HHEN ENVI RONrltENTAL PAR:~r'lETER TUitE VARY ING
5.1. Introduction
In chapter 4 the stability of a fi rs t order model reference
adaptive control system, for various inputs, was investigated and
th roughout the envi ronmantal process parameter vias ass umed to bp.
constant. In practice, howe ver , the adapting parameters may ;:.(;
required to change in response not only to the system input signal
but also to changes in the environmental parameter's so that it is
important that the stability of the system under such conditions be
investigated. Very little theoretical work has been done on this
problem ~s most of the literature assumes that the environmental
process parameters are constant or only varying slowly with time 82
and then analogue computer studies are made to see hoi'! the system
behaviour is affected if these variations become rapid. In this
chapter a theoretical analysis of the stability and accuracy of the
parameter adaptation, for the sys tern illustrated in fig. (4.2.1), t s
presented ,for the cases of Kv varying both sinusoidally and randomly
wi th time.
In designing the Liapunov redesign system of fig. (4.2.2.) the
environmental parameter K is assumed const.ant and only under such av
condition will the system be stable for all inputs 8i(t) and all
values of the system parameters. If Kv is time varying then it will
be shown that the system illustrated in fig. (4.2.2) also gives rise
to s teb i1i ty P rob 1ems.
The chapt2r is conclud2d by considering the effect, on the
system stability and aCCUi'C1cyof its parameter adoptation, of noise
di s turb ances ut the: sys tcm output.
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5.2. K yai'ying sinusoidally "lith time-v
5.2.1. Th et,,, I.T. sys tern
Let the M.I.T. system of fig. (4.7.1) be subjected to a step
input of magnitude R at time t = O? when 9m(t) and 8s(t) are zero and
Klc t K. Subsequently let Ky vary with time, according to
K = Z s inct , (5.2.1)y
and K be adjusted according to equation (4.2.3). Cons ide rinq , as before,c
that the adaption is switched on after the model response 8
m
(t) has
reached its steady state value ;(~ the system equations (4.2.4) become
•Te + e = (K - Kc Z sinwt)R
•
Kc = BKRe
(5.2.2)
By Buckingham's 'IT theorem the number of non-dimensional parameters
that need be cons idared are tI'IO and these are taken as
= wT, (5.2.3)
If, in addition to (5.2.3), we introduce the dinensionless variables
~l = e/(KR), ~2 = ZKc/K , T = wt (5.2.4)
then the system equations (5.2.2)may be written in the non-dimensional
form
~ 1 1 1 sin 1 i;.2 + 1 (5.2.5a)= - - E;1 III 1 111 111
\;.;;.
t;. 1 IIg t;.l (5.2.5b)=2 III
where a p r+ms denotes differentiation vi th respect to T.
Substituting for [,1' from equation (5.?5b), in equation (5.2.5a)
gi ves
+ (5.2.6)
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which is a forced linear differential equation wi th periodic coefficients.
Equilibrium or steady state solutions of equation (5.2.6) may
be found by the principle of harmonic balance. To a first approximation
it is readily shown that the steady state harmonic solution is
~2 = 2+ zs in- + -- COSTII, (5.2.7)
(Note. It is readily shown that the only subharrnonic solut-ions possible
ar~ those of order 2 and that these can only occur on the transition
boundary between stable and unstable regions)
The corresponding solution for sl is found, from equation (5.2.5b)
to be
s, = COST - 2 .n s m r
9
(5.2.8)
Also,
(K - KvKc) ::: (K - KvZsinwt)
= K(l - s2sinT)
-2(1 + 1112)
::: s in- +}- s'in2T + COS2T
1
(5.2.9)
equations (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) show that the steady state solutions for
both the error and K - K/c contain no constant or d.c. term; that is,
both e(t) and K - KvKc adapt to oscillations about zero as required;
the amplitude of the oscillations depending on the pa~ameters ITl and IT
9
.
A
Having found the equilibrium solution Cl' ~2 the next step is
to investigate its stability. Cons ide r inq small variations nl,n2' in
t;l and ~? respectively, about the equilibrium state vie have, from
equation (5.2.6), thJt
1 1+ -][ nl
1
= 0
or a matrix form
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x 1 r 0 1 x2d 1..- =
(5.2.10)aT ITg .l 1 x2x2 - - SlnT ITlII 21
where xl = n2 and 1x2 = n2 .
Equation (5.2.10) is of the form 1= ~(t)~, ~(t) == ~(t + T) and
its stability is investigated using the numerical implementC'tion of Floquet
theory as described in chapter 1. Examining the eigenvalues of the
monodromy matrix at a network of points in parameter space leads to the
stability diagram shown in fig. (5.2."1).
5.2.2. The Liapunov redesign_~yst.~n.
Applying a step input of magnitude R to the Liapunov redesign
system of fig. (4.2.2) and a l l owi nq Kv to vary according to equation
(5.2.1) the system equations (4.2.5) become
Te + e = (K - KvZsinwt)R.
Kc == I3Re
(5.2.11)
Introducing the non-dimensional parameters
IT, = wT , n,O = TZBR2 (5.2.'2)
and the dimensionless variables ~l' ~2 and T, as defined in equations
(5.2.4)~ equations (5.2.11) may be wr it tan rn the non-dimensional form
1 1 1 .
l;2 + _1£:1 = - IT t.:, - - s t n r
1 ITl III
IT,O (5.2.13)1
l;1t:2 = ll,
that is, the system equat ions are the same as for the t'1. I.1. system,
except that ITg is replaced by I1l0, so that the stahility problem is
identical. This is as expected for the case of a step input since the
119.
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steady state response of the model is given by
and the adaptive loop is essentially the same. If both 8i and Kv are
t.ine varying then the l.i epunov redes ipn system will give rise to a
stability problem but it wi l l not be identical to that of the !11.I.T.
system.
5.~. 3. K :::; S + Zs inot-v-----
If, instead of regarding Kv as being pure l y sinusoidal, \'J€
take the sinusoidal term as being a disturbance on an initial given
value S (constant); that is,
Kv(t) = S + Zsinwt (5.2.14)
then the r'L 1.T. system equations become
S 1 1 + 1
ITll
s2
1 .
= - III [,1 TIl Hl - -. SlnT [,21 ](,
1 TIg
s1(2 = TIl
(5.2.15a)
(5.2.15b)
where TIl' TIg, t;1' l;2 and T (Ire defined as in equat.ions (5.2.3) and
(5.2.4). and
s.. I (5.2.16)
Substituting for (1 from equation (5.2.15b) in (5.2.15a) gives
(5.2.17)
As before, equilibrium solutions, for equation (5.2.17), may be found
using the pr inci p le of harmon ic balance but the stability problem may
be sol ved by considering the unforced di ffc rent ial equation
~ 11
( (5.2.18)
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Exact s t abl l ity boundaries, for equation (5.2.18), in purarre ter space
III - H9, for- various values of 1111, may be ob tai ne d using the numerical
procedure employed for equation (5.2.10). Hcwever , approximate stability
boundaries may be obtained using other techniques.
Hriting T = 2t - rr/2 equation (5.2.18) becomes
•• 2" ng1111 fIg
~? + -- ~ + 4 [-_._ - --rr cos2t ] ~ = 0
- 111 2 IT 2 II L 2
1 1
(5.2.19)
which is of the form of the damped Nathieu equation.
~ + 2sx + (a - 2qcos2t)x = 0 , (5.2.20)
(5.2.21)
Equation (5.2.20) has been dealt with extensively by various
resear-cher-s and vie shall confine ourselves here to considering some
of the sharper stability criteria that have been presented. These
criteria are sufficient but not necessary conditions for stability.
(i) By generating a suitable Liapunov function Pritchard83
obtained the stability criterion
(5.2.22)
Substituting for z , a and q from equations (5.2.21) the stability
criterion for equation (5.2.19) becomes.
II 2
2 1ITn > 1 .,. - ,II, > 0
4
(5.2.23)
(ii) If ill Infante's work, see section (2.7), we take
1 J' ret) = f(t) [ 0-2s -1 °l, 8 =OJ - , (5.2.24)
where f(t) := -2qco:;2t, then condition (2.7.16) for asymptotic stability
becomes:
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or
(5.2.25)
Optimum va lues of et1 and (12" in order to maximize E{f
2(t)}, are
found to be
Hith these values of etl and C(2 co-rdi t'ion (5.2.25) becomes
402
=-'
2
2
< 4ac.
i.e. (5.2.26)
Subs ti tut inq for 1';, Cl and q from equati cus (5.2.21) vie have that the
criterion for equation (5.2.19) to be asymptotically stable is that
(5.2.27)
(iii) If in Manis work, see section (2.7), we take the matrices
~ and f(t} to be defined as in equations (5.2.24) and take the matrix
g_ to be the identity matrix the condition (2.7.19) for asymptotic
stabi 1i ty becomes
(5.2.28)
Subst.ituting for 1;;, a and q f -om equa.tions (5.2.21) we have that the
criteria for equation (5.2.19) to be asymptotically stable is that
The stability boundar-i es , in the a-q plane, corresponding to cr-t te r ia
0·5-
o
. 8
2
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(5.2.22), (5.2.26) and (5.2.28) are shown, for three different values of
z , in figs. (5.2.2) - (5.2.4). It is readt ly seen, from these figures,
that an optimum stability boundary is obtained by using a combination of
a11 t.nree cri te ri a .
5.3. K vary! n9 randomly I'd th timo-v ---
Let the M.I.T. system of fig. (4.2.1) be subjected to a step
input, of magnitude R at time t = 0 and subsequently let Ky vary with
time according to
(5.3.1)
where a(t) may be: regarded as a random disturbance on the initial value
S. Considering, as before, that the adaption is switched on when the
mode l response hDS reached its steady state value KR the sys tem equations
(4.2.4) become
1 SR R a(t) VRXl - 1"" - T- - T xl l~
d
+ (5.3.2)crt =x2 BKR 0 x2 0
where xl = e(t) and x2 = Kc(t).
As in the case of Ky varying sinusoidally wi th time the stability
problem for the Li apunov redesign system of fig. (4.2.2), when the input
is a step of magnitude Rand Kv varies according to equation (5.3.1), will
be the same as that for the svs tem of equations (5.3.2).
Shackcloth and 46Butchar-t attempted to obtain stability boundar-ies
for sys tcm (5.3.2) using the theorems of Kats and Kras vosk ii (see section
(2.5)). They introduced the variable
Z ::: I( - K 'Kc I v
and wrote the sys tcm cquat ions 1:1 the form
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~ 1 _ Kv(t)
RZ (t)e (t) - - T e (t) - ---
T
(5.3.3). dZ(t) == 8e(t)R - dt (K/Kv(t))
In order to satisfy the requirements of the theorem Kv(t) must be a
stationary r'larkov process wi th a fin-ite number of states; it was
therefore as s umed to have the simplest possible form in that it was
only allowed to have two possible values a1 and a2 with 1312 be-ing the
probability of a transfer from 01 to a2 in time s t and 621 that from
a2 to al' In the absence of the di s turbance term ~T (K/Kv) the fi rs t
theorem of Kats and Kr as vosk ii may be employed to obtain a sufficient
condition for asymptotically stability in the mean as
where e is the prob ab t l ity of a change.
From the second theorem of Kats and Krasvoskii the system of
equations (5.3.3) will not be made unstable if the di s turb anco term
d(K/Kv)/dt is a Gaussian process. Unfortunately it is not a Gaussian
pr oces s , so that the second theorem is not valid. However, the
disturbance term will become a closer approximation to a Gaussian
process as the number of finite states Kv is allowed to have increases.
Although the method may be extended to deal with such cases computation
becomes a major problem.
If a(t) is ta~en to be a Gaussian white noise process, with
s tat is tics
<a(t» == 0
<a(t)a(t + T» == 2D8(T) (5.3.4)
then the p ro ce s s {Xl' X2}, dr.finr.d by equat ions (5.3.2), forms a ~1arkc\'
process so that its conditional probability function p satisfies the
Fokkcr-Pl anck cquat ion . Using the procedure, as descr-ibed in appendix
(4.4), used for the system of equations (4.6.6) the Fokker-Planck
equation corresponding to the system of equations (5.3.2) is obtained
in the form
(5.3.5)
Introduci ng the non-dimcns iana 1 parame ters
(5.3.6)
and the dimensionless variables
(5.3.7)
equation (5.3.5) may be written in the non-dimensional from
(5.3.8)
3y multiplying equation (5.3.7) throughout by t;; (i = 1,2) and
integrating over all El' E2 the first order moment equations become
derr
o
f-l -11
= ln12 oj
1
(5.3.9)
A necessary and sufficient condition that <sl> and <('2> converge is
that the eis;envaluC's of the coeff·jcient matrix have negativC' re a l
parts. S-jnce the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix iH'C given
by
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it fo11m':s that <~1> and <~2> converge for all II12 and n'13; that is,
the system is stable in the mean for an values of the system parameters
Also, for all values of IT12 and IT13, the asymptotic values, as T + OOt
of <[,1> and <('2> are given by
:= 0
that is,
1im; t <E;, > := 0 an d
I (5.3.10)
T + co
Using relationships (5.3.7) it f'o l Iows from (5.3.10) that, as t + a" both
e(t) and K - Kv(t)l<c(t) tend to zero in the mean, which is as required.
By mul t.i p lyi np equation (5.3.8) throughout by i;;;';j (i,j ::: 1,2)
and integt'ating over all .;" [,2 the second order moment equations become:
<E; 2> -2 -2 2II13
2
2<';,>nJ2,0 1 «, >
d d
<sl~2> ::: 1I12 -1 -1 <';1 t;.2> + <';2>at m1 ,1 = dt
2 0 21112 0 <.; 2> 0mO,2 <l.;;2 > 2
(5.3.11)
Note that in this case the second order moment equations depend on lyon
the fi rs t and second order moments and do not depend on higher order
moments as in the case of the non l ine ar system (4.6.6). It is therefore
possible, in this case, to speo.k of stability in the mean square. The
eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix, of equations (5.3.11), are given
by the cubi c
It f'o l l cws that the sys tem is stilble 'in the [Ilean square if it is stable
in th e me Clnan d if
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Since the sys tem I s stable in the mean for all 1112 and Il13 and condition
(ii) holds for all 1I12 and I!'3 it fo l Iows that the system is stable in
the 11~2an square if
1IT < ---13 1112 (5.3.12)
When condition (5.3.12) holds the time derivative of the second order
moments wi l l become vanishingly small after a long time, thus making it
ooss ib le to obtain thE' asymptotic solutions of the second moments. Solving
d 2
- <F >d r "1
gi ves
== Tll3--"-_.-
1 - ]['12l113
1imi t <[l~'l> == 0, L
(5.3.13)
1" -+ 00
limit ?<s2 -> ==
1" -+ 00 1 - 11'21113
Another item of interest is the probability that the system error
exceeds a specific value Y. If the Fokker-Planck equation (5.3.8) can not
be solved for p , then this p rcbeb i l i ty cannot be determined. Holt/ever, as
po in tc d out by Ariaratnam 27, by using the Chebyshev inequality 84 we are
able to ob tain an upper bounr' on this probubility.Chchyshev inequality is
given by
where 1- ~12)o == {< _ ~'I - <~l> _ > F
13CJ •
Using Uris and assuming that the first and second order moments of t.l
are bounded we find, from equa t ions (5.3.10) and (5.3.13), that fo r
sufficiently large t
2 2 2
0- :: <';1 > - <';1>
ITl3
:: _----
1 - JIl21113
and that
(5.3.14)
If the spectral densities and correlation functions of [,1 and i;.2
are requi red then tl:ey are re ad i1y obtai ned fr-om the Fokke r-Pl anck cqua ti on
using the procedure described by Ariaratnam and Graeffe 30
If a(t) is Gaussian but non "ifiite then the response {xl x
2
} of
the system, represented by equat'i ons (5.3.2), no longer forms a r~al"kov
i.rocess. Since the effect of ma!dng the process r·larkov, by introducing
Cl. third variable, is to make the system equations non-linear it fo l l ows ,
using the s ame argument as in section (4.5.1), that it is not possible
to use the Fokkc r-Pl anck equation to obtain conditions for s tab i l ity in
the mean s quare , v:e shall therefore, in this section, apply the theory
developed in section (2.7) to obtain s tcb i l t ty criteria which are
sufficient condi tt ons for a lrnos t sure asymptotic stability of the system.
As we are concerned only with the question of stability vie may restrict
our attention to tIle unforcer system
d
crt
1
r
(5.3.15)
BKRx 2
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where o{t ) is taken to be an ergodic Gaussian process, with zero mean
d . 2an van ance 0 •
I nt roduci ng the 110n- dimens iona 1 pa rame te rs
IT - BVR2ST12 -." , (5.3.16)
and the dinens t on less variables ~1' [,2' T, defined by equations (5.3.6),
equation (5.3.15) may be wrt t ten in the non-dimensional form
r F,2 ( T) - r ~2 (T)(2 (T ) 0 TI12 0 0
d I + 13(T) l<1 ( T) (5.3.17)crT =(1 ( T) -1 -1 l ~l (T) -IT14 0
where Ser) is an ergodic, Gaussian process wi th zero mean and variance
unity.
Equation (5.3.17) is of the form
is. = [~+ £(t) ] ~ ,
a type of equation that was discussed in detail tn secti on (2.7). Agai.n
the stability boundaries obtained by using the criteria developed by
1':5 56
Infante ~ and Man are much sharper than those obtained using the
other cni te r-i a cited in section (2.7). Thus, we shall present a stability
analysis for equation (5.3.17) using only these two criteria.
5.3.2.1. Infante txpe analysis
In Infante's work, see section (2.7), take the ~atrix! to be
the most 9l"neral synme t r ic pos iti ve definite form, defined as in equation
(4.6.20). Simple computation then yields
Al + r1 + B(A + F)S-l =- - -- --
(5.3.18)
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whe re,
0 IT12 r 0 01
l-lT14B(T)
A = and F =
o J
(5.3.19)-
-1 -1
The maximum eigenvalue of the matrix ~liven in equation (5.3.18) is
computed as
(5.3.20)
Thus, from criterion (2.7.16), it f'o l lows that a sufficient condition ~or
almost sure asymo tot ic s teb i l i ty , of the system t'epn'sented by equation
( 5 0 3. 17 ), is th a t
+ al{l - 2IT12al)]2J~ } ~ - c
(5.3.21)
Since (3(,) has zero mean and variance unity condition (5.3.21) may be
wri Hen in the form
2 2 2 [ 2J I 2IT14 E{S (,)} = IT14 ~ a2 1 - (1 - 2IT12a1) - IT12(a2 + a1 ) - 1 +
a1 ('I - 2IT12a1)] 2
(5.3.22)
Optimum values of a1 and 0.2' in or-der to maximize IT142, are found
to be
1 + 4JT12
1.2 = 4'[ 2
j 12
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Substituting these values of a, and a2 in (503022) gives the sta.bility
candi ti on as
Defining the non-dim2nsional parameter IT15 as
condition (503:24)s which is (1 sufficient condition for almost sure
asymptoti c s tabil i ty of the sys tern represented by equati on (I: .~. 17),
becomes
1
ITl5 < 1112 (5.3.26)
In f\1an's work , see section (207), let the matrices!2 and F be
defined as in equations (503.19) and take.9. to be the identity matrix l.
Solving the Liapunov matrix equation (4.6028) gives the matrix P in the .
form
p =
2 + TI'2
-21112
1 1 + IT12
2" 2
1
"2"
Simple computation then gives
1 -1(F P + PF)Q = n na(T)- --- - l·t
r
J -1l -(1 + IT12)/2
and
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Thus, from criterion (2.7.19), it follows that a sufficient condition
for almost sure asymptotic stability: of the system represented by
equation (503017), is that
(5.3027)
Since S(T) has zero mean and variance unity condition (503.27) may be
written in the form
4
< (503.28)
or
4
(5.3029)
where IT15 is defined as in equation (503025).
5~40 Digital Simulation------.-----
Using the same procedure as employed in section 4.7. the system of
equat-ions (5.3.2) are simulated on a digital computer with parameter
values R = 5, T = 0.25, K = I, S = 0.5, h = 0.01, m = 3 and initial
Since, in this case, e(t) and K - K K do not adapt to zerov c
in the mean square it is difficult to decide, fat' certain parameter
values, whe the r the solution represents a stable or unstable situation.
A particular solution is taken to represent an unstable situation when
there is no question about it being a possible stable oscillation about
zero. S tabil i ty bounda ri es obtai ned us ing both the Runge-Kutta and
Crenk-Ni co ls on procedut'es are shown in fig. (5.4.1) together wi th the
theoretical boundary obtained using the Fokker'-Planck equation; it t s
seen that the theoy'Ct·ical results correspond c10501y to the simulated
450·
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results. However , the theoretical results obtained using the Li apunov
type analysis are very conservative; stability boundaries corresponding
to criteria (5.3.26) and (5.3.29) are shown in fig. (5.4.2) and in order
to illustrate how weak the criteria are values of IT12, corresponding to
instability, obtained using the Crank-Ni co l son procedure are indicated
in the figure, for certain values of Tf15, alongside the vertical arrows ,
5.5. Effect of random disturbances at sx_stem output
Since any disturbance applied at the system output wi l l be directly
super-imposed on the error signal e(t), and hence on the adap t+vo parame te r-,
its effect must be considered ~:I any stability analysis.
Consider the M.I.T. system of fig. (4.2.1) to be subjected to a step
input of magnitude R at time t = 0, when Gm(t) and 9s(t) are zero and
KvKc f K. Subsequei.t ly let Kv remain constant and Kc be adjusted
according to equation (4.2.3). Considering, as before, that the adaption
is switched on after the model response 8m(t) has reached its steady
state value KR the system equations (4.2.4) become
,
Kc{t) = BKR e(t)
(5.5.1)
Consider further that the system is subjected to a random disturbance a(t)
at the system output so that equations (5.5.1) become
Xl (t) 1
R Xl (t) 0
d
- T T
(5.5.2):: +Crt
x2(t) Jx2 (t) - KvBRK 0 -BK/R a(t)
where x1(t) = e(t) and x2(t) = K - KvKc(t).
If a(t) is regarded as Gaussian white noise with statistics as
defined in equations (5.3.3) then, as b efo re , the Pi'OCC'SS 2::,(t)=
{x1{t) x2(t)}, defined by equations (5.S.?), is a Markov process whose
conditional probability density function p satisfies the Fckke r-Pl anck
equation. Using the procedure described in appendix 4.4 the Fokke r-
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Planck equation corresponding to the system of equa tions (5.5.2) is
ap
at·
(5.5.3)
Introducing the non dimensional parameters
(5.5.4)
and the dimensionless variablEs
t
T = T (5.5.5)
equation (5.5.3) may be written in the non-dimensional form
3pat= (5.5.6)
By multiplying equation (5.5.6) throuqht by t~i(i = 1,2) and
integrating over all .;1 ' ';2 the fi rst order moment equati ons become
<E:l(T» -1 1 r <~i er»
d I (5.5.7)dT = I
<-';2(1» -1112 0 l <s2 (T) >
Since the eigenvalues of the cr.c ff ici ent met.r ix , for system (5.5.7), is
given by
A =
2
it follows that <';1(-1)'> and <E~2(t» conve rr.es for an 1112 ami iT
16
; that
is, the system is s t ab le in the mean for all values of the system
par-ame te rs . Further, for an va lucs of 1112 and Il16, <C,(T» .lnd
<S2(T» tend to zero asymptotically as t ->- co which is as required.
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By multiplying equation (5.5.6) throughout by ~.~. (i, j ::1,2)
1 J
and integrating over all t.:1, s2 the SE:C0nri o rde r monent equations
become
r
I 2 2<~l (-r) > -2 2 0 <t;1 er» 0
d
<t;1(T)~2(1» -rr12 -1 1 <~l (1)t~2(1» 0CiT :: +
<~22(T» 0 -2II12 0
2
2n2l2JI16«2 (1»
L
(5.5.8)
Since the e iqenval ues of the coefficient matrix, for system (5.5.8), is
given by the cubic
it fo l l ows that the system is stable in the mean square if
(i) 411,2 > 0
an d (ii) 6(2n12 + 1) > 4- II12
As conditions (i) and (ii) hold for all TI12 and 1116 it follows that the
system is stable in the mean square for all values of the system parameters.
By solving the equati ons
the asymp to t ic so 1uti ons, as T -} co, of the second mom-n ts are found to
be :
l imi t «12(1» ::: II12Il.IG
L~(lO
1inri t
T700
(S.S.9)
1imit
Thus, although noise d is turb ance at the system output has no effect on
t.he stability of the system in the mean square it d02S have an effect
on the accuracy of the parameter adaptatton.
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C HAP T E R 6
STABILITY OF 1\ HIGHER mmER t,10DEL-R[FEHFNCE SYSTEf.1
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter the methods developed in the previous two chapters,
for investigating the stability of a first order model reference adaptive
control system, are extended to examine the s tahi 1-1ty of a hi ghcr order
system. The system considered -:s that developed by Hhite 2 and is shown
in fig. (6.1.1). The basic equat icn of the process is
where 0 is the differential operator d/dt and A1 ::: 16.78, A2 = 14.88,
A3 = 4.57, Kl = K2 =: 0.5 (nonrinal}. The reference model is second order
and has trans fe r function
40
-z---
s + 6. 3('s + 40
(G.l.2)
whe ro s is the Laplacian operator.
The input si9n0.1 8,{t) is common to the process and model and
I
the adaptive error is
(6.1.3)
where 9s(t) and G (t) arc the outputs from the process and modelm
re spect ively .
The self-adaptive pe rforraance cr i te rlon employed to adjust the
par-ameter-s Ki (i = 1,2) is, as bef o re , tl.e ri.I.T. rul e ; that is, the
parameters are var icd accordii1~i to the adap tivs control law
31(. dO1 e (t) (i 1 .2)Cl. _.dt -vt>of, ..
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It was shovn by [,}hitaker et a l 75 that his Iaw could be taken in the
form
dK.
1
de
-Gie(t) sign -
aK.
1
(i = 1,2) (6.1.4)-=
where only the sign of ~~. is taken to ensure that the sign of the
1
product e(t)(de/dK;} is correct. The product
e(t) sign ( ~~~ )
1
(i = 1,2)
is formed by passing the two signals into a diode switching unit (d.s.u.)
the output of which is ±e(t) depending on the Sign of the signal ae/aK;,
Th . t i ,ae d Cl e . ~ It' d b f di tl . 1
e approxrma i ons 1:0 -_._ an ----- ale OD arne y. ee lng!e s r qnaaK. aK"1 c
8F, gi ven by
(6.1.5)
through filters wh ich can be iden tified as follows
e.
1
'-"! - y em F {6.1.6}
since the model is a good approximation of the system around the correct
value of K1; that is, the signal obtained by passing er through a filter
identical with the model is -(ae/aK1) and not (3e/aK1) as indicated by
White, as the lDtter signal would lead to J neg3tive gain G,.
e.
1
144.
=
(6.1.7)
where Y3 is the transfer function of the system with the parameters
fi xed at the; r normal values and Y 1 is the trans fer funct' on from
the system input to the parame te r disturbance summation point;
tha tis,
AlA2K2
=
s2 + A1s + A,A2Kl
gi vi n9
4.57(52 + 16.78$ + 124.8)
=
s3 + l6.78s2 + 124.8s + 570
(6.1.8)
The method of approach in a stability analysis ;s to first obtain
the steady-state values of the adapting parene ters K, and K2 and then
set up var t ationa 1 equati ons for small per turhat ions about those [3 ir:.ady-
state values. The resul t inq variational equations are linear differential
equations wi th time varying coefficients and their stability characteristics
are investigated using the theory developed in chapters 1 and 2.
6.2. Sinusoidal inpu!
Consider the adaptive control system to be adopting on a steady
sinusoidal input lsinwt.
6.2.'. SteildLs_!~!~ va~~s of the_llaramete~~
Suppose that the K2 paramc ter is held constant and that the K,
, It r
I ·to.
parameter is adapting alone. Hhen K, has reached its steady-state value
the output of the switching unit (in the K, adapting loop) must be such
that it contains no d.c. component (otherwise the d.c. term w il l integrate
up to change the value of K1). It can be shown 2 that this occurs when
the :~l and e signals are in quadrature. Using this property t4hite
showed that the relationship between the eteadu-e tato values of K, and
the frequency w of the input is
2K, = 0.004 w + 0.72 K2 (6.2.')
Since K2 is considered fixed at 0.5 the relationship becomes
Kl = 0.004 w2 + 0.36 (6.2.2)
A similar procedure for the other loop g1\ICS a relutionship between
the s teadij-e tai:e value of K2 and the input frequency w when the parailieter
Kl is fixed. This relationship was found by ~Jhite to be
(6.2.3)
Since KT is fixed at 0.5 the relationship becomes
,
4' 2 2(w - 58.7w + 4990) - w(lO.46w + l17)tan0
K = -----------;
2 28.5(252.8 - 0J3tan0) (6.2.4)
v/here!1 is the phase change across the filter Y3/Yl and is given by :
tan0 :::
16.78w(570 - 16.78002) - w(124.8 _ w2)2
--_._-- 570(124.8 - u/)
(6.2.5)
By solving equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.3) for K1 and 1<2 stead.y-
state values of the par amcters are found for the case when they arc
adapting together. These values are found to be
= 0.004 002 + 0.424
'(6.2.6)
K2 = 0.588
The eteodu-e tate values of the parameters given by equations (6.2.2),
(6.2.4) and (6.2.6) are all verified in White's paper using analogue
computer simulation.
6. 2 .2. Stab il it)' con side ration
The basic equation of the system is as given by equation (6.1.1).
Consider a small perturbation of the adapting parameters about their
steady-state values; so that, in the perturbed state
Subtracting equation (6.1.1) from the perturbed state equation gives
(6.2.7)
where es is the system error 0i - 9s'
Since the model is unaffected by perturbations in the parameters
we have' from equation (6.1.3) that
so that the perturbed equation for the error is
(6.2.8)
The terms D8s and es vary periodically w ith tims , but, in his ana lys is ,
\Illite rep lace d these time varyir.« terms, by time aven:lg'ing over a pe r-i od ,
with constant terms. He then examined the resultino linoarized
.:J
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di ffe rent ia 1 equa t ions wi th censtan t coe ffi ci ents us i ng the Routh-I{uy\.;itz
criterion; the di s advant.aqes of this method are discussed in chapter 1.
In this chapter a more rigorous analysis, based on the Floquet analysis
of chapter 1, is presented.
From equation (6.1.4) we have that 'in the perturbed state
(6.2.9)
S~btrJcting equations (6.1.4) and (6.2.9) gives
• G • ae GoK. = - .se s1gn aK. - ie1 1 1 [ . [(le~ s i qn aKi + 1S~1oK,1 • de ]- s1gn -;;-.- ,oK.1
(6.2.10)
th + " [de ,J: de 1 havinq been replace t b ses ion dele "G rm 6 eS 1 9n • ClK. T U d K:- . leo Y ::l "\ K
1 1 0 i
since we are dealing with the linearized equat.ions in the perturbation
terms.
ae/aKi is a sine wave and ae/aKi + cS(ae/aKi) a perturbed wave,
being approximately sinusoidal as shown in fig. (6.2.l(a)). The
. [ae de J d . determs s i qn .3R-:-+ cS dK .. an slgnal(,'are represented by the square
1 1 1
waves of f"jg. (6.2.l(b)), and the term
[ sign [~ + IS ~~.-]aK. ClK.
. 1 1
. de -]- s19n--ClK.
1
by the pulses Gf fig. (6.2.1(c)). The last Letlll of equation (6.2.10) had
been omitted by PJrKS 85 in his discussion on t·lhite's paper. The omi s s ion
of tbis term was found to have a considerable effect on the final results.
Using the condition that the e and Je/aKi signals are in quadrature
when the system has adapted, the term
r· [dE'e s "'nn ---- +- oJ a K.
1
r de "1() ---uK.
1
ve- sign '.1arC
1
can b~; represented by the pulses of fig. (6.2.1e). Two of these pul se s
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occurring within one period T, at times T, and T, + T/2 respectively,
where T, is the time when the ~~. signal f'i rst chances sign.
1
The integrated values of these pulses is ±2IeI6T, where lei is
the peak amplitude of the error signal and 6T the duration of the
pulse and given by
6T = I <5 (;~i \ I / I slope of ~~i' signal at the points where it changes s iqn]
= I <5 (-§r.\ I / [wi ~~. I ]
1 1
(6.2.11)
where lae/aKil is the peak amplitude of the ae/aKi signal and w the
frequen cy of the inp ut signal.
It was shown earlier that the signal ae/aKi is obtained by passing
the signal OF through a suitable filter, so that 8(Jc/aKi) is a filtered
version of aeF•
6.2.2.1. !l adaptinq alone
When K, is adapting alone 6K2 is zero and equation (6.2.8)
becomes
(6.2.12)
From fi9 .' (6. 1 .1)
OF = ' DOAl2 s
so that
Since 9s = e + 8 and 60 :: 0 vie 11(1\'2 thatm In
Hence,
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# •
where oeF = Ymoe or
(02 + 6.320 + 40)o~F =
~
400e (6.2.13)
From equation (6.2.10)
e
(6.2.14)
where Pl(t) are pulses, wi th integrated values
21eloeF
± -----::-,) ",-.
Al2 amp ~Kl
Toccurring at times T1 and T1 + -2" ' T being the period andT1 the time
when the ~Rl signal first changes sign. Care must be taken (by
examination of the phase angles) to ensure that {he positive and negative
pulses are inserted in the correct order.
Equations (6.2.12), (6.2.13), (6.2.14) lead to the following
system of 'l inear differential equations:
oe 0 , 0 0 0 0 ce. •o€ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ce
d ,. ..,
dt ce = -/\,P\2A3K2 -A1A2K1 -11.1 0 0 -A1 A208s oe• .'oeF 0 0 0 0 1 0 oeFv. ...ceF 0 40 0 -40 -6.32 0 oeF
oK • (le 0 0 11 -G,slgn arC -G,P1 (t) 0 0 oK11
(6.2.15)
where K2 has the fixed value 0.5 and K, is given by equation (6.2.2.).
Equation (6.2.15) is of the form
151.
•
~(t) = £:(t) ~(t) , ~(t) = ~(t + T)
and the stability of such a system of equations is discussed in detail
in chapter 1. Note that the 6 x 6 matrix of equation (6.2.15) Jiffers
from the 4 x 4 matrix suggested by Parks 85. The increase in the order
of the matrix is due to the fact that Parks had neglected the effect of
the filter Ym and taken 60F as an approximation for 6(8e/aK,). This
approxi mati on was found to be inadequate and the effect of the fil ter
~~st be taken into account.
The eigenvalues of the monodromv matrix C of the matrix
differential equation (6.2.15) are examined, using the procedure described
in section 1.4., for various values of the adaptive gain G1 and the
critical values of the gain calculated. The results are illustrated
in fig. (6.2.2.) together with the results obtained by White using
simulator and analytical studies. Since, in this case, the critical
gain is inversely proportional to the amplitude Q, of the input signal
the product of ,Q. with critical gain is plotted against the frequency of
the input signal so that the resulting curve is independent of Z (In
order to obtain the graph of reference (2) divide the ordinates by
7/50).
In this case 15K, == 0 and equat-ion (6.2.8) becomes
(6.2.16)
From fi g. (6. 1 . 1)
18F ::.:_ DGIS-K2 . s (6.2.17)
tlhen the pe rturb at ion is ;inposed this lieco,11es :
.
::: D9s + tie (6.2.18)
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Subtracting equation (6.2.17) from equation (6.2.18) gives
,
A3K268F + A30FoK2 = 6c
(6.2.19)
that is,
Hence,
o( (le )
8K 2
From equation (6.2.10)
where P2(t) are pulses, with integrated values
Toccurring at times T2 and T2 + -2' ' T be inq the period and T2 the time
when the signal ~~ first changes siqn ; care again being taken too~2 .
en~ure that the sign of the pulses are taken in the correct order.
Equation (6.2.16) and (6.2.19) may be wr it ten (see appendix 6.1)
in the form
!Se 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 M.
1
.
Qe 0 0 0 0 0 0 oe
'.
-A1/\2Al2 -A1 A2K1 -A, 0
".
d Cl:! 0 0 -Al ~2Ai;s Qeat
y 0 1/K2 0 0 1 0 3 Y- - K OF1 2 1
tV
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 y?'-
Y3 0
0 0 -57CJ -124.8 -16.78 0 Y..,
;)
6K2
-G s i0'1 ~_e_ 0 0 1 02 I~. aK -Gl2 (t) 0 0 .8K22
(6.2.20)
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where V, = XF, V2 = XF ~ 4.57X"and V3 = XF - 4.57X; Kl has the fixed
value 0.5 and K2 is given by equation (6.2.4).
The eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix, of the system of
equations (6.2.20), are again examined using the procedure described
in section 1.4. Critical values of the gain G2 are calculated for
varying input frequencies and the results are 'illustrated in fig.
(6.2.3). The method is readily extended to cover the case when both
Kl and K2 are adapting Simultaneously.
6.3. Random input
6.3.1. Steady-state values of the patameters
In order to simplify the analysis the diode switching units
are replaced by multipliers. If the input 8i(t) to the sys tom is a
random variable of time then the output of the multipl ier fvij (j = 1,2)
will be the product of two random signals e(t) and ~~~t), j = 1,2, which
Jare both fi 1 tered forms of Gi (t) .
A block diagram showing the output of a typical multiplier
t1j is shown in fig. (6.3.1), where Vl(s) and Y2(s) are the transfer
functions relating e(t) and ~~~!lrespectively to the input 8
i
(t).
J
If h1(T) and h2(T) are the impulse response or weighting functions
corresponding to the
de r t.)
then e(t) and ai~
Jintegrals.
transfer functions Y1(s) and V2(s) respectively
are given, in the time domain, by the convolution
(6.3.1)
(6.3.2)
so that the outnut of the mul L ,j1iern. is
I" • J
xo(t) = ott) ik;tl = f: hl (Tl )0; (t - Tl )dTl I: h2(T2)8; (t - T2)d'2
(6.3.3)
155.
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Taking time averages «e have that the time average of the output is
xo(t) :: limit 1 JT xo(t)dt
T -+- ex> 2T -T
(6.3.4)
Thus, provided '3;(t) is a stationary process, equation (6.3.4) becomes
(6.3.5)
where ~(T) is the autocorrelation function of the input signal 8
i
(t).
If the input signal 0i(t) is regarded as white noise wi th
constant spectral density K then, by the Wiener-Khinchine relationship,
(6.3.6)
~(-r) = Krro(T)
so that equation (6.3.5) becomes
Since this expression is zero except when Tl :: T2 we may wrt te
T :: '1 ::'2
so that equation (6.3.6) becomes
(6.3.7)
The value of xo(t) may therefore be obtained by calculating
h1(,) and h2(T) and integrating the integral of equation (6.3.7) tenn
157.
by term. Hhen the system has reached its steady s tate value x ( t)
o
will be zero so that equating the value of xo(t) , obtained from
equation (6.3.7), tCJ zero gives the steady state value of the parameter
K .• However, even for the third order system considered here, evaluating,
the integral of equation (6.3.7) is a laborious procedure and for this
reason the calculations are transferred to the frequency doma+n • The
output of the multiplier, instead of being the product of two time
functi ons , beC0n12S a convolution of two frequency functi ons. For whi te
noise input with spectral density K Horrocks 86 showed that
(6.3.8)
The integral of equation (6.3.8) may be evaluated numerically,
using a digital computer, for various values of the parameter K. and a
--- J
graph of xo(t) against Kj plotted to obtain the steady state value of
K .•
J
If, as in the system of fig. (6.1.1), the multipliers M.
J
(j = 1,2) be replaced by a diode switching unit, the output of which
is ±e(t) depending on the sign of ~~ , then the \'/ay in which this
J ---
change will effect the value of xo(t) given by equations (6.3.7)
and (6.3.8) has been calculated by Jackson 86. He showed that, in
this case, the resultant d .c , output will be
(6.3.9)
dewhere 0". t s the r.m.s. value of ';::-K--'J 0 ,
In or-der to t l l us tr-e te th theory we shall cons ido r the case of
Kl adapting alone. From equations (6.1.1) - (6.1.3) we have that
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e(s)
where e(s) and 9;(s) denote the Laplace transforms of e(t) and 9
i
(t)
respecti ve ly. Thus
40
s2 + 6.3?c;+ 40
(6.3.10)
Also, from equations (6.1.5) and (6.1.6),
~~tl :: -Ym(s) 8F(s)~vvl'l
40 AlA2
:: -
s2 + 6.32s . 3 2 8; (s )+ 40 s + A,s + AlA2K1s + A1A2A3K2
,
so that ,
Y2(s)
40A,A2
:: -
(s2 + 6.32s + 40)(s3 + A1s2 + Pl1 /\2K, s + JI'l'!.\2A3K2)
(6.3.11)
Substituting s ::jw 1n equations (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) and
rationalizing the values of IVi (w) I and Pi' i ::1,2, are readily
obtained. These values are then substituted into the integral of
equation (6.3.8) and the integral eve luatod numerically for a range
of values of K" and K2 fixed at its noutnat value 0.5. The integral
is evaluated, using Simpson's rule (and cross checked using the trapezoidal
rule), for l irnt ts O to N and the values of N increased until a convergent
value is obtained to rcqui re d d2gree of accuracy. The form of the
;nte0rand when !Cl ::: 0.5 is shown in fig. (6.3.2) and a plot of xo(t)
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against Kl is shown in fig. (6.3.3). It is seen from fig. (6.3.3) that
xo{t) is zero when
Kl :: 0.513 (6.3.12)
this then being the required steady state value of the parameter Kl
6.3.2 Stabil i ty cons iderati on
Having found the steady state value of the parameter K
j
stab-jlity
is examined in a manner analogous to that employed in section (6.2.2) for
the case of the input varyinj sinusoidally with time. I'Je shall again
illustrate by considering the case of Kl adapting alone.
As for the case of sinusoidal input the perturbed equation of
the system is as equation (6.2.8), namely
(6.3.13)
where, in this case, Des and es are random variables of time. Sir.ce we
are considering Kl adapting alone and K2 fixed at its nominal value
(i.e. 8K2 ::0) equation (6.3.13) becomes
(6.3.14)
,
• Since we are considering the swi tch inq units as being replaced
by multipliers the parameter Kl is g-iven by the adaptive control law
• dK, (t) de (t)
K, (t) ... :: -G c(t) --- (6.3.15)at 1 elK1
In the perturbed state this be/comes
Kl (t) + 8;~1(t) :: -Gl [e(t) + oe(t)] I ~_eK~,_{_!l + 0 ~_~_U:)_1o 1 ClK1·
(6.3.16)
Subtracting equation (6.3.15) from equat-ion (6.3.16) !Jives
162.
(6.3.17)
Now i-~ is a filtered form of 9F(t) so that o( ~ ) is a1 1
filtered form of 68F(t). From fig. (6.1.1)
so that
..
Since 9s = e + Q and 69· = 0 we have thatm m
88 = 1 8~
F A}2
Hence,
(6.3.18)
where oeF is given by equation (6.2.13).
Substituting equation (6.3.18) in equation (6.3.17) gives
" ae G,e(t)"oK, = -Gl ~l' oe + A K oeFI 0 '1 3 2 (6.3.19)
Equations (6.3.14), (6.3.'9) and (6.2.13) lead to the following
system of linear differential equations
<Se
r
0 , 0 0 0 0 6e.
0 0 1 0 0 0 •cc <Se
d '. -A, A2K·1 -A1 0 -A,A2D8s(t)
«.
dt cc = -A1A2A3K2 0 6e
~ 0 0 0 •oeF 0 1 0 se ...r
tIt 40 0 -40 ••6eF 0 -6.32 0 oeF
(Jeill 0 0
Gl e (t)
0 IoKl -Gl aX1 7\:l~-- 0 [OK1.L
has the fixed value 0.5 and K gi ven by equation (6.3.12) . (6.3.20)where K2 1
(le (t'
Note that the terms DGs(t), e(t) and 3K~ are all random variables of
ttme and since they arc all filtered forms of the input signal 8.(t) they
1
are correlated; further whi te noise assumptions for the coefficients of
system (6.3.20) are not justifiable. Equation (6.3.20) is of the form
.
~(t) = ~(t) ~(t) (6.3.21)
where the rion constant elements of ~(t) are random functions of time.
As was pointed out in section 4.5. methods of investigating the stability
of system (6.3.21), where the system is not asymptotically zero when the
noise terms are equated to zero, are not forthcoming. Thus, for the
case of 0i (t) being purely random, stability boundaries for the system
of equations (6.3.20) are not readily ob tai ne d. However, the effect
on stability, of random disturbances at the system input may be examined
in a manner analogous to that employed in section 4.5. for the first
order system. Since the intention of this section is to illustrate
how the ideas of chapter 4 may be extended to hi gher crde r sys terns
detailed calculations for tile stability of the system of equations
(6.3.20). when the input signal consists of a step function plus a
random variable, will not be presented.
6.4. Liapunov redesign system
In the paper presented by Parks 77 the model and system are
of the same orde r , so that, when equilibrium is achieved the model-
system error and all parameter differences are zero. Howeve r , in
this case, the model is of the second order whilst the system is of
the third order and under such condi t ions it is no longer possible
to have pe rfe ct correspondence between the hJO. 1t fo 11ows the re f ore
that for such systems it is not possible to obtain a Liapunov function
that wi l l quaran tee asymptotic s teb i l i ty .
One \Jay of dealing w i th this problem is to use the epprce ch
described by Shackc lo th 87. Adjustable pa!~2d1;2ters are introduced
around the system (or plant), as sho-vn in fig. (6.~.1), so that the
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equation of the controlled system or plant is
I 3 2{1 + ~{t)A1A2A3)D + (Al + h2(t)A1A2A3)D + A1A2K1(t)D +
(A,A2A3K2(t) + h3(t)A1A2A3)]Os(t) = A1A2A3K2(t)9;(t)
(6.4.1)
Since control is exercised over each plant parameter some are adjusted
to zero thus enabling the plant to be made the same order as the model
of a lower order.
Taking the system response Os (t) and model response 8
m
(t) to be
given by equations (6.4.1) and (6.1.2) respectively the errur equation
(6.1.3) may be written in the form
(02 + 6.32D + 40)e(t) = 40 8;(t) - (D2 + 6.320 + 40)8s(t)
= (40 - A1A2A3K2(t))9i(t) + (1 + h1)(t))D3Ss(t) - (1 - Al - h21(t))02Ss(t)
(6.4.2)
whe re ,
(6.4.3)
that is, l
(6.4.4)
where xi(t), i == 1,2,3,4,5, are the coefticients in equation (6.4.2).
By as sunrinq that <my var+attons of the process pl.ran:2ters, the
input signal, or the derivatives of the input s iqn a l , is continuous and
bounded Liapunov's second may be app l ie d , Fo l l ov ino Shackcloth 1'i0 take
as Liapunov function
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(6.4.5)
where r1 = {e(t) ~(t)} and H is the Hermite matrix of the equation
(02 t 6.320 t 40) e(t) = 0 (6.4.6)
and 8., (i = 1,2,3,4,5), are positive constants.
1
Since, in this case,
o 1
6.32]
the Liapunov function V, defined by equation (6.4.5), be cones
2 x 2 rv x 2 x 2x (_
252.8 e2(t)
...? xl 2 3 ...i_t 5V = + 6.32 e'-(t) + n- + -- + -- + BD1 82 B3 B4 5
(6.4.7)
The deri vati ve of V, wi th respect to time, is
(6.4.8)
Substituting fOI~ 'e(t) from equation (6.4.4) equation (6.4.8) becomes
(6.4.9)
th at is,
(6.4.10)
provi (L~cl
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• -6 .32e (t)81e; (t)xl (t) =
G -6.32e(t)82030s(t)x2 (t) :::
• 6.32e(t)B302Os(t)x3( t) =
(6.4.11)
x4 (t)
(
= 6.32e(t)B4D8s (t)
Xs (t) •= 6 . 32e ( t) B 5 Els ( t)
Substi tut inq for x;(t), i = 1 ,2,3,4,5, f rom equation (6.4.2) we have
that
• •
K2 (t) = C1e(t) Si et)
• • 3h1(t) = -C2e(t)D 9s(t)
• ~ 2
h2 (t) = -C3e(t)D 8s(t) (6.4.12)
" •Kl (t) = -C4e (t) DOs(t)
, • •K2 (t) + h 3 (t ) = -C5e (t )Gs (t)
where C. , ( i = 1,2,3,4,5) are positive constants gi ven by1
C. = 6.32 13/(A1A2A3) i ::: 1,2,4~51
and . C ::: 6.32 B4/(A1A2)4
Thus, provided that the model is stable, which it is, use of
adaptive loops, defined by equations (6.4.12): will pnsure that the
system (or plant) and model outputs wi l l eventually become identical.
Using these adap t ive loops the complete layout of the model reference
system will be as shown in fig. (6.4.2). The most serious objection
to the form of these adap t ive loops is that differentiators have to
be employed, and consequently, in a pl'ucticJl sys tem, serious noise
difficulties could occur.
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C HAP T E R 7
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In this thesis the stability and accuracy of parameter adaptation
of hill-climbing and model reference adaptive control systems has been
considered. The differential equations governing such systems are both
nonl inear and non-autonomous and, depending on whether the parameters
vary with time in a periodic or random manner, the local stability
problem reduced to one of invc-:stigating the s tnb il ity of a system of
linear differential equations with periodic coefficients or ~ ~ystem
of linear differential equations with random coefficients. For periodic
variations the accuracy of parameter adaptation was investigated using
the principle of harmonic balance whilst the rokker-Planck equation w~s
used for the case of the time varying terms being white noise Gaussian
processes.
When dealing with linear differential equations with periodic
coefficients both a numerical implementation of Floquet theory and the
infinite determinant method have been employed to investigate stability.
The method based 0:1 Fl cque t theory is a rigorous numerical method, wal l
suited for use on a digital computer , for obtaining necessary and
sufficient conditions fer asymptotic stability. The main disadvantage
with this method is that it re(.(f1Y'es the formation of a. gridwork in the
parameter space and then make an asses sman t of s t ab i l t ty fat' each of the
nodal points of the gridwork; as a consequence the method could be
expensive on computer time. Howeve r , fat' the two dimensional problems
considered in this work a plot of the value of the dominant eigenvalue
of the monodromy matrix against system pararn,:::tet fo llowed a definite form,
fa le so", C'('1""I-,'r\'-' 11 t1 1 whi ch SUGC"·'··" that i t "...,' ib lr exan~') , '-'- _,.;..." \.." '"1'. ,. •• I" I., ~.;i,..:;:, (,;:, II' I ,,;uY 1.le pass 'j Le,
in some cases, to obtain muthematical f:>:pl'essions for the ci9(:~ivalues of
the rnonodromy matr-i x . Thus Cl prob l om requh'in0 further research is that
of tnvcs ti gating the poss i bi 1ity of obtain; ng theoreti cal express; ons for
the eigenvulues of the monodromy matrix of , possibly, a restricted class
ofT inear- differential equations wi th periodic coefficients. For higher
order sys terns the use of the Faddeev algorithm and Jury procedure greatly
reduce computer time over a direct evaluation of the eigenvalues of the
monodt'orny matri x. Howeve r , it shoul d be poi nted out that d; rect eva 1uat ion
of the eigenvalues gives more information than simply the existence of a
stability boundary; in particular, it yields useful information concerning
the character of the solutions in the regions away from the stability
boundary.
The infinite determinant method is not as general as the Floquet
analysis and is limited in application to a restricted class of linear
differential equations. It is clear that much fur the r wor-k is to be done
to permit the identification of those systems for wh i ch the method is
applicable. Even when it is applicable it was not found to be very
satisfactory in the region of par ane ter space where the stability boundaries
are complex in naturc , for exnnp l e , see fig. (4.4.5) and since, when dealing
with linear di fferen tt al equat icns with periodic coefficients, suc..h
boundaries frequently occur it throws some doubt on the performance of
the method in general. However, C:ue to its computational simplicity, the
rr.ethod, when app l icab l e , may be used to obtain pre l tmi na ry resutts and then
I
the Floquet ana lys is used to obtain an impro'/cment in the accuracy vlith
v/hich the s tab i l i ty boundaries are established.
{-\lthough a vas t amount of 1iterature exi s ts on the stab; 1i ty of
linear differential equations with random coofficients, it is apparent
from the problems considered in this thesis that a great deal of further
research is to be done before the results an? of any s'ignificitnt value in
upplicirtion to practical prob l ems . I-JI'"dchof the sta~,-j1ity concepts
d·iscl)ssod 'in chapter' 2 is most significant in p rac t ice is s til ! an open
question although it is becoming more accepted that almost sure asymptotic
170.
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sta.bility is the ultimate aim. However, almost sure properties are not
as imm~diately obtainable o.s are mean properties of the system and the
re l at ionshtp between the two is somewhat nonintiutive. Caughey 44
mentioned "that mean square s teb il i ty is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for stability of a sys tem" but in f act , as pointed out by
20
Kozin ,almost exactly the opposite is the case. For linear systems
whose coefficients vary as white noise processes Kozin 23 showed that
exponential stab-ility of the second moments implies almost sure
asymptotic stability.
If the system is not stable when the random terms are €quated to
.
zero [ that is, the system is of the form ~ ;;;~(t)!, where the non-
•constant o lcments of ~(t) vary randomly with time and ~ ;;;A(o)~ does not
represent a stable system] then there is, at prvsent , no method available
fOI~ investigating its stability. However, digital s-imulation of the first
or de r f.1IT system, when the input was purely random, indicates that
stability boundar-ies exist for such systems so that obtaining theoretical
results for investigating such systems is an obvious field for future
research.
If the sys tern equati ens may be \tJri tten in the f'orm
.
~ :: [~ + £Jt) I! ,
where the .non-vant sh inq e l encn ts of F(t) are random processes and x :: A x
is a stable system, then t\1O di Pferent cases have been considered in this
work .
(i) t'!hci1 the non-van ish inq e l ement s of £:(t) are Gauss-ian It/hite
noi se processes condi t ions for staLility in the mean and stability in
the mean square we re readily obtained uS'ing the Fokker-Pl enck eque tion.
The results obtained sugg~:st that s tab i l t ty boundar-ies obtained using
this method (lgj~2C favourab ly I'lith thOS2 ob ta ir.cd by di re ct s-imulation of
the sys t0111.
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(ii) Hhen the non-vanishing elements of f(t) are Gaussian non-
white processes then the differential equations for the moments of a
particular order, deduced from the Fokker-Pl anck equation, contain terms
involving higher order moments so that it is not possible, tn th-is
case, to speak of naan square stability, since this would ne an n2g1ecti!1g
moments of order higher than two , Thus, the stability problem reduces
to one of invest"igating the stability of an infinite system of linear
differential equations and although some recent published work 100 exists
on this problem its solution remains an open problem for further research.
The stability criteria based on Liapunov's second method, whi-:.:h constitute
sufficient cond-itions for almost sure asymptotic stability, have proven
t.o be highly conservative, when compared with results ob tai ned by
simulation, and an obvious field for further rese arch is that of obtaining
optimum Liapunov functions for the criteria cited in the literature Of,
as the ultimate aim in a particular problem must be, to obtain criteria
which are necessary and sufficient for almost sure asymptotic stability.
In the author's opinion a serious disadvantage with these criteria tased
on Li apunovs second ne thod is that they only involve the var iances of
the random terms and do not utilize the frequency spectr-e» of such terms.
The work described in chapter- 3 emphasizes the importance of the
knowledge of pet'iodic solutions in the analysis of a sinusoidal perturbation,
extremal control system. It has been shown that for the system considered
(i) Regions where no periodic solutions exist so that the system
the parameter space may be divided into three regions, viz:
is totally unstable.
(ii) Region Rl, where there exists two harmon ic so Irt ions , one
stable and one unstable.
(iii) Region R3, whcre , in addition to the two hal'nJOlric solutions
of (ii), there exists four s t eb Ie and four uns t ab Ic sub-harillonic solutions
of order' 2.
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In the case of the subharmonic solutions the periodi~'solution for
the adapting variable contains a d.c. term, so that for certain initial
conditions the system, wi th parameter values in R2, will adapt to an
asci 11ati on about an offset pos i ti on; that is, the bottom of the hi 11
is not reached. It is -important therefore in any practical application
to employ par-amatcr values in region Rl, but outside region R2• Thus a
knowledge of the boundaries of the regions Rl and R2 is essential in any
design consideration.
By plotting the domains of attractions corresponding to the stable
steady state solutions, regions HI three dimensional space were obtained,
for particular parameter values in R2, within v/hieh initial conditions
wi l l lead to a stable oscillation. Information about these stability
boundaries in the state-space is also highly relevant in any design
consideration of a practical system; for if a system is subjected to
random disturbances and noise there will be a finite probability of the
system entering any reqion of its state-space. However, no parameter
values will make the system stable evelywhere, so that, in order that
.
the probability of the system being driven unstable by the random
disturbances and noise is negligibly small, it is essential that the
normal region of operation of the system is well wt th in the st.ability
boundary. The theoreti cal rcsul ts have been veri fied by analogue
co:nputer simulation of the system.
In order to illustrate the compl cxi ty of the problem the stability
of a first order t·UT type mode I reference system VIas first considered.
For the case of a sinusoidal input stability boundaries were obtained in
non-dimensional space using both the numer-i cal implementation of Fl oque t
theory and the infinite determinant ue thod; these s tab il t ty boundaries
proved to be very complex in nature so that it. is desirable that a
des; gner shoul d have some knowled:_:e of such boundar-ies before embat'king
on a detailed analogue computer study of the system; this being particularly
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so due to the difficult scaling problems invo l ved wi th simulating model
reference systems thus making it difficult to decide on a practical
criterion for stability, a difficulty which is more pronounced at low
frequences.
Hhen the input is purely random stab-ility boundaries have been
obtained by digital simulation of the system' and the results suggest
that the system \'Ii11 be unstable, for all parameter values, when the
input is whi te noise. HOVJ2Ver, to date, it has not been possible to
obtain stability boundar-i es using theoretical methods and this remains
an outstanding problem for future research. In an attempt ~i) solve
the theoretical problem the input was regarded as consisting of a
sequence of impulses of random magnitude. When the impulses were
assumed to be spaced sufficiently far apart. in time, in comparison to
the system ti~~ constant, that the transient effects from a particular
impulse have died out before the next impulse arrives the stability
prob lem reduces to one of investigating the convergence of an infinite
product for which resul ts have been obtair.ed; hoy/ever, if the effects
of the impulses are a l Iowed to overlap the stability problem is one of
examining the convergence of an infinite product of matrices; a problem
which, as yet, has not been solved. If the input is taken to be a
random var iab l e superimposed all a constant step then theoretical
boundaries have been obtained, using criteria based on Liapunov's second
method, wh ich constitute sufficient condit-ions f'or almost sure asymptotic
stability; howeve r , connare d to stability boundaries ob ta ine d by digital
simulation, the theoretical results are rather conservative.
Stability boundaries have also been obtained when the process
environmental pat'c;i1~etet' var-ies wi th time 'in both a periodic. and random
manner. For the c es e of random var iat ions the re sul ts obtained using
the Fokke r-Pl anck equation agree ve.ry f evournb ly w ith results obta-ined
by digital simulation of the sys tcm ; aqa in the stability boundar ies
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obtained using criteria based on Liapunov's second method prove ~~obe
highly conservative. In the case of periodic variations steady state
solutions for the system error and adapting parameter have been obtained
using the principle of harmonic balance whilst in the case of ra~dom
variations asymptotic values, with time, for their mean square values
have been deduced from the Fokker-Planck equation. It has also been
shown that al l owinq the process environmental parameter to become time
vary"lng in L-japunov redesign model reference systems, which have been
sy.rthes ized from the point of view of stability, gives rise to a
s t ab i l ity problem. .''.1so considered has been the effects of random
disturbances at the system output; it has been shown that such
disturbances have no effect on the sys tem stability whilst they do have
an effect on the accuracy of the pa rarne te r adapt at ion.
In chapter 6 the ideas developed for analysing the first order
system W8te extended to investigate the stability of a higher order
model ref orence system when the 'input varied, with time, in both a
s inuso iua] and random manner. Steady state values of the adapting
parameters ~ere first obtained and then linearized variation~l equations
set up for small disturbances about such steady state values. These
equations constitute a set of linear differential equations wi~1 periodic
coefficient or a set of linear differential equations with random
coefficients so that their stabil ity properties may be investigated
using the sam- methods as used for the o~itst order system.
For the case of s inus o ida l input theore tical boundaries have been
compered with results obtained by vJhite 2 using analogue computer
si mu1ation. Ths theore tojca 1 boundar; cs provi des necessary and s uffi cient
condi tions fer the asymp tot.i c stability of the linearized equations wi th
periodic cceff i c'i cn ts • Tho sys tcm, hovcvcr , is a fo rced non Linear sys tem
wi th per'lo;iic cce ff ici e.rts ; by o:;pc!0.1ing to the s tab i l i ty theorems of
101Zubov . the ilSYil:pLotic s t abi l i ty of V::? I ine ar-i zed system certainly,
"in the ,:'liSC!lO? of the fon:ing term, l eads to asymptotic s tab i l ity in the
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small for the nonlinear system. The effects of the fcrc inq term could
however invalidate the neglect of the nonlinear terms and make the
stable region of the l inear ized system unstable for the non-lineal"
system. The forcing term in this case is of the mu1tiplicat·ive kind
and its actual effect on the stable re9ion is obviously a field for
further research. Instability of the linearized system however gives
sufficient condHions for the instability of the nonlinear system so
that the results of this wor-k suggest that the results obtained by
Hhite using analogue slmul at+on are not very accurate. As was mentioned
earlier it is difficult to decide on a practical cr i te rt on for instability
when simulating model reference systems, a fact that was reiterated in
discussions wi th White; in this case the presence of harmon ics which
are forcing the system further masks the problem. The results of this
work do, howevo r , suggest that the problem at hand may be studied
satisfactorily by considering the stability of the linearized system.
Also considered in chapter 6 are the effects, on the mathematical
analysis, of replacing the system multipliers by diode swi tch inq ur.i ts
and the complexity of the problem of obtaining a Li apunov redesign
system for a model reference system having a model whose order is
different to that of the process,
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LIAPUNOV CONCEPTS OF STA8ILITY FOR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS
When dealing with systems of equations with stochastic coefficients
it is necessary to speak of convergence in a stochasti c sense s incc the
question o~ convergence deals with limits involving random variables.
In this appendix we shall consider the stochastic analogues of the
concepts of Liapunov s tab il ity ; these definitions are accomplished by
simply changing the modes of convergence as they appear in the concepts
of Liapunov stability for determin-istic systems.
For completeness t''Ie shall f i rs t state the concepts of Li apunov
stability for de te r-ri nis tic systems 42, tl3 In this case we will he
concerned with the system characterized by
~ = 1: (~, t) (A2. 1.1 )
where x is an n-vector describing the state of the system, 1: is a
continuous vector function satisfying a Lipschitz condition and such
that 1: (0, t) ~ ° for all t. Thus the null solution ~(t) ~ ° is an
equi l ib rf um solution of (A2.1.1) and its stability is in question. The
notation ~(t; ~, to) wi l l be used to denote the solution, of system
(A.2.1.1) at time t , having initial state x at the 'irri tia l time +-~ ~.
The equilibrium solution !(t) ~ 0 of system (A2.1.1) is said to
be s t sb Ie , in the sense of l.i apunov , if for each c > 0, there exists
a 8 = 8(E:, to):- 0 such that for any in it ia] cond it ion \/:10S(' norm
satisfies II ~o II < 8, the norm of the solution satisfies II ~(t) II < c
fOI~ all t ::.t ; th a tis
o
(I"" 1 ")\.::_ oj .. I.
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Definition II. Uniform Ugpunov Stability
If in de f int ti on I the 0 is a function of c only; that is,
(A2.1.2) holds for any to' then the equilibrium solution is said to
be uniformly stable. (means uniformly in time in this case).
Def'in; ti on II1. Asymptoti c Li apunov Stabil; t~
The equilibrium solution x(t) ~ 0 of system (A2.1.l) is said to
be asymptotically stable if it is stable and if there exists a ol(t) o
s i.ch that II x II < 01 implies that-0
1imi t II ~(t; ~o ' to) II = 0
t-)<>'>
(A2.1. 3)
If (A2.1.3) holds for all ~ then the equi l ibr ium solution is said to
be asy~ptotically stable in the large.
From a physical point of view definition I states that if the
system is initially perturbed only slightly from the steady state the
response remains in ths neighbourhood of this state. ,~symptotic stability,
on the other hand, requires even more, not only must the solution remain
in the neighbourhood of the steady-state solution, but it must approach
the steady s ta te asymptoticaiiy as time approaches infinity.
In order to define similar concepts of s t ab i l i ty in the case of a
system I'lith randomly time-varying pa rame ter-s , VIe consider the system
characterized by
X• ::-: f, 1-v rv ( t ) t'Jl"':", >.:::: ' (A2. 1. 4)
which is similar to sys tern (1\2.1.1) except for _c:(t) which denotes the
randomly time -..aryitl'J p areme tcr . /\s bef'o re , Vie as suue that 1(0, .::::..(t), t)
:: 0 fCI~ all t so that the null solution _::(t) :: 0 is the equ il tb r ium
solution whose steb i l i ty is to bp invE'sti(Jated.
In p rob abi l i ty theory the three connon modes of convergence are
(i) C0I1VCt'S2IICC in p rob ab i l i ty
("ii) con vc rqence in the 111ean
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and (ii-i) almost sure convergence (conve rocnce wi tb prob sb iLi ty one),
and we shall no;-: translate the stability statements for determf ni s ti c
systems into s teb il ity statements relative to each of these modes of
conver-qence ,
Definition IV. Li apunov stabili!y_ it~ proba~ilitj'
The equilibrium solution of system (A2.1.4) is said to possess
Liapunov stability in pr-ob eb i l i ty 'if, given c , cl > 0, there exists
0(2, (', to) > 0 such that II ~0 ! I < 0 implies
P{ sup II ~(t; ~o' to) li > (1 } < €
t)t o
(A2.1.5)
The equil lbr-ium s o lut ion of system (A2.1.4) is said to possess
L . t I •1 . t . th til .f th th t f tl 1, apunov s ae i 1 y i n tne In mean "I' e rn moments 0 le so ution
vector exists and, given s > 0, there exists 6(c, to) > ° such that
II ~ 11
m
< s implies that
E { sup II x ( t; _X.o ' to) II m } < c
t;:to
(A2. 1.6)
where E{.} denotes the mathematical exrectation and II x 11m =
n
'\ " I
ITl
t. xi •
i;: 1
Definition VI.
The cqui l ib rium solution of system (rl2.1.4) is said to be almost
surely stable (thilL is, stable wi th probability one) if
P { 1iIII S up II x (t; x , t ) II := 0 } -:: 1
- -0 0 (1\2. 10 7)
II X 11·,0 ts t--0 0
This is s o.ne t+mcs referred to e.s a l most sun: san;ple Liapunnv s t ab i l i ty
since it says thi.\l the: c qui li b r iu» solution 'is s t.el.Ie fo r a lmos t all
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to the th ree modes c f con ve :'sencc (i) - (i ii).
Definition VII. Asymptot-ic stability in probability_., '--~""'--"""-~~ ..--..-.-~,---.-----.---.,--.----~.--
The equilibrium solution of system (A2.l.4) is said to be
asymt.tot ica l ly stable in probability if it is stable in probability
and, if for c > 0, there exists 0' > 0 such that II ~ II < 6'
,/
implies that
p { sup II ~(t; ~, to) II > E } -+- 0 as t -+- 00
t ~ to
that is,
1imit P { sup II 2S. ( t; ~-o ' to) II > € } = 0 (A2. 1.8)
t -~00 t >;. to
The equilibrium solution of system A(2.1.4) is said to be
. 11 t 1 . ~,th . f .t' t b1 . I thasymptotlca y sta) e In tne m mean 1 1 1S S a e ln tlC m mean
and there exists a 61 > 0 such that II x II < 8' implies that, -0
tha tis,
,imit E { sup II x (t; z, , to II m} = 0 (/,,2. 1.9)
t-+-oo t~t o
The equi l ib riui« solut-ion of system 1\(2.1.4) is said to be almost
surely asym~totically stable if it is almost surely stable and there
exists C1 01 > 0 such tilJL II !o II < 0' 'impl ios that f'or any E > 0
p { sup II, x (t ; x, t ) I I' ;. c } -~ 0 as t + <'0.- ---0 0 '
t ::;"to
that ; s ,
'189.
1i mi t P { sup II ~ (t; ~o ' to) II > E: } = 0
t -+ 00 t ~,t. 0
(A2.1. 10)
Definitions I - IX, as presented above, are direct analogues of
the concept of Liapunov stability for dynamical systems and are concerned
wi th sample behaviour on the interval (to' =}, Exann l es of other concepts
of stability appearing in the literature are:
Definition X. Liapunov stability of the probabilit.r
The equilibrium solution of system A(2.1.4) is said to possess
stability of the probability if given c , £1 > 0 there exists 6(£, c 1, t » 0
o
such that II ~ II < <5 implies that
P { I I ~ (t; ~o ' to) II > E: 1 } < E:
for all t ?', to; that is,
(1\2.1.11 )
t ~ to
Definition XI. Li apunov sta9-ility of the 'l1:~n1e_an
The equilibrium solut-ion of system (1',2.1.4) is s ai d to possess
stahility of the mth mean if, given c > 0, there exists o(c, t ) > 0
o
such that II ~ II < 0 implies
< c
for a 11 t > t ; th Cl tis,o
sup E { II >:(t; x ~ tel) I I ill} < c- -0 (1\20 L 12)
t ~to
Definit-ion XII. Asymptotic st.ab il i tv of VH~ nr cb eb i l itv- ..•.-.__• ..~~.--~--.-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-.,.--- ...~-.~..---.-~~~. --._, I . .. .__ .~~_;.._
T' • -I' - t ' , ,'''' (Il~ equi '1 )i'lW1 SOIU":lC'n OT syster:, /,2.1.4) is said to posscc.s
asymptotic s tab i l ity of tile pn)bo.bility .j f it pos s cs s e s stability of
the prob ab i l i ty and "if for L > 0 thoro e x'i st s 01 > C such that II x II < 0'
--{)
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sup lim P { II ~(t;!o' to) II> c } = 0 (A2. 1.13)
Definition XIII. Asymptotic stability of the mth me an- ----_..----
The equilibrium solution of system (A2.1.4) is said to possess
asymatcti c stability of the mth mean if it possesses stability of the
mth Olean and if there exists a 0' > 0 such that II !{) II < 01 implies
that
t ~ to
The distinction between definitions IV, V, VII, VIII on one hand
and X - XI II on the other is that in the forme r the supremum is taken
on the sample and hence is included under the probability statement
and under the expectation operator, whereas in the latter the supremwn
is taken on the probability function and on the expoct at ion operator.
Definitions X - XIII are conditions on the first distribution function
c.1:d its associ a tc d moments and therefore cannot be consi de re d as strong
stability cond i Li ous as IV, V, VII, VIII on the solution process.
HOV12ver,unde r ce r-ta'i n conditions, for e xampl e , linear hornopencous
systems, these weaker stability cr iter-i a do have significant impl t cat ions
fer sample stability. A thorough dts cuss ton of the implications that
exist amcHlg the s tebi l i ty concepts discussed in this appendix may be
found in references 20 and 21.
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A P PEN D I X 3.1.
SUBH/\Rr,iONIC SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEN EQU/\TIONS ,(3.~J.
Substituting equations (3.4.11) in equation (3.3.4b) and balancing
like terms it is readily seen that the only possible value for n is 2
and that
II, II, III
bl = Tl2 al, b2 ~ - 112 a2, b3 = 0, b4 = - H2 ao (A3. 1.1 )
Substituting equations (3.4.1)} in equation (3.3.4a) and balancing like
terms gives, on using results (A3. 1. 1).
2 2 2
H2 2 b 1 b2 b4 1- - b '" b + ""<-- + ----- + - + -.
III 4 0 2 2 2 2
(A.3.1.2)
(A3.1.3)
(A3. 1.4)
(A3.1. 5)
(A3. 1.6)
Equatio~s (A3.1.3) and (A3.1.4) are homog2neous in b1 and bZ and will have
a nontrivial solution for these coefficients (that is , s ubharmon ic solutions
exist) if and only if
n 2
(~?_ + b4)2 - 4b0
2 + (.~- + 1 l = 0
III 2111
bl H2 il2
2
2bo bLjlVlriting 1)2 = CTil + + I [ .-~.;- + 1 ] = IJ ,~ '/ jic: J l 1
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Substituting back, equations (A3.1.3), (p\3.l.S) and (A3.1.7) become
2 Jl 2
__ ( 2 _ 1 )
-:-:-ZJT-1
2 2 1122b + r + (R - - )o ITl (A3.1.8)
2 2 2(1 + 2~/IT2 - ~)r = 4bo (R + 1/112)(1 + ~ )
2 2 2 2(n2/ITl - R) - 4bo + (112 1(2TI1) + 1) = 0
(A3. 1.9)
(A3.1. 10)
Eliminating b 2 frem (A3.1.8) and (A3.1.10) giveso
(A3.1.11)
whe re
2 4
2 1 2112 112;\ =-[--- -3----2 IT 2 411 2
1 1
IT 2
2
11,
] that is, the loci of the
modulii of the subharmonics and harmonics are ellipses as shown in
fig. (1\3. 1.1) •
Hriting z (A3.1.12)
equation (A3.1.11) becomes
r2 + 1 / = ;\22 (/\3. 1. 13)
Eliminating r2 from equations (A3.1.8) and (A3.1.13) gives
,. 2 z2 2
'"tD - = exo (A3.1. 14)
while e1im-inating r2 fl'om equations (f\3.1.9) and (1\3.1.13), and substituting
for u2 from (A3.1.14) gives
+ 1)
--~
u
c
o
E
t,
I~~"0~
o/>.J
0.
E
ell
'--:.:.::.::._-- -----1
:)!U 0 L!J J l2ljq n S J 0 Z P n ~!1d UJP.
o
.
(Y')
c:.C
19j.
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Substituting for A and a and expanding gives
F(X)
(_9
8
IT" 6 23 IT 4]1+ c +'4 2 1
IT 4 21 IT 2IT 2
2 + 2" 1 2
(A3. 1• 15)
For a subharmonic solution to exist a real root of equation (A3.l.l5)
must be such that equation (A3.1.13) gives a real value of r; that is
(A3. 1. 16)
It +s readily shown that F(L) > 0 and F( ..L) > 0 so that equation
(A3.1 .15) cannot have an odd number of roots be tween -L and L. Thus,
equation (A3.l.l5) has either no roots or two roots in the interval
-L < X < L.
Since F(X) < 0 for large negative values of X and F(-L) > 0 it
f'ol l ows that f(X) has at least one root in the region X < -L. Since
('.150 F(L) > 0 it fo l lows that F{X) w il l have hJO roots in the regi on
-L < X < L provided F(X) has a s t ati ouery value at X = Xl which is a
minimum an~ such that -L < Xl < Land F(X1) < O.
Provided N > 0, where
(A3. 1.17)
F(X) has a s tati onary value, wh ich is (\ minimum, at
Xl::; 1 [itT - (nn} + 14111)]42HZ L.
Thus aquati on (A3.l.l5) wi l l have two t\,;\;Ls in the l'l:gion -L < X < L,
that is, subharmon ic solutions e,..ist~ prov idod
'195.
( a) N > 0
(b) L > 0
(c) -L < Xl < L
and ( d) F(X1) < 0
Equation (A3.1.16) may be written
4 2 2 2 2 2N = IT2 (289 - 105 IT2 ) + IT2- (308 - 420 IT2 )IT1 - (588 IT2 - 196)rrl
(A3.1.18)
From equation (A3. 1. 18) it is readily seen that
(i) if IT22
196 then N > 0 ail IT,< 588
(ii) , 196 TT 2 308 then N > 0 if II, -:: S where S >, f -588 < H2 < "42() a
and N = (a + ITl)(S - IT,)
( ,. ,',' ) 308 2 289 tl NO' f II I Qi f ~-- < IT2 < "[0-5-nen > , 1 < a wnere ex < iJ420
(iv) 2 289if TI2 > TtT5 then N < 0 a11 IT 1
The region R2 in parameter space defined by inequalities (a) - (d),
that is, the region of parameter space where parame te r values give rise
to subharm;nic solutions, is then plotted using digital computation; the
f Iowchar t for the computer prcqram being Fl owchar t (A3.1.1).
For pe rame te r values taken in region R2 cquat ion (/\3.1. 15) may be
solved numerically to give two real values of X b e tween -I. and L. For
each value of X, !Xi < L, cquat ions (Jl.3.1.12), (1'.3.1.13) and (/\3.1.14)
2are s c lve d to g-ive the co rr-es pond in-j val ue s of R, rand bo res pe c t i ve ly ,
So 1vi ng b 1 = lJb2 ' b1
2
+ b/ -= r2, R = -b4 then ~rive the coef f ici ents
and 0.2 whi l s t equat-ion (,t\3.1.G) gives the corresponding value; of "a:
is readily seen that there exist e iqnt s ubh arraon t c solutions of or-der
It
two , each w i th a d.c. co.monen t 1,1 El C1nd (2' for' each point in the
regi on R2 <.
cafcu!ate max
7\,=-/\11. s.t.l~>0
---_ .._--
196.
-.,..--
calcuk:Jte rnox
7\,t<AI>45.t. N> 0
~alCulate max
7\,..7\.....s t.L > 0
I •
Fl oxch i:tt (f\J. 1. 1)
f<egions of para!,~2tCt' space \'!hcrc' sU!)ilan::,yJic so lu ti ons exist
YES,>---;-'----
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A P PEN D I X 4.1.
HILL DETERr·lINANTS FOR HAm"jONIC SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS 4.4.5.
1 TI2
Hriti n9, for conventence , a = - , S = ----'2
III TI1(1+II1)
equations
(4.4.5) may be written as
(A4. 1.1 )
1( ,£;.2 1,' (A4. 1.2)
Ass ume that ~1(1) be given by the Fourier series development
co
£;'1(1) == ao + L
n= 1
where, as yet, the coe t+t ct ents ai(i = 0,1,2 e tc.}, bi (i = 1,2, etc)
(a cosnT + b sin nT)n n (M.1.3)
are unde te rmi ned.
Substituting (A4.1.3) in equation (1\401.2) gives
00
b --
[( an - .J.:!.) sin n + 1 1
a
a 1
= s [ao sin 1 - _Q COS 1J + -2 L
a n=l
(a + bn) sin ~-1 1 - (bn + an )C05 n + 1 1 + (b - an ) 1 1.n n cos n - 1
a a a
(.1\4.1.4)
v!hen the system has adop te d the £'21(1) s iqnal wi l l have no d.c. component
so tha t
(fA. loS)
Integrat'ing cquat ion (A1.'1.4), v/it'1! respect to 1, giv'~~s
(j
1 r-
+';:' 2
n= 1
b
I' cos n + 'I T- - -~) ----,,----- A + 0f-a C05 1I. ()
ao . .,
- -- S 1 n T I
.I
u n + 1
----_--- _.-
Cl sin 1 an sin 1- (b I n \ n + r (bn
n - 1=» --...---_' --.-.'~-~.I- - --_.) ----_ ...._,...,_.,_.---,n ~
ex n + 1 C( n - 1
(A.4.1.6)
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where A is a constant, as yet, undetermined.
Substituting equation (A4.1.6) in equation (A4.1.1) and balancing
the coefficients of like terms leads to the following two distinct sets
of li~ear homogeneous algebraic equations for the coefficients (a2 ,b )n 2n
and (a2n + l' b2n + ,) respectively.
B B as ) f3 as b2" ao + (a + 6' )a2 + (2 - 3 b2 - Tt a4 + Tt 4::: 0
-as 0 b J (2 + nus) ( B
4(01'-1) a2n2 + 1I{'~n I ')n-2 ,- ,- n --r;- a"l_ + a + --2'-) b,,-, - 'i\~ ,.' J c: (4n'"-1) '-I 2(4n -1)' zn
-0:1i
4(2n+1)
B b2n+2 = 0 , n > 14(2n+1)
-B 0:6----'b .-2n+2 0, n > 14{2n+l) 4(2n+1)
(/~.4.1. 7)
and
a2n-1 +8* b2n-1 + (2n+1)[-' +_c,f\ --J a'2 1 + Let +-S~-'Ib8n ( n+ 1)' n+ 8n (n +1) . 2n+1
19::J.
_13._ b ==
8(n+ 1) 2n+3
0, n > 0
.J? a + as b + [a + G 'la + (2n+1) [1 - 0.8 J b
8n 2n-1 8n 2n-1 8n (n+1). 2n+ 1 8n (n+ 1) 2n+ 1
(3- ----
8(n+1)
a + --~ b2 3 = 0, n > 02n+3 8(n+1) n+
(A4.1.8)
The value of the constant A is then given by the equation
03 B ). oB B b 0aA + (- 1 + if )a1 + (a - 8 b 1 - -8 a3 - '8 3 = (A4oL9)
Thus, two types of harmonic solutions are possible for eque ti ons
( 4 04 c 5), n ame 1y
t.:lCr) :: ao + L
n=l
(rl
Zn
,b
2n
) are given by the homogeneous al jebrai c equations (PA.l.7).
Ca,) cos en T + b2 sin 2n TJ, whe re the coefficientszn n(i)
and
CD
(iij t.:1(T)'= I [a2n+1 c05(2n+l)T + b2n+1 s;n(2n+1)TJ, where the
n=O
coefficients (a2n+l' b2n+1) arc given by the homooeneous al qebr-ai c
equations (A4.1.8).
In each case the corresponding solution for (2(1) +s given by equat ion
(A4.1.6), with A given by equation (A4.1.9).
1m harmonic solution of the form (i) or ("ii) w ill exist' if the
corresponding set of simultaneous homo9~neous algcbr~ic equations have
u non-f.r-i vi al solution lor tl.e Fouri er coe f ricien ts . It is Ive11 knt\!fl
that this is the case p rov ide d He dc te rmi nen ; of the coef fl c ien ts , in
the equations, is zero. Thus, a solution of the form (i) exists if the
200.
determinant of the coefficients of (a2n, b2n) in equations (A4.1.7) -
often referred to as a Hill determinant-vanishes. Similarly a solution
of-the form (ii) exists if the determinant of the coefficients of
(a2n+l, b2n+l) in equations (A4. lea) vanishes.
If a full Fourier series development for l:l (T) is assumed then,
for both solut-ions (i) and (ii), the Hill determinants wi l l be infinite
detenninants. However , in practice, the Fourier series is truncated so
that only finite order Hill determinants are considered. Since, in both
sets of equations (A4.1.7) and (A4.l.8), the coefficients are illl linear
functions of 13it f'ol l ows that equating an Hill de te rminan t , of order r,
to zero resul ts in a polynomi al equation, of order r, in (3 (or TI2) having
coefficients which are functions of a(or TIl). These polynomials are then
solved using the procedure described in appcnd!x (4-.3).
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A P PEN D I X 402.
HILL DET[m·1H~MnS FOR SUB-HAm,jONIC SOLUTIONS OF
EQUATIONS 4.4.5.
\·Jriting, for convenience, ex = oL , f3 = __ Il!_-2- equations (404.5)
III II, (1 + 1I, )
may be written as
(A4.2.2)
In order to obtain the transition boundary, between stable and
unstable regions, we are interested in obtaining the values of et. and f3
for which a solution of period 4,[, that is, a subharmcn ic solution of
1order 2' ' exists for equations (AlL2.1) and (A4.2.2).
Assurne that l;:, (T) be given by the Fourier series development
co
s,(1:) ::: ao + L
n= 1
(A4.2.3)
where, as yet, the ccef Fi ci en ts a; (i::: 0,1,2, e tc.}, b; (i = 1,2,3, etc)
are undetermined.
Substituting (A4.2.3) in equation (A402.2) gives
b
[ ( n). (n+2)an - - ex S 1 n -"L- T
b
( n , sin- an + or; ) n-? ( un n+2-.-;-- ) T - b + ---) cos ( ---;--)T
c: n et c
+ Ih\ n
an n-2 oJ'- -a ) cos ( 2- )T •
(J'A .'?4)
IJhcn th~~ system has adap te d the C2
l{T) s ion al wi l l have no doc component
so that
202.
(A402o5)
Integrating equation (A4.2.4), wi th respect to T, gives
b a
( 2 )( + .n )C05 ( n~ )T- (_J_2- )(b -I- _!!. )sin ( n+2 )+ n:Z an a c n+ n a 2- T
? a 2
+ ( n=2 )(bn - ~ )5in ( !!~-)1 J (A4.2.6)
where A is a constant, as yet, undetermined.
Substituting equation (A4.2.6)in equation (A4.2.l) and balancing
the coefficients of like terms leads to three distinct sets of linear
hono oenecus algebraic equations for the coeff t c ients (a2 1 b2 lj,~ n+, n+
(a4n, b4n) and (a4nf-2' b4n+2), n > 0,1,2, etc., respectively. The
last two sets of equations give rise to the two harmonic solutions
discussed in appendix (4.1) whilst the first set of equations give~ rise•
to a subharmonic solution of the form
00
l?n - 1 ) 'Jbnsin T,2 • (1\40207)
wi th the Fourier coo f'f icien ts Cli, b , (i:: 1,2,3, etc) be-ing given by the
s imul t ancous linear- hoimqeneous al cabre ic equations
cl + 5.:i)a, + (et - 3.~)bl + (-~~,)a2 + (i)b2 - (-c:g-)a3 - (fr)b3 :: 0
( 26) (' -' G(;)b _ ('2f3.)a'2
,I (UfS)b (B) ((;,8)[ 0a - ---j a 1 + 2'" j 1 I -2' 2 - G- a3 + -":6) 3 :::
(aB) (B)b (3 + 3 0) ( 2.. ((,p.) ( r<- -'2' a, - 2' l + -z- -5 Op °2 + Cl. + ~') C)b2 - TO' (14 - T())bl}::: 0
(B) a - (aB \ h ,: (cc + .21,,_ r;) J2 [- (\"z'r}' ., 'r:~ l·'.,':) b2 -- (_,~.;\ ca ' (0 (l) L 0-2 1 \ '2' I ;..J , :.J ' ;) _:) iU} !.j -I- re! lJ 4 c.
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[-aB 1a +
2(2n-3) n-z
[ S Jb + [- (2n-1L + (2n-1}u.§_ Ja
2(2n-3) n-2 2 (2n-1)2 - 4 n
+ [ a + 262 .,b - [ as J an+2(2n-1) - 4' n 2(2n+1)
[_L_ J b ,-,On > 2
2(2n+1) . n+2 '
[ S'l r __ 0._8 _ ] b + [ 2 S 'J
2(2n-3) . ar.-2 + 2(2n-3) n-2 a + (2n-1)2-=-4 . un
+ [i?!I-Jl - ~-i~!]_:"_l2)~ "1 bn - [ B ] an+2 + [~- J b 2::: 0, n > 2. 2 (2n -1) - 4 2 (2n+ 1) 2 (2n+ 1 ) fit
(A40208)
VIhen n ::: 1 the corresponding Hi l l determinant is
2 28 2
~1 ::: - [ (~ + Clj) + (Ci - j) ]
which cannot be zero for any a and So
Hhen n = 2 the corresponding Hi 11 determinant is
whi ch aga in cannot be zero for any et and B.
S'iml l ar'ly it can be shown that hig;1er order Hill determinants may
be expressed in the form
n/:, ::: (··1) (S urn 0 f s qua re s )n
but to date the formulation of an inductive proof remains an outstand-ing
problem.
va Iue s
it -.'Ol1UdS that the systcm of cquat ions (A!L.2.1) - (f14.202) do not have a
solution of the form (1\402.7}0
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A P PEN D I X 4.3.
ALGOL PfWGRAt'1 FOR OBTAINING THE ROOTS OF A
HILL DETERMINANT
A detenninantal equation of the form
Hn = I fij(a, s) I = 0 , i,j = 1,2, ----, n {.l\4 • 3. 1)
is being considered, where each e lemant f;j(et, S) is of the form
+ 2(alO + a11a + a12a + ------------------ +
+ ~.---------------------------------------------------
L
(2 z z+ azO + az1a + az2a + ------------------ + a L a )SZ Z
that is, each fij(a, (3) is a polynomial in S having coefficients v/hich
are poljnomials in a.
The ai~ is, for a given value of a, to obtain the value~ of B
satisfying equation (A4.3.l). Two programs are presented; the objpct
of the first program is, for a given a, to expand Hn as an alg(~)r.:dc
polynomial in S. The roots of the resulting poIynomi al are then
calculated by using a standard library program for obtaining the
roots of a polynomial; for completeness this is tncludcd as the
second p ro qr am.
PHOGRJ\H 1
EXPN1SION OF A DL:TEfJ·nn.l\fH I\S I\N f,LGECRAIC POLYNOr~IiH.------,~."-----..~~~...._-.-'*- --.~-..-----...--~--.------- ..--------,-----~.-~..
(i ) Presentation of Data
H degl'ce of matri x
D maximum d<ll'ep 0 r c
KK
fixed
. f. J1 cegi'ee n
Rl maxi mumdegree of a
Kl
{
::: 0 if degree a varies
::: Rl if degree ex fi xed
N nunber of non zero elements
Then pr int the N non-zero e Iement s as follows
I J giving position of element in Hn
description type
then
( a) ; f t·1i·~ :: 1
p Q where f .. :::flJ pq
(b) i f ~11" :: 2
p where f .. :: -flJ pq
( c) if Ivif,l :: 3
Q
(i) if KK ::: 0 then Z, maximum degree of S for this
element followed by
if K1 ::: 0 La aOO aOl --------------- °Ol 0
Ll alO all --_ .... ----------- all
1
Lz azO a zl ------_ ... _------ azlz
or if 1(1 ::: Rl aOO a01 ------------ ...... _- aOKl
"io all -. .._------------ 31Kl
a_,u'f, a 7.1
205.
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(i i ) if KK ::: 0 then
if K1 ::: 0 la aOO a01 --------------- aOL0
l, alO all --------------- all1
or if K1 = R1 aOO aOl --------------- a1K1
aDO aDl --------------- aOK1
pp Number of val ues of a
the pp values of a
Xo first value for (3, could be taken as 0
H step 1ength between two val ues of 8, caul d be teken as 1.
Examt)te
2 + aB aB -Ba
~3 oS
2-as 0::: -a
f
s 0 1 + 2 + 2a;3a
Data t::>f"\f:> is,,~t'~
t1 3
D 1
KK 1
Rl 2
K1 0
N 7
207.
1 1
(1) 3
2 0 0 1
1 0 1
2 2
(5) 2
1 1
1 2 3 1
o 0
1 0 1
(6) 2
1 3
(2) 3
1 3
3
3 3
3
(3) 0 0
o -1
(7) 2 o 1
102
2
(4) 1
1
pp
(;, ,
" 0/\0
H 1
1
2
number of values of a
the pp values of a
(i i) In te ryIi::~~:~i(In_2_f....2:.~~.':.;]_!?_
The print out will give the value of et, the degr'€e \·1of the: polynomial
an d t h ·2 U coe f fi ci(;n t s CO' Cl' - - - , c., , 1.·!h~~;\~.~
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ExoJ77Dle--"--=-_
For the example discussed in (i) above the algebraic expansion
of 113 is
3 3 4 22 5 3 64H3 = -(4a + a)a - (6a + 3a)a - (4a + 2a )a - (a + a )
thus, if the given value of a is 1 then print out will be
ALPHA = 1
COEFFICIENTS or CETA POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL DEGREE 3
- 2
- 6
- 9
r-- ~
(iii) Method used
An explanation of the process used is given as opposed to flow
d iaqrams since in thi s case it is less confusing
Step 1
Data input to matrix Al) v/here each e l emen t of Al takes the form
aOO a01 -_ .... __ ..... _--- GOl 0
all all --------- ..~- all
1
Cl ~
1:1 azlz
GiV2n Cl valuc of et !\ 'is fOl'i>cd fY'um j\'j, whore each element of !\ is
of the 1'0 rm
o 0 _,- 0 S
D .. S
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that is, terms in positions 0 to 0 and S in position 0 + 1, and where
(A4.3.2)
This step is done by procedure INPLANT...
Step :5
The maximum possible degree l<J of the resulting polynomial in f3 is
calculated by finding the maximum degree in any row and then summing for
al l rows. This step is also done in procedure INPLANT.
Produce matrix B where each element of B is of the for-m
b + S b. + s2 b + -------------- + SS bo rl r2 I~S
and the b's re fe r to those def ine d in equation (A4.3.2).
Then using procedure E det(B) = Lr is evaluated; this step beinq
repeated t~ + 1 times fOI~ r = 0, 1, 2, ---, hi, where
to give hO' ~l' ---- , LW
,
Now H , defined in equation (A4.3.l), is a polynomial, of degree
n
W at most, in ~~ say
Hence mat rix X is such that x·. - 6'1"~ andlJ
Co r~ol
X Cl = /\ 1 - II
I
l~II.
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-1-··
so that CO' Cl' -----, Cv] are ob tai ned f rom X D. using procedure E.
Note 1
The san~ procedure E (working along Gaussian elimination lines)
is used to evaluate both detB and X-lX.
Note 2
If Hn' defined in equation (A4.3.1),is of degree less than W,
say P, then the coeffi ci cnts
should conE cut negligible.
Observation of the results is usually the best means of checking
this, for if a sequence of values fo l l owed by w-p values which are less
than the first pt1 values by a multiplicative factor of about 10-9 then
we woul d expect these to represent zero (most floating poin t arithmetic
used in computers tends to lead to tln s mdgnitude of rounding error).
('J) Print out of progr(,;111
ll. print out cf the; ptogtCi:l is g'lv2n on pag2s 2i3-215.
PROGRJ\t,j 2
ROOTS OF A POLYNOMIAL EOUATION
The function of this proq\'-(in1 is to dete rmi ne the real and co.,!)"ev_ . 1:;, . _,'
roots of a po1ynoi""ial c:ql!tdicH1, v.hethcr Ui'c'Y be equal, close o r widely
s epara ted , in the f'orm X + 'iY, 1'1'0:11 idl cqu..t ion or the form
(M.3.3)
(i) Prrsentation of datu
fo l l ovcd by the ccc ff'i c ient.s
211.
Aa Al ---- An-1 An
of polynomial (A4.3.3).
ExarrroZe----_-_
f(x) = x5 + 5x4 + 7x3 - 19x2 - 98x + 104 = 0
Data
5
1 5 7 -19 -98 ~n4
(ii) Inter-pretation of results
Print out will be
N
fcl lowed by the n roots in order (If 'increasing modulus, that is,
smallest fi rs t ,
For the example quoted above it is readily shown that
f(x) = (x - l)(x - 2)(x + 4)(x2 + 4x + 13)
so that the print out will be
5
1 + I * 0
2 + I * a
-2 + I * -3
-2 + I * 3
-4 + I * 0
An in i ti a l apPY'o;drnation to a root 'is F,i-C2 by Be rnoul l i IS me thod
(to 3 sig. figures) ilnd this '1s 'jrnprQv::d by the Ne\'!to~l-RlJphson 'iteration
to 8 sionificant fiqures.
oJ '.,
9" von h" 1'·'_"'1,,-, r t ~ \Iii f .;., i !") tr.x t book !:'u'W_ ~ ..r 1\.... ' l..i\,_¥ ...... - "l ....·.11.. JJ' -" • __ .
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(iv) Notes on program
(a) Aa cannot be zero
(b) There must be N + 1 coefficients declared
(c) Aa must be declared even if it is unity
(v) Print out of program
A print out of the program is given on pages 216-218.
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r);)()r'~'r\l")r [C! r·· C 0)'~j'._.Jl~L/ '!.I... \, 'I t·
fn'J',V I Ct
/"'H\I\/"'\ l ,~,."
J J, !..,... r:~r. ~'''1) .,1'I 'I I ..\ -;' . ~\. ;,
f<E!.L [)'
D:~(_"~In INTSr,ER J.K,L,F'
!"\F:;\L Z I
IF 0::::0 T!!E1! F: ~~OELSE BEG! N F::::1 f D: =1 tEND'
FOR J:=O STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
(-.t'·G11' )'- - J rH_'.. 1 'i \. --t...
FOR L: =,.1+1 STEP 1 Ui:TIL II DO
IF j\r~~)CACL,J)) (;r~ABS(AC!~,\.l)) THEI~ l<:=L'
IF ,J IWTEQ K nn~r!
BEG I n ron L: ::=\.1 STEP 1 unr I L N DO
DL'f'II' Z· -'\Cf" I)')'-~\'_:-i '4. -, \ $ .J
ACK,L):==ACJ,L)'
A(J, L): :.::z t
EtW'
IF F=O
BEGIN
Z: ::eCJ:) 'eGO: =CCJ) 'CC,j): =z '
El\O
ELSE D:==-O' END'
I F F~1 T1ICJl D: ::::D'~ACJ,.» ,
IF f\.(J"J) l!OTEQ 0 TllElI
FOf{ I~: :::J+1 STEP 1 U:-;Tl L N DO
n!'=:~JI'J z. ~.rl' I) / s r T J) I.____ --. ' • 'l......' , \._).- / ,\ "" \....,! , \.
FOR L: "",J+ 1 ST:~P 1 UHTI L N DO
A0< , L): :::A(}: J L) - Z tI- f,CJ , L) ,
I F P::Cl TW:!l
CCI:): :::CCIO-·Z <I.·Cc.J) ,
EUD ELSi: J F F;::O TriEr! STC;)'
EliD '
J F Fr.:O THEi I
n[CjJtl roc~ ,):°.::11 STEP -1 lHITIL () DO
BEGI;l F()~~ l~: :::=.H·j ~nTP 1 DUT 1 L r,! DO
eel)' ""\' Cl) - ,~( 1 'j") '. r'I ( I,') f\. • ~ t.._ • '.. \.___ ,. v.i \,
C(J); ~=\;CJ) / I,(J J J) ,
·£rID
E!m
ElJ!) f
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pr~ccr:DL'R~ I nrLAI rr '
D~:G.J1i i:::::O'
For: ,)::-:1 ;)TF.P 1 UllTIL I! DO
l~~:'('I:' 1'. ::::r) ,
1_,'t._ <I • ~ I I,,~
FO~! 1:::::1 STF::? 1 unTIL 1,; [)O
1j ;~c;n! r:::..c; A 1C J I I : , D+ 1, 0) I I.(J •K , D+ 1) : ::_'H'
I r: n I'D T ...·u:::·?: '1'. ==";> ,t •.~ \.'1~ • 1 I !..4'" '. , •
For; L: ==0 ST:::[> 1 UIrr 1L R DO
l~r~[iIr: z z. ;:::.C) i
I:=A1CJ'~fL,~1+1)t
FOr! P: =.:1 ~jT::P -1 lH:TI L· 0 DO
Z""/_·::::77·~J',fDI,u·+!'1(11- LP)'J'~. ,_,._.-> ." .. ..,:.: .. \,. ,-,\0"
J\(J,i<,L): =zz '
Elm r
Er:D'
j.T: :;;:\.1+T t
[fW'
FOP I! =1 ~;TEP 1 U:!T! L H DO
FOi~ J:=1 STi::?1 ur:TIL i! DO
FO;~ 1(::::0 ST:~P 1 unr I L D+ 1 DO
FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL R1+1 DO A1(I,J,K,L):~O'
FOi( L: =1 ~nTF' 1 UUTIL II DO
E)r:-eli I II i:- ~D I J nl I)~-"1 ".o '_ .... 1 i • \ t l •
) F rn L~S~~ J TI-r:-::l'l
r·)r:r- I t I I)r:- 'f) P ()'-)i:'~l I. ,,0,/\ J , '_
FOF~ J(: "':0 ~)Tr~p 1 U:1T1L [) DO
[3CC1Iil Fore E::·:O STEp·-l ur:TIL 81 DO
A1C I ".1,1(,1\): ==(J-2~i;r!)'>/',1cr,Q,!:,R) t
A. 1( I ~...J , I: $ r~1.;.1) ~ :=.~,1(P IQ; I~; F~1+ 1) t
END'
A 1 ( 1 , .J I D+ 1 , 0): ::::./1. 1 CP , Q, D+ 1 , 0) ,
HiD ELSr-:
Bf::(i I N IF Kl:==O THEn REt'.D P ELSE P: ""l<l( ,
For: l~: =0 :;T;~P 1 In!T 1L P DO
DEGH! IF I:1:=(l T1!U,l n~!\D n EL~·!·: r'l: =:)(1 r
f·OI'·'> I"~ ""0 c·1'r.'D 1 L!"'j:I I o [)O- Pt.~ '. n°\~. ..J l._l t',t ~ \:.. \ 1\L...1,,_
Ai(I , ~I,r: , ;.~1-r 1): ""Q f
END'
/" 1 ( 1 'f") ·:-1· ()). :-.:Y:.> I• '- )._',. » .!
Eilfl '
DiD'
2i5.
READ PP'
BEGIIl AriiU,Y M.PI-!A(1:PP)'
Far. J,J: == 1 STEP 1 unr 1L PP DO HEAD ALPH!\(PP) t
!H-' ~f) X0 'I'........r~l- ~ \.. , l
FOR ~J~.J::::1 STr::r 1 UIlTIL pp DO
r:.r::(~Jjl p~U!!T
£f.:L? ;·.LF:!A:::? I S/dlEL 1in:, ALPH,\CJJ) I
r.CL?COEFfICIENTS or- BETA POLYIWIIIAL?t
I NPLAf.:T '
BEG I 1~ ARRAY YCO:W),XCO:W,O:W)'
Fon ~J: =0 STEP 1 uta I L \oJ DO
nE41n XCJ, 0): ~'l '
XC,J, 1): =XO+J~I!'
FO!\ 1<::-::1 STr~p 1 U1IT1L 11 DO
FOr. L: ==:1 STEP 1 U:;T 1L I: DO
BEG.IN 11CI(-'I,L-1)::-.:O'
FO;'~ r\: ==ACl:,L, [)+1) srrr- -1 U;:TI L 0 DO
8(1(-1 ,L-1): =f;CK-1,L-1)t'XCJ 1)+A(V t R) r
Erlf)' ' .,~,\
y(,J)::-.::1'
[CD, t:-1, Y, Y(J)) ,
Erm'rem ,J: =2 ST[P 1 U;IT I L \! DO
FOR r~: =0 STEP 1 lHH! L 1.,] DO
X( I( , ~J):=X( I~, ,J -1 ) ~,x Cl: f 1) I
[CX,V,Y,O)'
PRlf.:T f'.r:L:~'? POLy~:onJAL OF p~::(;r!EE?,SM1f::Llt!F. u'
rem H: =0 STEP 1 urn 1L \} DO F'j{ I tn SGAU]j( 8): y C~) t
r:rm
D~D
EI:D
[tiD '
Ei:D ' .~
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ROOTS OF POL YliOli! AL E0UAT ION'
DEClr Ii IijT[(-~Er~ n, J 1
V::.: NI
XX2:D(V+1):=0'
IF DC\,) r:OTE:0 0 THEn GOTO xx6'
RRCY,0):=RR(0,1):=O'
V::::Y-1'
GOTO XX2fxx6: IF DC 1)=0 THEn ClOTO xxJ t
IF \'=2 TH:':~iJ l-IOTO xx30'
I F V::.:1 TllEr·l ClOTO xx29 E:!.• SE CiOTO xx4'
xx): S:= \'+11FOR R:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL S DO CCR):=R'
ClOTO X;~G'XX~:ACO):=2.DC2)'D(0):=-(D(i).DC1))+ACO)'
IF 8(0)::::0~i'i{ENCOlO xxJ'
C(2):= D(1)/6(0)'
U:=1+\,'FOH r~::.::J STEP 1 UUT ILUDO m:c; III
A(O):~ RaD(R)/D(1)'
E(O):::: D(F;-1)-ACO)'
T:::::' R-2'
s:~:: f(-1'
FOR 1(:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL T DO UEqJN
ACO):~ C(K+1)~ECO)'
FeO):; A(O)+DCS-K)'
ECO):::: F(O)'
EnD'
eGO:::: -1/£(0) I
Elm'
"" c· •A~\U. f:= 12'P:~ 0'
0:::: 'j2 '
U:::: 10'
E(O):= 0'
r or. ;.:: =~~~ST::P 1 U;1T r L (V+ 1) DO [CG!li
[CC)):;-: Fen)::::: CCl:)vECC))+DCF:)'
R::-= V f
:~j;f) I
r: C", r _l. ') '). ;'; ._ 'l /r;' C ti)o f
........ ' (._, • l .. ..._
r o: ; r. ~..:;: ST':;) '1 Ut!TIL
C:;OT() ~::) J)'
XX10: D 0):= ~(O)'
P::~ p+ 'I'
I::,: 1:;;1
U:::; "1,1'
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G0""0 VV()'l' ,,',\/'..._.-'XX12: GCO):=(C(V+1)-C(V-1))/C(V+1)'
ACO):= cev)-cev-1)'
G(O):~ ~eO)/AeO)1
xx11: GOTO SS(U)'xx13: FeD):= C(v+1)-CCV)'
FeO):= A8SCFCO))'
DCO):= cev+1)/1000'
1r F CO) LES~) ; ..85C;:;( 0)) TH;::rJ C10TO xx i5 ELSE
coro cc-cr)) Iq o-» '-.XXI4: FeO):= GeO)-8(0)'
FeO):::.:AGsCFCO))'
8(0):= GCO)/1COO'
IF FeG) L:~~~S AiY;([3CO)) THr:il ClOTO xxl6'
IF (leo):.: 0 THEIl l;OTO XX1G ELSE (JOTO XX10'
xx15: X:= 1/C(V+1)'
xx» I:::': 0'
Y:= O'
1l0TO XX17'XX16: X:= G(0)/2'
Y:::': C(V+'D-C("V) I
AeO):= C(V)-C(V-1)'
AeO)::::: Y/(A(0).C(v+1).C(V))'
y:= x~x'
Y: = ACO)-Y'
IF Y LESS 0 T!lEU (lOTO xx2Gr
Y:::: SQ:ncy) I
xX'i7: ~3:~O'
P:= CIIr:r;KICP)f
U:= 21'xx15: S:= s+1'IF S GR 15 THEN (lOTO xx23'
xx20; E(O):= C(O):~ 0'
C;(O):~ ceo):= l'
FOI~ K: =: 1 STE:P 1 Uj'H 1 L II DO [3[(1 IN
A(O)::::: X~CCl~-1)I
celo::.: -y" nel(·-1)+ /,(O)-:'A U~) t
AeO):= X08(K-1)'
. DU:):::: A(O)+(Yt:>CCK-1))'
ACO):= X'-"C1Cl(-1)'
CiCIO::::: CC1~)+/,(O)- CY{"'ECK-1)) f
II eo): =: X {< E ( ,.:.~ i ) I
EOO: = B(l~)+A(O)·;·(Y4C;(}(-1)) t
DID'
c:~(O): = C1CN-1 )1.'(..jCL-1) r
E( 0 )::::: E(j~- '1) t.i:. (:I:-1 ) ,
ceo): == C;CO)-;'ECO)'
C~OTO S~;OJ) I
)~}~;:1:C;C()): =- C(lIj;;:-C1C;'!-"!) t
ECO): ~ BC!:':;.ECi:--i)'
ceO)'::: (r.(()·)+L·"'O)-l/',.'(,'l· fJ _ • '., ... - , • i.. - \1 '- J ,;
>:: ~ X~-~c;( C)) ,
r: (C)):::.: A1.<' ( CC CD:> I
FeO):= X/10J~JOJJr
JF cc:» (j:: ,\Ll:.;.C;:(O) TJ;Ci (~OT() XX~21
U:;..: 2;~1
IF 1 :::() ·r;r~~~ c{(j·r() xx 2..·~1
X x ;.:~:: (; ( (; ):::: i) ( ; i ) ~::{!(; ~- ~i) 1
r.~( o )::.~ (;(j ~) ~-~.~( I : - -i) t
C (()). =.: (C (' ". -,.. I' ( 0") "','" r: (") r.. _"".' • t) .' l".... I., ..' \. -_ \" ,,I ..
'{:::'; Y .4 :: (}) t
~;Cl))) !
-, ::' c;~jC; ,
IF cc:» C;;~ M~:;(F(O)) THf'],: GOTO XX'i3 t
X):2:3: I F 1=0 T;,:-:;'1 (jOTO XX2l1 f
r>n ( t .., 0 ) -_" '-,( \ ' le) ) • -,." f-.1. ".- tJ' : -~'\I\ : t .ir : :'OJ\rm ('/-1.1): -::;--y I
EI"ZCV, oj): =Y'
I F V~='? THE]l C,OT() XX_~11 ELsr~ ('IOTO '-'''2£:) f/./. '.
v y 2 L1. f> r ( II 0 ) • ::::'( I,\.~_'.I\'''''' II.~
rm(V,1):=()'
IF '1== 1 THr:N ClOTO xxJ1l
0(0):==1'
FOR !~~:: 1 STf-:r '1 unr I L S DO nEG III
DCO::-' :~¢n(1~-1)+DO() t
DCi::): '';:: GC:::) I
END' \':~ v-i'
C10TO :(':2 t
)~X2 ~):
l.(O)~::: 2*":\'
X:::: x-x '
Y::;: y.f«y I
;(:= x-r '
8(1):== if
nCO):::- 0'
S:= v-1'
roi: j(::::2 STr::P 1 Ul IT I L S DO nEG 1N
B (T'),:-' • ((\) .. u ( '-'_1) I -t... • .. r\" v . 1.) 1\. I
(jCO): ~-~X~DC:(-2)'
D(I~.-1)::-.: B(;():::' D(j()-ClCO):-OCK-i)' EHD'
V:= \'·--2'
(iOTO xx2 f
xX26: Q::-': 10'
ClOTO ~(X1 Cl f
xx30: -ceo):= DCi)*" DCi)'
8CO):= 4:;.D(2)'
xx t. P::: 0'C(O):= C(O)_fj(O)i
nCO):::: -pc 1)/2 r
ceo):=: (;(0)/4'
[(0):= AnS(~CO))r
ECO): == ~;(:;;T(E(O)) ,
J F. C(O) L::':SS 0 TW]l GOTO xx28 t
y:=Of
1:= 0'
X:= f)(O)+E(O)t
GO~I"() YY"','7'1 \ • v , "
Xx?D: )(:::: [lCO) f
Y:::: ECr)) t
1'::'::: 0'
!: ,,:-1'
L;OTO ~(:;:17 '
Xv7'/~ .
XX 10:
xx2~1:
Xx29: x:= -D(1)'
'(: == 0 '
I:::: 0'
CjO'i'O >:;: -j7 '
x ):J 'j : E' :D I
r~E /)) ~., r r~ i ; ~..( ;-:'
L;J:::i ,,;,f;.\-;- ,\CC: :,) ,::Ci:; ,.C::"1) fr c.: ...1~ : ~:~' : j~l';.~i_) ~, L) j : r,~1 L, j ~ [) o r~;~l.D i'\ (J) t
r ~(',,', .-, "..:-. '. " ') I
j" \.'\,j 1 \.~ 1, :J i', i I \. -~
1
1'1< 11,';'1'- ~.'( I C'J ' \' ,:! 1'-:: ;',,! .'1 ,,(, J A) t
.. • I ~ -..~", .1.. ' .. _J I l' • ~.. ,',,_.. .l. i ~L..., j _. l~ ....." l --....\ , ,-, , t
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A P PEN D I X 4.4.---------
rOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION CORRESPONDING TO SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS J4.6 ..§l
Required Fokker-Planck equation is
ap = _ ? a(A;p)
at L (lX·
i=1 1
+ 1"2
23 3 Cl (B .. p)L L 1J(lx.ax. -
i=l j=l 1 J
(A4. 4. 1 )
\';r,cre the incremental moments A., B .. (i,j = 1,2,3), are defined by
1 lJ
A. = limit <6x.>
, 1
6t->-O 6t
B .. = 1imi t <8 x. 8 x .>
lJ ' J6t+O --6t- (A4A.2)
From equations (4.6.6) we have:
(A4.4.3)
(A4.4.4)
t+6t t+6t u
J n1(u)du + J J
t t t
t+'5t
r
)
t
t'hSt u
J J n1(u)
t t
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so that equation (A4.4.3) becomes
(A4.4.6)
From equations (A4.4.4), (A4.4.5) and (A4.4.6) we have: using
definitions (A404.2), that
A2 = - CKKlxl - B!I y "I 'v "1/\ 3
A3
1
= -i x3
2 20x2811 =-r
Suust'it.ut-ing in equation (f\(L4.1) gives the Fokke r--P'l anck equation,
correspond'iil] to the SYS1Uil of ('q'..IJt'icns (4.6.G)) oS
ap _ 1
af .-"l
::i~ 1 Cl(X.,p)
PI' ) ..I} J+ ~:." x, x" .~.'..--+ ";" ---'-'-'_
V I ~) JX2 I (lx.,. .:)
DX2
2 ,,2 112 i J
? 2
c: f) " r) ') i~i/ () Pt
" , +- t: l) I',+ ---2- + -~r"2 _·····..'i =:»
v
"
" ,. c. 1" "2 x1 "A3T v "1 ,~i r, ')~,
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(i) 1st o rde r moment equClt:ions
Nultiplying equation (A4.4.7) throughout by xi (i = 1,2,3) and
integrating over all x1x2x3 gives respectively
m =1,0,°
1 R= - T m1,0,0 + T mO,l,O
m = <x2> = - BRKKy 011,0,0 - BK 011 ,0,10,1,0 v
e 1 [11
010 0 _ = <x3> = -, "I T "0,0,1
(ii) 2nd order moment equations
l''iultiplying equation (A4.4.7) throughout by x.x . (i ,j = 1,2,3) and1 J
integrating over all x,x2x3 gives respectively
m2,0,0 =
2 n + 2R + 20- r 12,0,0 "r "i ,1,0 17 mO,2 ,0•
m, . 0 =,I, . 131', my 112,0,1
c 2
= <x2 > == - 2BRKKy m1 1 ° - 2BK m, 1 1, , y, ,
=
2 R 2DK
= - 1~Illj ,0,1 + I ilia,1.1 + 12 "o, 1,0
o 2
_. <X 3 >
1'1"0, 1 , 1
K, K2
f;u'l ti!J1yinCJ equation (NL4.7) throughout by xl I Y2
(iii) g::n(~ral o rr'e r moman t cquat icns
eq Ul1 t ions a re ob t a ine d from
222.
A P PEN D I X 4.5.--------
Jl.LGOL PROGPJ~I'1FOR GENER!,TING PINDOf·1 NUIIjBERS
223.
The fun et; on of the program is to generate a sequence of normally
df s tr-ibuted random numbers with given IIICcn and standard deviation.
(i) Presentation of data
.0399
.0793
.1179
.1554
. 1915
.2258
.2081
.2882
.3160
.3414
.3643
.3850
.4032
.4193
.4332
.4452 /
.4555 /
.4641
.4713
/
f01l0\'!2d by
n':1J!)~'I' o-F ",,,,-~,''':'!('''l'\ I~;··-,t" .. __,... ..--- ..- .... \.~ .•1..•I.t..\.:. I ICtll\~,,),:. ,""';;::Li\..;r:;., f~;iL~I'(UL
t1
o standard ~~viation of reo~ired spouenC2, ..
4 .4773
.4822
.4861
.4893
.4918
.4938
.4953
.4976
.4975
.4982
.4987
.4991
.4993
.4995
.4997
.4998
.4Y99
.5
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(ii) Interpretation of results
Print out wi 11 be
~lEAN = f~
STMlDARD DEVIATION = 0
fo l Iowed by L numbers of the sequence.
(iii) r,1ethod used
Pseudo random nunners are initially genetated by means of the
recurrence relation
xn+l = xn * 63419 mod 507359
\. --r--·__.}
relative prime forming
complete cyclic group
This suffers from the drawbacl; that Cl small number is always
generated by a large one and vice-versa, a disadvantage that is overcome
to soma extent by taking the last 3 or 4 digits. Howeve r , as an improve-
ment over this drawback a scheme is deve l oped to se Iect in a random manner
one of a set of 20 x's and replace the selected x by another generated
cne.
The s cheme is to first generate 20 x+s , then the next x , say x..J
is generated and Xj mod 20 found to give Cl K in the range (0 - i9) - this
value being then used to select the Kth x f rom the list of 20', .X_i+l 15
then generated and the Kth element in the list rcp l ace d by it.
By this time, having taken x mod 10000 we have generated a sequence
of integ2t'S uniforinly distr"ii>uted in the range 0 - 9999 whi cf is conver-ted
to a d~cimal 0 - .9999.
From a table of values of E'rf(x) the unt formly distributed rondom
number is trdnsformC':d into a norraal ly d~stl'ibut(:\d random nunbc r (O~ 1),
whieh is then l'iC,PPCc! en to (11, «}.
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(; v) !!_otes_.2!!-P!'o9Tarn
All the values of x will be in the range -3.70 < x < 3.70 since
the generation only produces effectively 4 digit fractions and the
ral at ive accuracy of tables only gives this range.
(v) Print out of .program
A print out of the program is given on page 226.
m:o f
1r!TE~(iEr~ r_)r~oCr_~!)LJRE r!R!!'
81::(:\ III 11'!TEI~En J t
. iF FlnST THEil FOR J::::O STEP 1 IINTIL 19 DO
rWACJ): =r;;>!'
F I EST: ==1:::0' J: ==1U-l '
,J: -=J-.J Dr V 20v20' RRN: ;.;:HiU,CJ)-5000'
RIll. CJ): ==fUl t
EilD'
FlE/\L PROCEDuns HMiC,Or:CI1EAil, SI Cl::/.) r
nElit. r'~Er\j'~J ~; 1c;; v. ,
sr~GIN RE/.L r~' I I !TEGEU 'J'
n: =[Wi!/10000'
J F E I,:OT[(] 0 Tl!L:rl
BE(J 111 REAL P ~I: t
P: ::::AnS(f·;) ,
FOR K: ~=O,I~+1 \'}!-1ILE P C11~ t1f)CJ) DO
J:==K+1'
P: ~\J- (;'!Dc.o-:» / Cl:DC J )-1!DCJ-1)) ,
H: =SI (Jj<cr~) iSp r
END'
n!}lD"I·.l. :::j"r::'\.H+P~';C'ICtl"/10 rf\I .... ,. v. I _f~ ., •• V ~l J.
Elm'
ron XxX::::1 STEP 1 Ut:T I L 37 DO EEt\D lWeXXX)'
IWCO)::::::O' x~C'::::;1' F I l~ST: =TrW~'
EliD I
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A P PEN 0 I X 4.6.
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE RANDOM PROCESS
SH1ULATED or GITALL Y
The numerical procedure described in appendix 4.5 generates a
sequence of random numbe rs ni (i = 1,2, etc.) which are normally
d'i s tr lbuted w i th variance o2w These numbers are assumed to have the
same s tati s ti ca 1 properti es as sequences of independent rando-r numbers
although they are in fact completely determined by the first number in
the sequence. The random variable «(t.) is then found by spacing these
gaussian distributed nunbers at intervals h and joining them by straight
1ines.
He shall take the mean val ue of the numbers to be zero and proceed
to find the autocorrelation function
IT0(1) = limit a(t) a(t + T)dt
T-KC 0
'"( > 0 ,
of the random variable «{t}. Since ail the intervals Kh < t < K + 1 h,
K = 0, 1,2, etc., are the same from a statistical point of view we loose
no generality in considering t to lie in the first tn terval 0 < t <: 110
,
CCl se 1, g..:..::__~
T'IIO possibilities may arise; UIE:se are that
either (i) a(t) and a(t + T) lie in th2 same int~rval 0 < t < °t -
this occurs when t + T < h, i.e. t < h - 1.
or (ii) a(t) is in the in~0rval 0 < t < h whilst a(t + 1) is in
the 'i ntc rvo l h < t < 2h.
Case (i) exists with probability 1·· -F.ItJh-ilst case ("i"i) exists \'/"ith
probab i1i ty l:~o 0
For case (i)
Ct(t) u(t + 1)
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Taking time averages
f'lv [a(t) a(t + T)] ::: h ~ T Ih-T a(t) a(t + T)dT
o
+ ~ (11 - T) ]
Averagi ng over the ni gi yes
<et (t) et (t + r ) > ::: erN2 [~- -} ~ - j T~ J
h
Fat case (i-j)
(112 - n,)t (113 - n2)
CL(t) a (t + T) ::: r n, + ---- ] [n 2 + ----" . (t + T - h) J
h h
Averaging over the "i gives
Av [a(t) a(t + T)] ::: erN
2 [~t - !-~- tz Jh h
n.
1
Taking time ave raqcs gives
2
oN
<a(t) a(t + T» ::: Th2 Ih 2(2th - t - tT)dth-T
2
T J+ - ..
6hL
Thus, for 0 < T < h
('.(T'):-: (i.1'1(T)::: ('i..,,2.r (1 - T) [-2 1 T 1T2 -J + T rl T + 1/1,1 r ,l li' -3 - -3' n - -3 -t' ••2', . Tl L - Ti' 6' :2' .I
n
2 2 2 1 3r O( r :1- (1 r~ L j - i~-i + ?; --3c. h
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Case 2, h < T < 211
I\gain two possibilit-ies may arise; whilst C1(t) must lie in the
first interval 0 < t < h, C1(t + T) may
either (i) lie in the second interval h < t < 2h - this will occur
when t + T < 2h, i.e. t < 2h - T
or (ii) lie in the third interval 2h < t <: 3h
C (
.)., i th b b '1 ' t 2h -- T h '1 t (. ,)' 'ase 1 cxt s ts wt t pro Ct.1 1 Y h wm sease 11 exi s ts wi th
b b'l't T - hr ro a 1 1-y tl- •
For case (i)
(n2 - n,) t J' (n3 - n2)
C1 ( t) C1(t + T) = [ n 1 + I_ n 2 + _o (t + "T - h) ]
h h
Averaging over the ni gives
2 [ 2t t2 tT
Av [et{ t) C1(t + T)] = oN . 11- - -2" - -2" J
h h
n.
1
Averaging over time gi ves
211 - T
<a{t) Ci(t + t» = ----
For case (ii)
_ (n2 - n1)t (n - n )
(1. ( t) c, (t + T) = [ n1 + -_._-- J 'lo n + _-±- 3 (t + T - h) -.Jh . 0311
Aver29in9 over the ni gi yes
Av [a(t) ~(t + T)j = 0
n .
1
so tilat, <o(t) n(t + T» '" 0
-------------_._------------- -'-- ._-----_._---_.-.-
Thus, for h < , < 2h
2
+ 'if
31 , ..
---,0;]6 .).
h
Case 3, ' > 2h
In this case a(t) and a(t + 1) will be independent so that
~(1):: ~3(T) ::: 0
Hence, the autocor)~lation 0(1) is defined by
2 2 2 1 3.0(, ) :::~l ( T)
,
+ T } 0 T ~ h=-: aN { -:-, - h2 2" h3 , .0;,)
2 f 4 .2, + 2 1 , 3
=-: ~2(T)
,
h ~ 2h~(T ) ""'a.~ L -3' ~- _._. } , ~ Tr h hL 6 113
0(,) :: ~3(T) ::: 0 , T ?- 2h
A graph of 0(T) is shown in fig (A4Q6.1)
In particular, we note that
so that , the variance 02 of the r-andom variable (y.(t) is given by
222
o ;':;"3 uN
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(A406.1)
83 .Using 8endi1t's no tat.ton the spectral dcns ity G((;)) and eutecorre l at ion
G(w) :::~ fW 0(1)C05 WT dl
11 •o
p{r) ,. r' C(,,')c.c'; (c,o:
J 0
frequency on ly ,
(
II' ,- ..,)
(h'ob,.)
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From equation (A4.6.3) we have that
2aN
2 r 2 2 3 th 4 21 1 ; )eos 21 1G(w) =-- { (- - -2" + "2 WI d r + h ("3 h +2
'IT o 3 h h h
=
22aN
-h34
'IT W
( 3 - 4 eos{wh) + eos{2wh) ) (A4.6.4)
The form of G{w) for fixed h anc oN is shown in fig. (1\4.6.2).
Using the t~aelaurin €expansion for the cons inc terms equat ion
(A4.6.4) becomes
G ((tl) ]
+ [
61?~~)__ J }
6~
; .e. G(w) = [ 1 - ( •• r- ~)Nt.O.:>
7T
Thus, for small {Jlh, the spectral density may be taken as being epprox'imate ly
constant and given by
G(w) - (M.G.G)
'IT
Using the notation of 2quJtions (A4.6.3) if 0(1) = K6(T), where K
is a constant, then
'iT
1 K
:::
.~~ 1T
'>,/
Lh
==
232.
Thus, if the random variable o:(t) is taken to be approx ima te Iy
white noiee, wi th spectral density given by equation (M.6.6) then its
autocorrelation function ;s
(M.6.7)
233.
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FIG. A4.6.1. Autocorrelation function for positive T
~
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A P PEN 0 I X 6.1.--------
HATRI X _EQU;UI ON RE..!:£-TING OUTPUT TO INPUT FOR FI LTER Yj'i,_
If X
F
and X are the output and input signals respectively to the
fi He r YiYl' then
_ _~ 57 (52.2_J,~o 78s + 124_0-L.8)_
sj + 1607852 + 12408s + 570
X(s)
c c
or XF = -16078 XF - 12408 XF - 570 XF + 4.57 X + 4.57 (16.78)X + 4.57(124.8)X
I I 9 II
II
(A6o L 1)
where dots denote differentiation with respect to time:
Equaliun (P.G.l 0 , ) may be wr t t ten in the matrix form
Y1 0 1 0 Y, Cl
d Y2 0 0 , Y2 + C2 Xdt =
Y3 -570 -124.8 -16.78
y C33
(J-\6. 1.2)
and
Y, = XF
e c
Y2 = Y, - C1X = Xr - C,X
II. .
Y3 = Y2 - C2X = XF - C1X - C2X
I f I II
0
Y3 - XF - C1X - C2X
II
o ~
= -570XF - 124.8(XF - C1X) - 16.78(XF - C1X - C2X) + c3X
tho tis,
I I I (I II
Y".,. z: -'l~.-/f~\,'_, - 1"''' PVr ._, _ft- L'-rv\.J"F-
t:. -;(",1 r- V·
,J;"J:\F + \.....1'\ -:
-I' (1"4 or _. 16 "'1°C I- C )X'
{. 0 (.\, 1 T " I u 2 -, 3 (/\6, L 3)
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Comparing equation (f\601.3) wi th equation (1;60101) gives
Cl l"! 4057, C2 = 0, C = 03
so that equation (A601o2) may be written
Y1 0 1 0 r Y1 4057
d Y2 0 0 1 Y2 + 0 XaT =
Y3 -570 -12408 -16.78 Y3 0I..
(A60 1.4)
II
o •
w~cre Y1 = XF, Y2 = XF - 4057X, Y3 = XF - 4.57X.
In the case when K2 is adapting alc~2
and equation (AG.1.4) becomes
y r 0 0
r .
1
oe 9FA3Y1 ( -- - --- oK )1 K2 K2 2
d Y2 0 0 1 Y 0eft = +2
Y -570 -124.8 -16078 j y 3 J o J3
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Stability analysis of a model reference adaptive control
system with sinusoidal inputs'[
D. J. G. JA)IES
Department of ~Iathelllatics, Rugby College of Engineering Technology,
Rugby, England
[Received 7 June 1968J
In this paper a rigorous method is presented for analysing an :\1.1.T. type model
reference adaptive control system with sinusoidal inputs. The linearized equations for
the adapting system, form ..d by using small p..rt urbat ion analysis, are written in the
matrix form ic =A(t)x, where A(t) is periodic, This matrix equation iii then integrated
over one period using a Hunge--Kut ta technique. The transition matrix relating the
value of x at the end of a period to its value at the beginning of the p..riod is examined
to see whether all its eigenvalues are within the unit circle, thus establishing stability.
1. Introduction
White (1966) examined the stability of a Whitaker type model reference
adaptive control system with sinusoidal inputs using a parameter perturbation
technique which resulted in differential equations having periodic coefficients.
These equations were theu replaced by equations having time-averaged coeffi-
cients which in turn were examined by means of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion
80 that the critical values of the adaptive gains could he calculated. The
replacing of differential equations with periodic coefficients by equations with
time-averaged coefficients is a dangerous procedure and gives rise to serious
doubts regarding the validity of the method used in the stability analysis.
It is seen to fail even for comparatively simple equations such as the following
equation: .
x+ O·2.i+ (4'5- 4 cos 2t)x= 0,
which is unstable plcLachlan 1947).
In this paper an alternative rigorous method is presented for analysing the
stability of such a system and the results obtained compared with both the
Routh- II urwitz analysis and the analogue com puter sim ula tion of White (196tl).
This numerical approach was first suggested by Parks (19013) although a detailed
account of the method of procedure was not given. Itwill be pointed out that
the matrices originally suggested by Parks for represcnting the system are
erroneous, due to the omission of the effect of the filters and of an important
linear term. The linearized equations are formed, as bv 'Yhite usinc small. ''''perturbation analysis, and these are then written in the matrix form:
x=A(t)x, (1)
where x is an n-column matrix and A(t) and n x n periodic matrix. This matrix
t Communicated by P. C. Parks.
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differential equation is then integrated numerically over a period T and the
transition matrix C* obtained such that
x(T) = C*x(O), (2)
where x(o) and x(T) are the values of x at the beginning and end of a period
respect ively.
The numerical method described by Parks (H)(j(j), based on Euler's method
[Noble IfHH) of solving a linear first-order differential equation, involves replac-
ing a first-order differential equation by a first-order difference equation and is
known to give inaccurate results. In this particular problem it was found to
be inadequate even when a large number of sub-intervals was taken and another
method, obtained by reformulating the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
(Noble 19(4) of solving a first-order differential equation, is employed. The
transition matrix C* is then examined to see whether all its eigenvalues are
within the unit circle ; this is carried out by first obtaining the eharacteristic
polynomial of C* using a method due to the Russian mathematician Faddeev
(Faddeeva 1959) and then examining this polynomial using the determinant
method due to Jury (1964, 19(5).
2. Description of the system
The adaptive control configuration chosen is the same as that of White (19(j6),
and is shown in fig. 1. The basic equation of the system is:
(3)
where D is the differential operator d/dt and Al= 16'78, A2= 14'88, A3=4'57,
K 1= K2 = 0·5 (nominal). The reference model is second order and has transfer
function YID= 40/(82 + 6·32s + 40), where 8 is the Laplacian operator.
Fig. I
Qi
~--'-----i~.10~~~EL~~3-----~~~ __j
Block diagram of the adaptive control system.
'fl~e input signal OJ is common to the system and model and the adaptive
error IS e = 00 - Om' where 80 and Om are the outputs from the system and model
respectively.
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The self-adaptive performance criterion employed to adjust the parameters
K, is that developed at the )l.L'1'. by Osburn et al. (HlGl). In this criterion the
parameters arc varied in such a way as to minimize the integral of error squared,
and the adaptive control law is taken of the form (ol\dot)x. -e(oe,:o/\j). It was
shown by Osburn et al. (1 Dlil) that this law could be taken in the form:
oK! . oeTt = -Gjeslgn su,: (4)
where only the sign of oc/oKj is taken to ensure that the sign of e(oc/oKj) is
correct. The product e sign (or/o/\I) is formed by passing the two signals into
a diode switching unit (d.s.u.) the output of which is ± e depending on the sign
of oe/oK!. The approximations to oe/oKl and OC/O/\2 are obtained by feeding
the signal O~.through filters which can be identified as follows:
!..:_ = _!_ _ _ _ Al2A.22AaK28 0.= -" ===-"e«, es,(00 0nJ- [83+A1S2+A1A2Kls+A1A2A3K2J2 1 } iJF J mO},',
since the model is a good approximation of the system around the correct
value of K1; i.e. the signal obtained by passing OF through a filter identical with
the model is -(oe/oKl) and not ((Je/oJ\1) as indicated by White, as the latter
signal would lead to a negative gain Gl·
oe aoo Ais2+A18+A1A2l(1) Y3
:ll" = :l}' = (3 A 2 A:1 r :1:1:1 F ) BF===-}, OF'
vA! v \2 8 + .18 + 1- 2 \18+- 1- 2' 3 \2 1
where Ys is the transfer function of the system with the parameters fixed at
their normal values and Y1 is the transfer function from the system input to
the parameter disturhance summation point.
The adaptive control system is considered to be adapting on a steady sinu-
soidal input signall sin wt.
3. Mathematical theory
The small perturbation technique employed in this paper leads to matrix
differential equations of the form in (1). For stability considerations these
equations are integrated over one period and the transition matrix C* defined
in (2) calculated. The result of the following theorem is then used to establish
stability.
Tlleorem plalkin 1952)
For the system of linear differential equations
X= P(t)x, (i)
where P(t+T}= P(t), there exists a transition matrix cp(f,t+T) such that
x(t +T) = cpx(t}. A necessary and sufficient condition for system (i) to be
asymptotically stable is that all the eigenvalues of matrix cp lie inside the unit
circle.
In order to evaluate the transition matrix C* defined in (2) it is convenient
to employ a numerical method that may be reformulated in such it way as to
give C* directly. Since it is completely self-contained and requires no pre-
determination of a set of starting values the Runge-Kutta method is given
,
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preference over the various predictor-corrector methods of integration. The
fourth-order Hunge-Kutta method+ of solving a system of first-order linear
differential equations is reformulated as follows:
If x = A(/)x, where x is an »-column mntrix and A(t) an n x n periodic matrix
of period T( = '27T/W); then the period is split into a large number of intervals ..Y,
each of duration !ll( =TIX), and the following finite difference relationship
employed:
(ii)
where
al = iltA(;n~I)x(m~t) = Klx(m~t),
a2 = tltA(m + ~ilt)[x(m~t) +~ad = tllA(m + ~M)[I+ ~Kdx(mj.t),
where I is the unit n x n matrix
=K2x(mtlt),
aa= tltA(m + ~tlt)[x(m~t) + ~a2]= tllA[m + lut)[1 +~K2]x(mill)
=Kax(mtlt),
a" = tlfA(m + lAI)[x(mut) +aa] = I:lfA(m + 1ut)[1 + K3]x(ml:lt)
=K4x(mtlt),
substituting in (ii) for al, a2, a3 and a" gives :
x(m + ltlt) = [I + -~Kl+ !K2+! K3+ tK4Jx(mtlt) = B*(mtlt)x( rntlt). (iii)
By repeated application of (iii) the solution at the end of a period in terms of
that at the beginning of the period becomes:
x(T) =x(.N tlt) = B*(S -lut)B*(N - 2j.t) ... B*(O)x(O)
N-l
= II B*(rAt)x(O) =C*x(O),
,-0
where
N-l
C·= II B*(rut).
The problem was repeated for various values of N to ensure that the
numerical procedure had converged. Itwas found that the values of N varied
with the frequency of the input signal. The next step in the analysis is to
examine the eigcnvalues of the matrix C*. Although the matrix C* is itself
real some of its eigenvalues may occur as complex conjugates and this sometimes
causes difficulties regarding time of convergence when employing standard
numerical methods for evaluating the eigenvalues. A good discussion of these
numerical methods, together with the difficulties involved when the eigenvalues
occur as complex conjugates, may be found in the work of ,\Vilkinson (1965).
Bearing in mind that in the problem ut hand it is not necessary to know the
exact values of tile eigcnyalues of C*, but rather it is only required to show that
t Since the completion of this work a paprr by Davison (H)()8) uses the Crank-
Nicolson method for obtaining the transition matrix C* followed by a direct evaluation
of the eigenvalues using QR procedure.
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their moduli are less than unity, a very elegant procedure, based on the works
of Faddeev and Jury, has been introduced to deal with the problem. This
procedure, which only involves matrix multiplication and the evaluation of
2 x 2 determinants, has many advantages OYer any of the numerical methods
available for evaluating eigPllvalues. It is a comparatively simple procedure
and requires far fewer arithmctic operations : it is readily programmed and the
runninz time is comparatively small. It also has the distinct advantace in
",' '"
that it is not an iterative procedure, so that the question of convergence does
not arise.
The method therefore employed to examine the eigenvalues of C* is first
to obtain the characteristic polynomial using the Faddeev algorithm and then
to determine whether the roots of this polynomial lie inside the unit circle using
the determinant method of Jury.
4. Stability consideration
The basic equation of the system is given by (3). Assuming that a small
perturbation is imposed on the adaptive parameters and that, in the perturbed
state, Kc,>-Kl +SK1, K2-,>-J{'].+SK2, then it can be shown (see \\11ite HH(6),
that the perturbed equation for the error is:
(D3+AID2+AlA2KlD +AlA2A3K2)Se +A1A2SK lD8o-AlA'].AaSK2eS = 0, (5)
where es is the system error.
From eqn. (4) we have that in the perturbed state:
Ki+8I?i= -GI(e+Se) sign (O~~i+ So~)· (6)
Subtracting (4) and (6) gives:
. oe [. (oe oe ) . oe ]SK,=-GiSeslgnoK, -Gle sign oK, +8oK, -slgnaKI '
(7)
the term Sesign[oe/oK1+S(oe/oK!)] having been replaced by Sesiglloe/oKi
since we are dealing with the linearized equations.
oe/oK} is a sine wave and oe/oK!+S(oe/oKj) a perturbed wave,
being approximately sinusoidal, as shown in fig. '2 (a). The terms sizn
[oe/oKi +S(oe/oK,)] and sign oe/oK! are represented by the square waves "'of
fig. 2(b), and the term
[sign (~+8~) -SiO'n~Je«, es, 0 es,
by the pulses of fig. 2 (c). The last term of eqn. (7) had been omitted bv Parks
and its omission was found to have a considerable effect on the final results.
Using the condition that the e and oe/oK, signals are in quadrature when the
system has adapted (see White 19(6), the term
{Sign (O~~I+S o~~)-sif!n o~~]
can be represented by the pulses of fig. '2 (e). Two of these pulses occurrinz
within one period T, at times T} and Tt + T/'2 respectively, where Tl is the tim:
when the oe/oK i signal first changes sign.
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Fig. 2
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time
+1 r----- -------- --, ;-r=I I
I I I
I , I
;- I I limeI I
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I- --"f-=!- . r~e Ii~ 1(b) -si,"n~ a . ----- SI gn ~Kt C}Ki-I
2
time
rae ttl] ~(c) sion <JKt aKi - sign ?!Ki
ae )(d) e (in quadrature wilh ?!Ki
(e) .rSign(t!+6~)-~ignb~ 1
L bKI bKI ~Ki
The integrated values of these pulses is ± 214~T.where lei is the peak
amplitude of the error signal and .IT the duration of the pulse and given by
sr == IS (a~~)I/ Islope of a~;i signal at the points where it changes sign I
(8)
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where loe/ol\d is the peak amplitude of the oejaKj signal and w the frequency
of the input signal.
It was shown earlier that the signal aeial';j is obtained by passing the signal
OJ,' through a suitable filter, so that S(ae/al\j) is a filtered version of seF•
4.1. K1 adapting alone
'''hen /\} is adnpting alone 0/\2 is zero and eqn. (5) becomes:
(J)3+ A1D2+A}A2K}D+A}A2A3I\2)oe + A1A20/';tDOo =O. (9)
'''hite showed that in this case the relationship between a 'steady state' K 1
and the frequency w of the input is :
K1=O·00-1w2+O·36. (10)
From fig. 1, 0F=(I/A3K2)DOo, so that OBF=(IfA3Kz)8(DOo)' Since (Jo=e+(}m
and 88m=O, OBF= (1/A3/\z) oe. Hence, o(oejo/\1)= -(1!A31\2)8eF, where
8eF= YlllSe or (D2+6·32D+-10)ScF=-1oJ' (11)
From eqn. (i) :
. [ oe ]SK1=-G} oesignal~l +P1(t) ,
where P1(t) are pulses, with integrated values:
21eloeF _ P'()<;! .± a - ± 1 t ueF'
A3K2amp O/~I
occurring at times T1 and Tl + Tj2, T being the period and T1 the time when the
signal oeja/\l first changes sign. Care must be taken (by examination of the
-phase angles) to ensure that the positive and negative pulses are inserted in the
correct order.
Equations (9), (11) and (12) lead to the following system of linear equations:
(12)
r Se r 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 r S,Se . 0 0 1 0 0
-A1J2DOo I 8 .d Se -A1A2A3K2 -AIA2K1 -At 0 0 0:oCF l ~ 0 0 0 1 0 oeFdt Sel!' 40 0 -40 -6·32 0 SeFoe 0 0 -GtP1'(t)SK1 - Cl sign af{ 1 0 0 SKI
(13)
which is of the form
x =A(t)x.
It will be noted that the 6 x 6 matrix of eqns. (13) differs from the 4: x 4:
matrix suggested by Parks. The increase in the order of the matrix is due to
the fact that Parks had neglected the effect of the filter rill and taken MF as an
approximation for 8(a";0/\I)' This approximation was found to be inadequate
and the effect of the filter must be taken into account.
The eigenvalues of the transition matrix C* of the matrix differential eqn.
(13) are examined, using the method described in § 3, for various values of the
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adaptive gain G
1
and the critical values of the gain calculated. The results
are illustrated in fig. 3 together with the results obtained by '''hite using
simulator and analytical studies. Since, in this case, the critical gain is inversely
proportional to the amplitude 1 of the input signal the product of 1 with critical
gain is plotted against the frequency of the input signal so that the resulting
curves should he the same for all values of 1. (In order to obtain the graphs of
White divide the ordinates by 7J50.)
:Fig. 3
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4.2. Kt adapting alone
IIi this case SKI = 0 and eqn, (5) becomes:
(D3 +AID2 +AIA2KID +AIA2A3K2)Se - AIA2AaesSK2 = O. (14)
White showed that in this case the relationship between a C steady state'
KI and the input frequency is given by:
K _ (w'-58'7w2+4990)-w{IO'46w2+ 117)tan.p
1- 28'5(252'8-watancp) ,
where.p is the phase change across the filter YaJ Yl and is given by:
tan.p= 16·78w{570-16·78w2)-w(l24·8-w2)2
570(124·8-w2) •
From fig. I
(15)
•
occurring at times T'}.and T2+Tj2, T being the period and 1'2 the time when the
signal oe/oK'}. first changes sign; care again being taken to ensure that the sign
of the pulses are taken in the correct order. At" i\.\e
Equations(U) and (17)may be written: 0 0 0 i"
[-A},A,K, -A'~'K' -~, ~ ~ ~ il il
I 0 1 0 0 loA 3e~
= [' ~ l' ~ -57~ -I~H -1~'7B- Kf' ;;
oe
_:.G2signoK2 0 0 -GlIPS'(t) 0 0 0 SKi
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When the perturbation is imposed this becomes:
A3(l\2+SK2)(OF+08F) = DOo+ o(D8o) =D8o+oe. (16)
Subtracting (15) from (16) gives A3K2S0F+A38l--cSK2=Se, i.e.
a 1 ~ . OF ~R' '"OUF= --. oe- -.-0 2=~\.·
A3R2 A'}.
Hence
From eqn. (7):
SK2= -G{sesign O~2 +P2(t)}
where P2(t) are pulses, with integrated values
21elXF _ P '(t) V± oe - ± '}. "':\'F'
wamp OJ{2
(17)
d
(18)
where X1=XF, X2=XF-4'57X and X3=gF-4·57.t.
The eigenvalues of the transition matrix C* for eqn. (18) are examined and
the critical value of G2 calculated. The results are illustrated (fig. 4).
5. Conclusions
A ricoroue numerical method, well suited for digital computation has been<> ~,
presented for investigating the important problem of examining the stability
of a system of linear differential equations with periodic coefficients, These
equations, which form a most important subclass of linear differential equations
with variable coefficients, may arise in practice directly from the equat ions of
motion of a dynamic system, e.g. the flapping of a helicopter rotor blade, but
more frequently arise from an examination of the stability of oscillations in
non-linear systems .
•
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10 II
The problem considered in this paper is that of examining the stability of
an l\I.I.T. type reference adaptive control system (m.r.a.o.s.) with sinusoidal
inputs and it displays the difficulties involved and the amount of rig our necessary,
even for the comparatively simple case of sinusoidal inputs, when examining
the stability of a m.r.a.c.s. for time varying inputs. A more realistic input
would be a random one and it is hoped to publish the stability analysis for such
an input in a future paper.
The theorem employed in the analysis provides necessary and sufficient
conditions for the asymptotic stability of the linearized equations with periodic
coefficients. The system, however, is a forced non-linear equation with periodic
coefficients, the forcing term being - aie sign oc/oK" where e and oc/oK, are
sinusoids at frequency w. By appealing to the stability theorems of Zubov
pIalkin 19.32) the asymptotic stability of the linearized system certainly, in the
absence of the forcing term, leads to asymptotic stability in the small for the
non-linear system. The effect of the forcing term could however invalidate
the neglect of the non -linear terms and make the stable region of the linearized
system unstable for the non-linear system. The forcing term in this case is of
the multiplicative kind and its actual effect on the' stable region' is obviously a
field for further research. Instability of the linearized system however gives
sufficient conditions for the instability of the non-linear svstcm and the results
of this paper suggest that theanalogue~omputer results of\\'hitc are not accurate.
After discussion with White it was found that it is very difficult to decide on
a practical criterion for instability when simulating these s;'stems; this difficulty
being more pronounced at low frequencies, The presence of harmonics which
are forcing the system further masks the problem,
However, the results of this paper suggest that the problem at hand may be
studied satisfactorily by considering the stability of the linenrized system. It
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is noted that the theoretical results give a stable system in the region of the
natural frequency of the model.
This paper also illustrates how the effect of replacing the multipliers in a
m.r.a.c.s. by diode switching units is to introduce an impulse like signal occurring
twice per cycle into the analysis.
The author feels that. this paper is a significant contribution to the study of
the stability of m.r.a.c.s. for time varying inputs on which, apart from the ,,:ork
of Bongiorno (I !lti2, I 1)1i:~),there is little published work.
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STABILITY OF A
SINUSOIDAL·PERTURBATION
EXTREMAL.CONTROL SYSTEM
A theoretical stability analysis of a single-input sinusoidal-
perturbation extremal-control system with output lag i~
considered. Periodic solutions of the svstern equations arc
obtained using the pnncipic of harmonic balance. and their
stability properties are inve st igatcd. The domains of attraction
of the stable solutions arc plotted to give the stability
boundaries for the system,
In this letter. the author examines the stability of the class of
sinusoidal-perturbation control systcrns1,1 shown in Fig. 1.
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The differential equations representing the system are
x + ax = Aa{y - S sin (wI + IXW} .
Y = Gx sin (wI + IX)
k(t)
11+-------1 G ~--__,
Fig. t Sinusoldet-perturbelion exlremal-conlrol syslem
By Buckingham's TT thcorcm.! the system may be specified by
the two dimensionless parameters •
171 = GASa}
172 = co]«
If, in addition to eqn. _2, we introduce the dimensionless
variables'I = X/(AS2)}
~2 = y/8 .
7' = uit + IX
the system eqns. I may be written
i,= - .!. ~I + .!. (§z - sin 7')2}
172 TT2
• 171 •f2= -'I sm 7'
172
- where dots denote differentiation with respect to 7'.
A distinctive feature of a nonlinear system, such as eqns. 4,
is that various types of periodic oscillations may exist for
the same system depending on the initial values of the
variables. In this letter, the method of solution employed is
to assume for 'I and g2 Fourier-series developme~ts with
undetermined coefficients and then fix these coefficients by
the principle of harmonic balance," Periodic solutions whose
fundamental frequencies are 'equal to those of the applied
perturbation will be termed harmonic solutions, whereas
solutions whose fundamental frequencies are a fraction
!In = 2, 3, .•. ) of the applied perturbation frequency willn
be termed subharmonic solutions of order 11.-
A periodic solution obtained by this method merely repre-
sents a state of equilibrium; this equilibrium state is actually
realisable only if it is stable, so that its actual existence !!lust
be confirmed by a stability investigation. If gl(r). ~2(r),
having period T, represents a particular state of equilibrium.
in order to investigate its stability. we consider small varia-
tions 1J1 and 1J2 from this equilibrium state, and from eqn, 4
set up the variational equations:
7j.(r) = - .!.1JI(r) + 3._{f;(r) - sin r}1J2(r)}
172 172
(5)
7jz{r) = (;~ sin -r ) 1J1(r) -
These variational equations form a set of linear diffcrential
equations with periodic coefficients, of period T, in 1'; that
is, they are of the form
'ij= P(r)Yj Per) = Pir + T)
The stability of the trivial solution of such equations has
been previously considered by the author! and by Davison.s
The procedure is to obtain a transition matrix C such that
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(1)
'1J(T + 7't) = C'1J(r.). and then stability is ensured provided
that the eigenvalues of C lie within the unit circle.
.For each period solution ~ = [fl(T)G(r)), of eqn. 4. there
exisjs, for £ach ri' 0 < TI < T. a corresponding fixed point
PO[§I(TI). ~~(TI)] in the §1-§2 plane which is invariant under
the mapping
M:;(Tt +llT)-+;(TI -!-1l-r IT). 11=0.1,2 ....
where; = [glg21 (Reference 1).
If Po corresponds to a stable solution. it will have associated
with it a domain of attraction, so that, if any point
P[gl(Tl), ,iTl)] within this domain is taken as the initial
(2)
",024
0·20
0·16
harmonic
solutions
harmonic and
subhormonic
solutions
(3)
0~~~~~~~4U~W+~~~~~~
o 0·10'2 0-30'4 05 0'60·7 08 0·9 1·0 1·1 1-2
TT2
Fig. 2 Regions in which different Iypes 0; oscillations are sus-
tained
(4)'
-40
I~,
600
T:7:JJ...
8
Fig. 3 Domains of attraction and corresponding fixed points for
171 = 0'1 and 772 = 1
o unstable fixed points "• stable fixed points
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Co di .t n ittons for eqn. 4, the solution of eqn. 4 will converge
o the stable periodic oscillation ;. In terms of the mapping
M,. this means that successive images MP, M2p, etc. of the
POint P will approach the fixed po(nt Po.
If Po corresponds to an unstable solution, which has a
transition matrix C havinz one eieenvalue greater than unity
al d '" ~ -lone less than unity in magnitude, then through Po will
pass a critical curve C which is invariant under the mapping M
a~d such that all points on it will approach Po under iterations
o the mapping. Thiscurve C will be the boundary between
two different domains of attractions and is thus important
In.lany stability investigation. At the point Po, the curve C
WII be in the direction of that eigenvector of C which
corresponds to the eigenvalue that is greater than unity in
~agnitude (when considering the stability of ~) so that the
~hope IX of C at Po may be found. Theoretically, therefore,
re curve C may be obtained by starting just on either side
o the fixed point Po (in direction :x) and integrating eqn. 4
~~mencally f~r d.ecreasing T, the curve Cv= being the .Ioci
f the successive images of the starting pomt under ueranons
~h the mapping M. In practice, however, it is found that, if
th: .unstable .fixed points are not known accur~tcly enough,
d .Image points of the numerical procedure deviate Irom the
beSlred boundary after a few cycles, so that the loci obtained
y the numerical procedure may only be used as a guide and
a more accurate boundary may be obtained by analogue-
Computer studies.
d Fo~ a fuller discussion of the theory of fixed points and
n~,:,all1s of attraction the reader is referred to the works of
air and Loud' and Hayashi," .
. On substituting a Fourier series with undetermined coeffi-
~Ients f~r gl and g2 in eqn. 4 and using the principle of
artnol1lc balance, it is fourd that, in the region
RI : 1TI < 1T2
~h~e exist two harmonic solutions, whereas in the region R2,
e ned by the system of inequalities
N = ni(289 - 1051T1- 4201T1) + 1961Tf
+ 3081T~1TI - 5881T~1Tr > 0
. L2 2 -n1 '7T1'7T~
= 31T~ - '7TT- 12 - -3- > 0
IXI = 142~2 hlN - (l11T~ + 141Tlnl < L
F(X) = 71T2X3 + (~ 1Tl+ 71T1) X2
+G1T1+ ;1T11TI + 71T21T£ - 21T~) X
+ (~1T~ + 23 1T~1TI - -n1
8 4
+ ~ 1Tf1Tl- 27T~1TI+ 71T1) < 0
!~~re exist, .in addition to the two harmonic s?luti0!ls,· ei~ht
difliharmonic solutions of order 2. Thes~ regions, 111 whl~h
Fi erent typ~S of oscillations are susta1l1.ed,. are s~own 111
th g. 2. Outside region R there are no penodlc ~olut1ons, so
at, for 1TI and 1T, in this region, the system will be totally
Unstable. -
h For 1T1 and 1T2 in RI (not in R2), it is found that one of the
armonic solutions is stable and one unstable. Thus for each!' 0 <:: T < 21T, there will be a domain of attraction in the
dl-gz. plane, so that, for all initial conditions .w.it.hin the
d?~aln, the system will be stable, whereas, for mltlal con-
Fillons outside the domain, the system will be unstable.
lirther. in this case, the solution for g2 has no d.c. component,
So ~hat, in the stable region, the system will adapt to an
~he~llation about zero. The stability boundaries, together with
v e~r corresponding fixed points, arc shown in Fig. 3 for
anous values of 'T in the range (0, 1T), (1TI = 0'1, 1T2 = 1);
eO:responding boundaries for T in the range (1T, 217') being the
mirror images about the gl axis of those given. These results
have been verified experimentally and also agree with experi-
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mental work carried out by Jacobs and Shering.!
For 17'1 and 1T2 in R~, there exist one stable harmonic solution
and four stable subharrnonic solutions, the other five solutions
being unstable. For the subharrnonic oscillations, the
solutions for f2 has a d.c, component so that, for certain
initial conditions, the system will adapt to an oscillation
about an offset position, this having been verified by analogue
simulation. The domains of attraction of the various stable
oscillations in this case arc far more complicated and are not
included in this letter.
The author would like to express his appreciation to P. C.
Parks (University of Warwick) for suggesting this problem
and for his helpful discussions concerning it.
D. J, G. JAMES 18th April 1969
Department of Mathematics
Rugby College of Engineering Technology
Eastlands, Rugby, War., England
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STABILITY OF MODEL-REFERENCE SYSTEMS
WITH RANDOM IMPULSIVE INPUTS
Indexing terms: Adaptive control, Stability criteria
The stability of the gain-adjusting. loop of a simp~h model-
reference adaptive-control system IS m,:csuga\cd. f r~~d6~
to s stem and model is a sequcnce 01 .Impu ses 0 •
rna ~itude. The resulting behavIOur IS determined b). an
. t·g. d et and from this a necessarv and sufficientm mile pro u • . I '.. dcd dcriterion for the stability of the adaptlve- oop gam IS ccuce .
Stability of model-reference adaptive-controls ~ystems with
general time-varying inputs is a difficult theoretical problem,
which so far has not been solved for systems not actually
synthetised from a stability point of view.' . .
The difficulties are well illustrated by the very Simple gam-
adjustment loop depicted in Fig. 1.1 The equations may be
written in matrix form:
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where e=Om-Os and x= K-K.Kc. '''Ie assume that K
and K. are constant and that K, is required to tend to K"i K
so that e and x tend to zero. Despite recent progress in
stochastic-stability theory, the stability of eqn. 1 when r{r)
is a general random signal [and O,.(t) a filtered version of r(1)]
is not an easy problem to solve.
Fig.1
As a first look at the problem, we shall assume that r(t)
is a sequence of impulses spaced sufficiently far apart in
time (compared with T) that the transient effects from a
particular impulse have died out before the next impulse
arrives.
We then obtain a recurrence relationship for Xh the value
of x(t), just before the arrival of the kth impulse of magnitude
At; this is
(
GKK. At%)
Xu 1 = 1- 2T Xt (2)
This relation follows from the relations
KAte-liT
0.,(1) = T
x(t) = -GKK.Ak%e-21ITxtIT:a
where, for convenience, t = 0 has been taken to be the time
of arrival of the kth impulse.
We are thus concerned with the properties of the infinite
product
where a = GKK./2 T > 0, and 't is a random variable drawn
from an amplitude probability distribution p(y), say. By
considering a large number of terms and their distribution
and by considering the logarithm of the product of these
terms, we.are led to consider the integral
00
1= f 10gll-ay%lp(y)dy •
,. -<0
(3)
If this integral is positive, the infinite product diverges and
the system is unstable; if this integral is negative, the infinite
product 'diverges to zero', 2 Xk ~ 0 as k -+ 00, and the system
is stable. If y has a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance a2, the integrand of eqn. 3 is of the form sketched
in Fig. 2. The integral of eqn. 3 has been evaluated numeri-
cally (and crosschecked using different methods to take
account of the singularity at y = 1/,a) to find the critical
value of ao? for which the positive and negative areas in
Fig. 2 balance. This yields the stability criterion
(4)
(1)
For y having a uniform distribution between y = ± b, the
integral of eqn. 3 can be evaluated in the closed form
1 = _1_ (h'a log lub2-1\-2bv'a+ log I~\/t;+!I)
bv'a \ a -
131
1== 0 yields a stability condition that
ab" < 6.25 }Or
Qa2 < 2.08
P. C. PARKS
Institute of Engineering Control
Unicersity of Warwick
Coventry C V.f 7AL, England
2nd February 1970
(5)
D. 1. G. JAMES
Department of Mathematics
Lanchcster Polytechnic
Eastlands, Rugby, War., England
since, in this case,
0 y
:\I
0
N;r
;.,
~
a.
x
...!!..
1
Fig.2 0'1.2
~ese results have been confirmed by direct digital simula-
tion of the infinite product using appropriate random-number-
generation procedures.
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Stabilitv and subharmonics in a
sinusoidal perturbation hill-climbing system]
D. J. O. J.UIES
Department of Mathematics, Lanchester Polytechnic, Rugby, England
[Received 2 February 1970]
A theoretical stability analysis of a. single input, sinusoidal perturbation. extremal
control system with output lag is being conside-red. l"sing the principle of harmonic
balance it is shown that various stable harmonic and sub- harmonic 'steady-state'
solutions are possible in certain regions of the parameter space. By examining the
domains of attraction, corresponding to the stable solutions, region" in three.
dimensional Rpace are obtained within which initial conditions will lead to a given
'steady. state' stable oscillation.
1. Introduction
Although extremum control or 'hill-climbing' systems are a well-defined
class of adaptive control systems the important. problem of analysing their
stability has often been ignored. In this paper a theoretical stability analysis
for a single input, sinusoidal perturbation, extremal control system with output
lag is presented, the results of which have been verified by analogue computer
simulation.
The system equations. which are forced, non-lineal' and non-autonomous,
are first non-dimcnsionalized using dimensional analysis, and periodic solutions
of the resulting equations obtained by the principle of harmonic balance. The
stability of these equilibrium states is then investigated by setting up variational
equations, which, for small disturbances about the equilibrium state, form a
set of linear differential equations with periodic coefficients.
It will be shown that various stable harmonic and sub-harmonic 'steady-
state' solutions are possible in certain regions of the parameter space.
The steady state finally reached depends on the prescribed initial conditions.
By plotting the 'domains of attraction' of 'fixed points', which are invariant
under the mapping
~(t+nT)~~(t+n+ IT), n = 0,1, 2,etc.,
where ~(t) is the state vector of the system, regions in three-dimensional space
are obtained within which initial conditions will lead to a given stable 'stead v-
state' oscillation. •
2. The sinusoidal perturbation 'hill-climbing' system
The present papC'r is concerned with the stability of the single dimensional,
sinusoidal perturbation, adaptive control system shown in fig. 1 (Boddington
196R, Jacobs and Shering 1968). The index of performance (Eveleigh 1963) is
F(e(t)] = A(e(t)]2 and the output lag is represented by a low pass filter with
time constant i]«.
t Communicated by :\lr. P. C. Parks.
~------------- - - --
,
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The adaptive controller employed is similar to that previously discussed in
the literature (Draper and Li 1951, )IcGrath and Rideout 1961). Briefly, a
sinusoidal porturbation 8 sin (wi +a) is added to the input and by demodulating
the corresponding perturbation in the output a signal r(t) that varies with the
slope cF Ice of the index of performance is obtained. The signal r(/) is then
passed through a smoothing integrator, with gain G, to develop a correction
signal which tends to reduce dF Ice to zero.
Fig. I
Disturbances Noise
I~--------------~&~------~
Sinusoidal perturbation, extremal control system.
3. Dimensional analysis
In the absence of the disturbances and noise the differential equations
representing the system of fig. 1 are:
~: +ax = Aa[y-Ssin(wt+a)]2, }
7e = Gx sin (wt +a). (1)
The performance of the system depends on the values of the five parameters
A, a, S, wand Gwhich are expressed in three sorts of units (input units, output
units and time) as follows:
A: (output units) (input unitsj=",
a: (time)-l,
S: (input units),
w: (timej:",
G: (input units) (output units)-l (time):".
By Buckingham's 'TT theorem (Doherty and Keller 1944) non-dimensional
parameters can be defined so as to reduce the number of parameters that need
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be considered by the number of units. Thus, in this case the number of 1l01l-
dimensional parameters that need be considered are two and these are taken as:
"1= GAS/a,"2 = os]«. } (2)
If, in addition to (2), we introduce the dimensionless variables:
e1= xj(AS2),
f2 = yjS,
T = wt+o:, ) (3)
then the system eqns. (1) may be written in the non-dimensional form:
II= -~ fl+~ (f2-sinT)2,
2 2
(4 a)
" "1 C •6"a = 0251S1l1T,
where dots denote differentiation with respect to T.
(4 b)
4. Periodic solutions using the method of harmonic balance
A distinctive feature of a system of non-linear differential equations, such
as (4), is that various types of 'steady-state' periodic oscillations may exist
depending on the initial values of the variables. In this paper the method of
solutions employed, for obtaining the 'steady-state' solutions, is to assume for
fl' fa Fourier series developments with undetermined coefficients and then
determine these coefficients by the principle of harmonic balance (Hayashi
1964), a method widely used for the analysis of non-linear control systems.
Periodic solutions whose fundamental frequencies are equal to that of the
applied perturbation frequency will be termed 'harmonic solutions', whilst
solutions whose fundamental frequencies are a fraction lIn (n = 2,3, etc.) of
the applied perturbation frequency will be termed 'sub-harmonic solutions of
order lin'.
4.1. Harmonic solutions
'When the system has reached a 'steady state' there will be no constant or
'd.c.' component out of the multiplier (that is, fl(T) contains no term in sin T),
so that as a first approximation we assume solutions of the form:
fl = ao+a:a COST,
fa = bo+blsinT+b2cosT.
Substituting eqns. (5) in (4 b) gives:
bl cos T - ba sin T = g: [ao sin T + ~2 sin 21'] .
Since the first approximation contains only the terms of the fundamental
frequency we ignore second harmonic components and equate coefficients of
the sin T and cos l' terms to give:
} (5)
(6)
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Substituting eqns. (5) in (4 a) and using results (6) gives, on balancing the
coefficients:
(7)
Equations (i) have a real solution for II2> Ill' when the solutions are:
where
bo = a2 = 0,
all = r2 ± r~(r2-1),
r = 1I2/1l1•
} (8)
Thus, to a first approximation harmonic solutions exist in the region:
RI: 1I2>1I1
and in this region the harmonic solutions:'1= r2 ± r ~(r2 - I),
'2 = [-r + ~(r2-1)] COST
(9)
(10)
are possible.
These results agree with analogue computer simulation where it is found
that harmonic solutions for e2(T) contains no d.c. component, thus implying
that '1(T) has no component in COST.
A closer approximation may be obtained if more terms of the Fourier
series are taken into account; however, numerical computation will become too
unwieldy. The method, employed in this paper, of improving the approximation
is an extension of a method due to Hayashi (1964); this method is particularly
useful when the amplitude of each harmonic component decreases with
increasing order of the harmonics. An alternative method, well suited for
digital computation, is that based on Galerkin's procedure (Urabe and Reiter
1966).
A second approximation is now assumed in the form:'1= (ao +EaOI) + (aa +wall sin 2T + (at +Eau) cos 2T, ,
!z = (bl + ebll) sin T + (b2 +Eb21) cos T + (ba + Ebal) sin 2T + (b4 +cboll) cos 2T, I
(11 )
where the terms containing E represent the correction terms. Substituting
eqns. (11) in (4) and balancing like terms lead, on neglecting terms of order
higher than the first in e, to a set of linear simultaneous equations in the
correction terms. These equations are then solved, using digital computation
with initial values aa = a4 = bl = ba = b4 = 0 and ao,b2 given by (8); at+wn
(i = 0,3,4) and bi+ebil (i = 1,2,3,4) are then taken as the new values of the
coefficients at (i = 0,3,4) and b,(i = 1,2,3,4) respectively and the system of
linear equations solved iteratively until values of the coefficients, which give
on solution sufficiently small correction terms, are obtained. Coefficients of
higher-order harmonics are then obtained in a similar way.
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4.2. Sub-harmonic solutions
To a first approximation we assume solutions:
(12)
On substituting eqns. (12) in (4) and balancing like terms it is seen (see
Appendix) that eight sub-harmonic solutions, of order 2, are possible in a
region Ra defined by the system of inequalities:
.LV = n24(289-105n22 - 420n1) + 196n12 + 30sn22 III - 588n22 n12 > 0,
L2 = jna2- n12-1~n24-tnl na2> 0,
'X', = I421ns(~.Y-(lln22+14nl))1 <L,
F(X) = in2X3+ e2lna2+ in1)X2+ (iIl25+5n23 III + 7n2 n12- 2n23) X
+ (ln26+ 2,,3na'111- n24+_gln12 n22- 2nl Il, + ifI13) < 0.
(13)
The region Ra, in parameter space, was plotted using digital computation; the
regions Rl and Ra, in which different types of 'steady-state' oscillations are
sustained are shown in fig. 2. Outside region Rl there are, to a first approxi-
mation, no periodic solutions so that, for parameter values in this region, the
system will be totally unstable.
An improvement in the accuracy of the sub-harmonic solutions (12) may be
obtained using the same procedure as described in §4.1 for harmonic solutions.
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An important feature of the sub-harmonic solutions is that the solution for
~2(r) contains a constant or 'd.c.' component so that for certain initial conditions
the system, with parameter values in region Rz, will adapt to an oscillation
about an offset position; this phenomenon has been verified using analogue
computer simulation.
5. Stability of 'steady-state' solutions
A periodic solution obtained by the method of harmonic balance merely
represents a state of equilibrium; this equilibrium state is actually realizable
only if it is stable so that its actual existence must be confirmed by a stability
investigation.
Let ;(r) = [{I(r} {Z(T)]T, having period T, represent a particular state of
equilibrium then in order to investigate its stability we consider small variations
Y)(r)= [7],(r}7]z(r)]Tfrom this equilibrium state; if in the ensuing motion l'j(T)
tends to zero then the original undisturbed equilibrium state is said to be
asymptotically stable.
From eqns. (4) we set up the variational equations:
(14)
in 7]1 and "12' These variational equations form a set of linear differential
equations with periodic coefficients, of period T, in T; that is, they are of the
form:
ij(T) = P(T)l'j(T), P(T) = P(r+T).
The asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of such equations has been
previously considered by the author (James 1969) and by Davison (1968). The
procedure is to obtain a transition matrix C such that
(15)
and then stability is ensured provided the eigenvalues of C lie within the unit
circle. If the eigenvalues of C are both greater than unity in absolute value
the solution will be termed completely unstable, whilst it will be termed
unstable if C has one eigenvalue greater than, and one less than, unity in
absolute value.
A stability investigation of the periodic solutions of §4 shows that in region
RI we have one stable and one unstable harmonic solution, whilst in region R2
we have, in addition to the stable and unstable harmonic solutions, four stable
and four unstable sub-harmonic solutions of order 2.
6. Effect of initial conditions
In the absence of the output lag the system may be represented by the
single non-dimensional equation:
l = n(g-sinr)2sinr,
where n = GAS/w, ~ = y/S and T = wt + cx.
(16)
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Equation (16) may be solved in the ~- T plane, for a particular value of
the parameter Il, by the method of isoclines (Boddington 1968). A graphical
solution obtained by this method, for Il = 0·2, is shown in fig. 3 and it shows
elearlv the effect on stahilitv of the initial conditions in this case. Solutions. .
are shown for initial values T = 0 and T = 'TTj2.
'Yhen the output lag is included, however, we can no longer solve the
system equations by the method of isoclines. In order to examine the relation-
ship between the initial conditions and the different types of periodic solutions
we examine the 'domains of attraction' of the stable periodic solutions, a
concept employed by Blair and Loud (1960) when examining the solutions of a
Fig.3
Graphical solution of equation (16) for II = 0·2.
second-order non-linear differential equation with a periodic forcing term. A
brief discussion of the theory of fixed points and domains of attraction will now
be given.
7. Fixed points and domains of attraction
Let us consider the solution of the general system of equations:
(17)
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where f and fJ have period T in T. Provided f, g and their partial derivatives
with respect to ~I and ~2 are continuous in ~I' '2 and T it follows (Cartwright
1950) that there exists a mapping:
• (18)
where; = ['1 '2]T, which is a one-to-one, continuous and orientation-preserving
mapping of the 'C'2 plane into itself (that is, .11 defines a homeomorphism in
the gC~2plane). If ~('T) = [(I('T) ~2('T)F is a harmonic solution of eqns. (17)
then there exists, for each TI' 0 < 'TI< T, a corresponding point l~(tl('Tl)' t2('Tt»,
in the ~C'2 plane, which is invariant under the mapping ..11; that is, a 'fixed
point' of the mapping J1 corresponds to a harmonic solution of eqns. (Ii).
Defining iterates of the mapping by:
.J12(P) = .M(.M(P», etc.,
it follows that if ;('T) = [tl('T) ~2('T)]T is a subharmonic solution, of order n, of
eqns. (17), then there exists, for each Tl' 0 < 'TI<nT, a corresponding point
PO(tl('Tl)' f2('TI» in the gl - g2 plane, which is invariant under the nth iterate
.J_1n of the mapping .M, that is, a fixed point of the nth iterate of the mapping
.J-l corresponds to a subharmonic solution, of order n, of the system of eqns. (17).
There are certain standard types of fixed points, most of them corresponding
closely to standard types of singular points for differential equations of order
one. 'Vc shall now discuss the three most significant types; for a fuller discussion
see the works of Cartwright (1950) and Levinson (1913, 1941). In the following
PO(EI(TI)' t2(TI» is taken as a fixed point, in the 'C'2 plane at 'T = 'T1, of the
mapping .J1. .
(a) Stable fixed point
This is a fixed point Po such that if P be any point in the neighbourhood of
Po then ...lln(p)_po as n-co; that is, successive images .M(P), JI2(P), etc., of
the point P approach the fixed point Po. This point is analogous to a node or
focus in the theory of singular points, since the definition is true whether the
loci of successive images move towards P radially or in a spiral fashion
(remember that in this case P moves in jumps Jl(P), J.112(P), etc., and not
along a continuous curve). By definition, this fixed point corresponds to a
stable solution of the system of eqns. (17).
(a.) Saddle point
This is a fixed point Po through which there passes two curves or directions
')'1' ')'2' see fig. 4 (a), which are invariant under the mapping ill. Points on ')'1
approach Po under iterations of the mapping .Jl, while points on ')'2 approach
Po under iterations of the inverse mapping. In this case the loci of successive
images in analogous to that of the integral curves in the neighbourhood of a
saddle point in the theory of singular points. A saddle point corresponds to an
unstable solution of eqns. (I j).
(c) Unstable fixed point
This is a fixed point Po which is stable under the inverse mapping of .11 and
corresponds to a completely unstable solution of eqns. (17).
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Defining 'leT, 'l('Tl)' '2('Tl))' '2('T, 'l('Tl)' e2h)) as a solution of eqns, (17),
for which the initial conditions, at 'T= 'Tl are 'l('Tl)' '2('Tl)' we define the 'domain
of attraction' of a stable fixed point Po(t1h), t2('Tl)) in the eCe2 plane, at
'T = 'Tl' as the set of points (gl('Tl)' g2('T1))for which the solution ;('T, 'lh), '2('T1))
converges to the asymptotic stable periodic solution.
As pointed out by Blair and Loud (1960), the general question of the finding
the shape of a domain of attraction is quite difficult, and studies by Hayashi
(1964) show that for comparatively simple equations the domains of attraction
can be highly complicated. In this section we shall discuss the domains of
attraction of two fixed points, one being stable and the other a saddle point;
this is the case that arises for the harmonic solutions of §4.1.
Suppose the two fixed points are represented by PI and P2, sec fig. 4: (b),
PI being the stable fixed point and Pz the saddle point. As indicated previously,
through P2 there pass two curves i'l' i'2 which are invariant under the mapping
:JJ, with points on i'1 approaching P2 under iterations of the mapping whilst
points on i'2 approach P2 under iterations of the inverse mapping. Hence the
successive images of an initial point (el('T1), e2('Tl)) will tend either to PI or to
infinity, depending on which side of i'1 the initial point is. Thus the invariant
curve i'1 is of great importance in any stability investigations for it is the
boundary between two regions in each of which initial conditions will lead to a
particular type of oscillation, that is, it is the boundary between 'domains of
attraction' (for a more mathematical treatment see the works of Blair and
Loud (1960)). In the particular case illustrated in fig. 4 (b) the invariant curve
i'1 is the boundary between the domain of attraction of the fixed point Pi and
the domain of attraction of the point at infinity (that is, initial conditions in
this domain will lead to a solution that grows indefinitely with time).
If the saddle point P2 corresponds to the unstable periodic solution ;('T) of
eqns. (17) then the transition matrix C in the stability investigation will have
one eigenvalue greater than, and one less than, unity in absolute value. At
the point P2 the curve i'1 will be in the direction of the eigenvector of C which
corresponds to the eigenvalue that is less than unity in absolute value; thus
the slope exof i'1 at P2 may be found. Theoretically therefore the invariant
curve i'1 may be obtained by starting just on either side of the fixed point P:a
(in the direction ex) and integrating eqns. (17) numerically for decreasing 'T;
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the curve YI then being the loci of the successive images of the starting point
under iterations of the mapping 31 (or ..lIn for a sub-harmonic solution of order
11). In practice, however, it was found that if the unstable fixed points are not
known accurately enough the image points of the numerical integration deviate
from the desired boundary after a few cycles, so that the loci obtained by the
numerical procedure may only be used as a guide and a more accurate boundary
must be obtained by analogue computer studies.
8. Numerical example
For parameter values nl = 0·1, n2 = 1, in region Rt, the two harmonic
solutions:
C4S
(i) ~l = 260·63 + 9i ·24 sin 2T + i2·93 cos 2T + 9·62 sin 4T - 5'0~4T
- 0·65sin 6T- 0·84 cos 6T,
ea = 4·86 sin r + 22·42 cosT-l·46 sin 3T-l·30 cos 3T- 0·10 sin 5T
+ 0·04 cos 5T,
(ii) ~1 = 0·5l2-0·l92sin 2T- 0'126cos 2T+ 0·0004 sin 4T+ 0·0008 cos 4T,
Ea = - 0·009 sin T- 0·05i cos T + 0·004 sin Br + 0·002 cos 3T
+ 0·0000 sin 5T+ 0·0000 cos 5r
were obtained. Solution (i) was found to be unstable while solution (ii) was
found to be stable.
Thus for each T, 0 < T< 217, there will be a domain of attraction in the
ecEa plane so that for all initial conditions within the domain the system will
be stable while for initial conditions outside the domain the system will be
unstable. Further in this case, the solution for Ea has no d.c. component so
that in the stable region the system will adapt to an oscillation about zero
error e(t). The stability boundaries, in the state space, together with their
corresponding fixed points, are shown in fig. 5 for various values of T in the
range (0,17) corresponding boundaries for T in the range (17,2rr) being the
mirror images about the ~l axis of those given. These stability boundaries have
been verified using analogue computer simulation and also agree with experi-
mental work carried out by Jacobs and Shering (1969).
For parameter values in region Ra the domains of attraction are very
complicated and for certain initial conditions, within the overall stability
boundary in phase-space, the system will adapt to a sub-harmonic oscillation
about an offset position. Parameter values in this region are therefore unsuitable
for practical systems so that a detailed solution in this region is not included
in this paper.
9. Conclusions
This paper emphasizes the importance of the knowledge of periodic solutions
in the stability study of a sinusoidal perturbation, adaptive control system. It
has been shown that for the first-order system considered the parameter space
may be divided into three regions, viz. :
(i) Region where no periodic solution exists so that the system is totally
unstable;
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(ii) Region RI' where there exists two harmonic solutions, one stable and
one unstable;
(iii) Region R2, where, in addition to the two harmonic solutions of (ii),
there exist four stable and four unstable sub-harmonic solutions of
order 2.
In the case of the sub-harmonic solutions the periodic solution for the
adapting variable g2 contains a d.c. term so that for certain initial conditions
the system, with parameter values in R2, will adapt to an oscillation about an
offset position. It is important therefore in any practical application to employ
parameter values in region RI' but outside region R2• Thus a knowledge of the
boundary of the regions Rl and R2 is essential in any design consideration.
By plotting the domains of attractions of fixed points which are invariant
under the mapping:
;(1"+nT) -+- ;(-r +n + IT), 11- = 0, 1,2, etc.,
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where ~(T) is the state vector of the system, regions in the three-dimensional
space gl' g2' T were obtained, for particular parameter values in Rv within
which initial conditions will lead to a stable oscillation. Information about
these stability boundaries in the state-space is also highly relevant in any
design consideration of a practical system; for if a system is subjected to
random disturbance's and noise there will be a finite probability of the system
entcrinz any recion of its state-space. However, no parameter values will make'" . '"the system stable evervwhere, so that, in order that the probability of the
system being driven uns'table by the random disturbances and noise is negligibly
small, it is essential that the normal region of operation of the system is well
within the stability boundary.
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Appendix
Sub-harmonic solutions of the system equations
Substituting eqns. (13) in (4 b) and balancing like terms it is seen that the
only possible value for n is 2 and that
b1=nn1a1, b2=-gla2, b3=O,
2 2
(A 1)
Substituting eqns. (13) in (4 a) and balancing like terms gives, on using results
(A 1):
(A 2)
(A 3)
(A 4)
(A 5)
Equations (A 3) and (A 4) are homogeneous in bi and b2 and will have a non-
trivial solution for these coefficients (that is, subharmonic solutions exist) if
and only if:
(A 6)
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(A 7)
(A 8)
(n2_R)2 _ 4bo2+ ('.?22 + 1)2= O.111 -fI1 ,
Eliminating bo2 from (A 7) and (A 9) gives:
r2+~ (R- g:f = ,\2,
(A 9)
(A 10)
where
A2= ![2n2~_3_ 1124_ I1l]
2 fI12 41112 III
that is, the loci of the moduli of the sub-harmonics and harmonics are ellipses
as shown in fig. 6. \Vriting:
fI2 1122- z=R-n~ and (X=2I1~+1, (All)
eqn. (A 10) becomes:
(A 12)
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Eliminating r2 from eqns. (A 7) and (A 12) gives:
(A 13)
while eliminating r2 from equs. (A 8) and (A 12), and substituting for ex!from
(A 13) gives:
7
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Substituting for" and (X and expanding gives:
F(X) = 7IT2X3+ (v- IT2!!+ 7ITl) ..\2+ (tIT25 + 5IT23 IT! + iIT2 IT!2- 2fI23) X
+ (11126 +!_lIT24 IT! - ITa"+ !:l-IT!2nz2 - 2IT22ITl + iIT 13) = 0 (.-\ 14)
where X = ITlz.
For a sub-harmonic solution to exist a realroot of eqn. (.-\ 14) must be such
that eqn. (.-\ 12) gives a real value of r, that is:
_.'\2<!n22- TI!2_-f'2TI2"-!IT22 ITl = £2>0. (A 15)
It can be shown that eqn. (.-\ 14) cannot have an odd number of roots between
-L and L and that it will have two real roots given by:
X = 421TI [~N-(llTI22+14TII)]'
2
provided:
N = n24(289 -I05n22 - 420TI1) + 196IT!2 + 308TI2' TIl - 588TI2' TIl' > 0
(A 16)
and
F(X)< O. (A 17)
Thus, sub-harmonic solutions exist provided inequalities (A 15), (A 16) and
(A 17) hold. In the region of parameter space where these inequalities hold
eqn. (1\ 14) may be solved to give two real values of x between -L and L.
Substituting these values in (A 11), (A 12) and (A 13) gives corresponding
values of R, rand bo2• Solving bl = p.b2, bl'+bl' = r2, R = -b, then give the
coefficients bl' b2 and b, whilst eqns. (A 1) give the corresponding coefficients
ao' al and a2• It is readily seen that there exist eight sub-harmonic solutions of
order 2, each with a d.c. component in gl and g2' for each point in the region
of parameter space satisfying the necessary inequalities.
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where cosece is the ratio of d to the difference in the moon and
spacecraft radii (see Fig. 4).
From Eqs, (6, 7 and 10) it can be shown that contours of
constant V, in 11 (d, ¢) coordinate system are circles, with
center (p cot")'/(Vt' - V.1f2),0) and radius
I'fIer,' - V.,2) tanv] -2+ {20',' - V .. ')V .hin2")') -I +
t2V .. sinv] --.AJII2
Examples of these circles for Of = 20°, 40° and 90° are
shown in scale with the moon in Fig. 4. The "dashed" circular
ares intersecting the constant l', circle", are the boundary of
tie moon impact region. Thus, the regions with V, greater
than a fixed value lire crescent-shaped. The shading on the
moon indicates its velocity with respect to the spacecaft, The
moon's direction is indicated by it being shaded as if it were
traveling away from the sun; and the fraction of disc shaded
gives the speed as a fraction of 2V.If• .
For the high velocity producing orbits, the spacecraft has tu
he directed towards a small region just behind tile moon with
")''" 40°. For v '" ZOo the escape region (i.e., V, ~ VE) be-
comes large; in Fig. 4 it is shown to be a region of over 10,000
km in diameter.
The "head on" conditions when ")' = 90°, permits good
direction control, but the extent of the escape region is small.
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Stability of a l\-fodcl Reference
Control System
D. J. G. JAMES·
Lanchester Polylcchrdc, Ruyby, England
lntroduction
INu recent paper Lindh and Likinsl eOmlJared the so-called. infinite determinant niethod and a numerical implementa_
tion of Flf)qnct thl:!ory for obtaining the regions of the param-
eter space corre:<pollding to stability nnd instability of the
nllll solution of a restrieted class of !inpar, periodic coefficients,
ordin:l1'Y homogeneous differential equations. In this Note
t.hc~e methods will bc applied to examine the stability uf Il
modI'! rderence adaptive control Ry~tem having sinusoidal
input.
In recent years model reference adaptive control systems
have proved \'ery popular, particularly for practical applica-
tions to devices sueh as fluto-pilots where rapid adaptation is
rcquired. The basic idea is shown in Fig. 1. The input
0,(1) to the systrm is also fed to a reference model, the output
of wltir.h is proportiowtl to the dc~irl'd response; the outputs
of the model and system are then differenced to form an
error
eel) = 0 .. (1) - e.(t) (1)
Heceivcd July 21, 1!J70; revision J'eceivcd Deccmber 22, 1\)70.
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the In.;iitute of Engineering Control, UnivPJ'sity of Wllrwick
1nl' his 1t~l:Cul dis('u~si()n~ cOllcerning this problem. Thanks are
uue al~o to D. G. EVil!)", and K. l'llderdnwll for (,Ilrrying out
thllllll~lloglte computer simulation.
• PriHl'ipal Lecturer, l'.fathematiC'll Depllrtm~nt.
Since the error is to be zero when the system is in the optimum
state it is used as a demand signal for the adaptive loops which
adjusts the variable parameters in the system to the desired
value.
Various methods of synthesizing the adaptive 100p3 have
been proposed but the one that has proved most popular was
that developed by 'Whittaker et al. 2 at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and referred to ItS thc 111\1.1.1'." rule.
Here the performance criterion is taken as the integral or
error squared and Cl. heuristic argument is given for reducing
this over an unspecified period of time. This leads to a rule
that a particular parameter K, should be adjusted so that
K. = -Ge(()e/oK.) (2)
where G is the constant gain.
Although the ".M.I.T." rule results in practically realizable
systems, mathematical analysis of the adaptive loops, even
for simple inputs, prove to be very difficult and it is usual ill
the design process to carry out much analogue computer
simulation. The system equations are nonlinear and non.
autonomous and since the nonlinearity is of the mulriplieativo
kind, the mass of theory on instantaneous nonlinearities
associated with the names of Lure and Popov, in particular,
is not applicable. Jn order to point. out some of the diflicul-
ties we shall consider a simple first-order system having si-
nusoidal input.
A(laptive Control System
Since the intention, as previously mentioned, is to point
out the difficulties involved in a stability investigation of (\
model reference adaptive control system, a simple first-
order system with controllable gain will be considered.
Consider a model and system to be governed respectively
by. the equations
TO.. (f) + 0...(1) == K8i(l)
TO,(t) + e.(t) >= K .K.Oi(t)
(::la)
(ab)
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where It dot denotes differentintjnn with respect to time Ii the
time constant T and model gain K arc constant and known.
but the process gain K. is unknown and possibly time varying.
The problem here is to determine a suitable adaptive loop
to control K. so thr.t K,K. eventually Equals the modf~1gain
K. The "M.l.T." rule giveR
K. = -Gc(CJe!'oK.) = Bef).. (4)
where B = GK./K, lind t.his leads to the ~cheme of Fig. 2.
If t\ sinusoidal input of magnitude R sinwt is applied !It
t = 0, when O...(!), 8.(t) are zero and K .K. ;;d K and if SUbfC-
quently K. remains constant but Kc ;g ndjuRted according
to El]. (4), then using Eqs. (1,3 and 4) thp. ~y~tem equutioM
become
Te(t) -I- e(t) (K _. K.K.)R sinwt (5a)
It BIl(t)O.(t) (5b)
Xow consider that tlie ndl1ption is switched on when the
monel response 11.. (/) has reached it." 8t,el.~dy~8f.fltevn!tw 8 .... (1)
gh'en by
O... (t) = [KR/(1 + Tt",') )(sinwl - Tw Cl)swt)
"-ig. 1 Model reference a<JapliH!controlllYblelll.
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then Eqs. (5) become
Ti(t) + eel) == :ret) sinwt (6a)
xCt) ... - [K.BKR/(l + T'w') ](sinwt - wT coswl)e(l) (GL)
where x(l) = K - K.K •.
Introducing the dimensionless parameters III = wT, rh =
TR2KK B and the dimrnsionlrsi! variables T = wi, ~l =
e/KR, ~: = -x/K, Eqs. (6) may be written in the nondimen-
sional form
which is a linear matrix differential equation of the form
~' .,. A(T)~ with A(T) periodic in T with period 2d' (a prime
denotes differentiation with respect to T). 1(
Stability Theory
We are interested in finding the domains of the parameter
space for which the null solution of the system of first-order
equations
I i(l) == A(t)x(l)
A(t + T) = A(t)
(8)
(9)
is stable, where x(t) is an n vector and A(t) an n X n matri~
of period T in t. This problem was discussed in some detail
in Ref. 1 and we shall confine ourselves here to a brief sum-
mary.
One approach is It numerical implementation of Floquet
theory. From Floquet theory it can be shown that for system
(8), subject to condition (9), there exists a. constant n X n
matrix C, known as the monodromy matrix of the system,
such that
x(t + T) = Cx(t) (10)
I
I·
i
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Using a Liapunov type transformation it then follows that
a necessary and sufficient condition for the null solution of
the system to be uniformly asymptotically stable is that all
the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix C lie within the
unit circle Izl < 1. If the eigenvalues of the monodrorny
matrix lie in the circle Izl ~ 1 and the eigenvalues on Izl = 1
correspond to unidimensional Jordan cells, then the null solu-
tion is uniformly stable.'
In practice the monodromy matrix C is obtained by in-
tegrating Eqs, (8) numerically over a period.O [A check
on the value of C may be employed since detC = exp!o"
traceA(t)dt.] This is followed by a numerical evaluation
of its eigenvalues thus giving an assessment of stability or in-
stability. However, if one is only interested in the question
of stability, the last step may be dispensed with. Instead the
characteristic polynomial of C may be obtained using the
Faddeevas algorithm followed by a stability assessment using
the determinant method of Jury.' This procedure has been
used satisfactorily by the author4 and since it involves only
matrix multiplication and the evaluation of second-order
determinants it gives a considerable saving in computational
time over direct evaluation of the eigenvalues.
An alternative mcthod of obtaining the transition bound- .•
aries between stable and unstable regions in parameter space,
is th~ ,so-called infinite determinant method. This method
is restrictive in its use since it requires the form of the solutions
on the transition boundaries to be known. Assuming the
continuous dependence of stability on parameter values it
follows that on any transition boundary there exists an eigen-
value >.. of the monodromy mntrix such that its modulus is
Fig. 2 First-order "'Y"-
tcm-!\J .LT. ga ln adap-
tion.
unity. Thus on the transition boundaries there must existS
an almost periodic solution of the form
x.(t) = ei(arg).,)I/Tp;(t) (11)
where P,(t) is a periodic n vector with period T (note that in
general such solutions may exist within stable or unstable
regions but not within regions of uniform asymptotic sta-
bility). If the monodromy matrix of the system is symplectic
then its characteristic equation is reciprocal, and the form
of the solutions on the transition boundaries for such systems
is discussed in detail in Ref. (1). .
For certain systems (e.g., uncoupled canonical 51ystems)it
can be shown that the transition boundaries lire characterized
by the existence of solutions of Period T or a restricted class
of functions of period 2T. The procedure then is to assume
Fourier series developments with undetermined coefficients,
for these solutions; these solutions are then substituted into
the system equations and the principle of harmonic bah\llce
employed to obtain an infinite system of simultaneous, lineal',
homogeneous algebraic equations for the coefficients. For
those values of the parameters which admit the assumed
periodic solutions the homogeneous algebraic equations must
have a nontrivial solution and this is the case only if the i!1-
finite determinant (Hill determinant) of the coefficients is
zero. In practice the Fourier series is truncated and the
corresponding Hill determinant solved to give lines in paru!u-
eter space. If the truncation point of the Fourier senes
is extended and the zeros of the corresponding Hill deter-
minants of increasing order converge to some limit set of lines
then the infinite determinant procedure is said to be con-
verge nt, the convergent set of lines in parameter space being
the required transition boundary between stable and unstable
regions.
Application of Theory to Adaptive Control System
Applying the numerical implementation of Floquet theory
to system (7) stability boundaries in the pllralOete~ space
ITI - IT, were obtained. These stability boundaries are
shown in Fig. 3 and in the main they have been verified by
analogue computer simulation.
Although system (7) is not canonical it can he shown that
the only solution corresponding to transition boundaries
e!
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Fig. 3 Stahility regions In I)a.'anu.tcr space.
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Ii from stable to unstable regions are those of period. T and
::~'" 2T (271' and 411" in this ease). The monodromy matrix C of
E'1. (7) is such that
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dete = exp{fo2" traceA(r)dr} = exp] -211"/Ild
80 that if XI, X2 are the eigenvalues of C then
),IX2 = exp{ -211"/Ild = pt (say) '(12)
If XI, X2 are complex conjugates then it follows from Eq. (12)
that they lie on a circle of radius p so that complex roots
cannot have modulii unity since this would imply p = 1
which is only possible if ITI is infinite. Thus on the transi-
tion boundary there must exist a real root having the value
of +1 or -1 (note that real roots X1,X2 are inverse points with
respect to the circle of radius p). It follows from Eq. (11)
that the transition boundary is characterised by a solution of
period 7' or 2T.
On substituting a Fourier series, with undetermined
coefficients, of period 411"in Eqs, (7) and balancing like terms,
it can he shown, by induction, that the corresponding Hill
determinants are sums of squares and therefore cannot be
sero for any values of the parameters. This has been verified
by analogue computer simulation and by the results of the
Floquet theory analysis.
In the case of the harmonic solution, of period 211", substi-
tuting the Fourier series ..
~I = ao + L: (an COS1l.r + b.. sinnr)
n-l
into Eqs, (7) [the corresponding series for ~2 being obtained
by the second equation of (7) Iand balancing the terms leads
to two distinct sets of linear homogeneous algebraic equations
for the coefficients (a2n,h2n), (a2n+l,b2n+1), (n = 0,1,2, etc.),
respectively. The corresponding Hill determinants of order
r, in each case, are polynomials of order r in 112 having co-
cfficicnts whieh are functions of III. For a particular r these
polynomials are solved for a range of values of Il2 and the
zeros plotted to obtain the transition boundary in the param-
eter space. The value of r is then increased and the corre-
sponding Hill determinants solved until a convergent set of
boundaries arc obtained. It is found that for HI > 1.5,
where the enveloping boundary is continuous, consideration
of fifth order Hill determinants is !mfficient but for ITI < 1.5
where the enveloping boundary is discontinuous, the method
is T'ot found to be very satisfactory. Hill determinants of
order cleven have to be' considered before a true picture be-
r:ins to emerge alld the order has to be increased still further
!wfore an enveloping boundary is obtained to a satisfactory
degree of accuracy. For this protlem the region III < 1.5
is impurtant since it is the most likely range of applica-
t.ion in practice.
\
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Condu>;iollll
In this Note the stability region;; in nondimensional space
have br.~n obtained for a first-ordN controllable gain model
reference adaptive control system, and the results illustrate
the complexity of the question of stability when de:ding with
;;ueh 8vstems.
Hotit 11. numerical implementation of Floquet analysis and
~he infinite determinant method of analyzing linear ditTCl·-
I~ntia! equations with periodic codficicllts have been em-
\)loyed. The infinite determinant tlpproach \\\t8 not found
In be very sati<;factory in the region of parameter space where
the str.bility boundllries are complex in nature. Since, when
rlcaling with linear differential equations wilh periodic co-
dficients, complex stability boundaries frequently occur, it
throws some doubt 011 the performance of the mdhod in
I!elll'ral. Although the Floql1et analysis involved investi-
gating the eigenvalues of the mOJl'Hlromy matrix at a net-
work of points in parametci' space the results obtained were
far more satisfactory, and for the particular problem con-
sidered the computation time was less. For higher order
systems the usc of the Faddeev algorithm and the Jury pro-
cedure would further reduce computational time when using
the Floquet approach.
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Some Considerations of a Simplified
Velocity Spectrum Relation for
Isotropic Turbulence
RICHARD L. SCHAPKER*
A uco Everett Research Labomtory, Enerett, M ass.
THE "three-dimensional" velocity spectrum function,E(k), defined such that
3 J:"- 11' = . E(k)dk2 0 (J)
(a = rm~ velocity fluctuation level, k == waye number), 111 of
interest in both theoretical and praetical studies of turbu-
lence phenomena. A simple form for H(k) was proposed by
von Karman I
k.E(k)/o" a: (k/k.)4[l + (k/k.)2]-I1!' (2)
(k. = ellergy-containing \\'Iwe number, as un "intcrpolaUl'n"
formula joining the range k ... O(E(k) a: k4) to the inertial
subrn.nge. wherein E(k) « k"6/3 for k » k. in Eq. (2).
At high-wllve nl1mber~, of the order of the Kolrnogol'Ol'i
wave number kK == LK-t, where
(3)
the 3pectrum funetiun is "cut-off" by vL"cous effects. Th!!
illadeqnlley of Eq. (2) for this wave !lumber mngo is reflected
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